
From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** FORMER MAYOR EDWIN M. LEE MEMORIALIZED WITH OFFICIAL PHOTO AND

OPENING OF NEW EXHIBIT IN HIS HONOR
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 9:06:25 AM
Attachments: 5.5.18 Mayor Ed Lee Exhibit.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Saturday, May 05, 2018 12:48 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** FORMER MAYOR EDWIN M. LEE MEMORIALIZED WITH OFFICIAL
PHOTO AND OPENING OF NEW EXHIBIT IN HIS HONOR
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Saturday, May 5, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-802-4266
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
FORMER MAYOR EDWIN M. LEE MEMORIALIZED WITH

OFFICIAL PHOTO AND OPENING OF NEW EXHIBIT
IN HIS HONOR

City Hall exhibit to pay tribute to 43rd Mayor of San Francisco, who passed away last year
 
San Francisco, CA—Former Mayor Edwin M. Lee was honored today at City Hall with the
unveiling of his official photo and the opening of a new exhibit cataloging his long career in
public service.
 
The 43rd Mayor in San Francisco history, Mayor Lee passed away unexpectedly on December
12, 2017. Today would have marked his 66th birthday.
 
“Mayor Lee embodied all that we cherish about this City—he was a man of dignity, truth and
compassion,” said Mayor Farrell. “Everything he set out to achieve was in service to the
people of San Francisco—a City that he loved deeply. San Francisco is an immeasurably
better place because of Mayor Lee, and this tribute is a fitting way to celebrate the legacy he
leaves behind.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Saturday, May 5, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-802-4266 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


FORMER MAYOR EDWIN M. LEE MEMORIALIZED WITH 


OFFICIAL PHOTO AND OPENING OF NEW EXHIBIT  


IN HIS HONOR 
City Hall exhibit to pay tribute to 43rd Mayor of San Francisco, who passed away last year 


 


San Francisco, CA—Former Mayor Edwin M. Lee was honored today at City Hall with the 


unveiling of his official photo and the opening of a new exhibit cataloging his long career in 


public service.  


 


The 43rd Mayor in San Francisco history, Mayor Lee passed away unexpectedly on December 


12, 2017. Today would have marked his 66th birthday. 


 


“Mayor Lee embodied all that we cherish about this City—he was a man of dignity, truth and 


compassion,” said Mayor Farrell. “Everything he set out to achieve was in service to the people 


of San Francisco—a City that he loved deeply. San Francisco is an immeasurably better place 


because of Mayor Lee, and this tribute is a fitting way to celebrate the legacy he leaves behind.” 


 


As part of today’s event, Mayor Lee’s official photo was hung in the Hall of Mayors in Room 


200. In addition, an exhibit was unveiled in the South Light Court, chronicling his lengthy tenure 


as an advocate, civic leader and elected official. The exhibit, which will open to the public on 


Monday, features photos of Mayor Lee and other items related to his life. Part of a collaborative 


effort with the Chinese Historical Society of America, the exhibit will be on display through the 


end of this year.  


 


"Being able to see dad’s portrait unveiled in City Hall, a place where he dedicated so much of his 


energy and passion for public service, is an incredibly profound experience for our family,” said 


Brianna and Tania Lee. “We are comforted, moved and honored by the fact that there is a visual 


reminder of his spirit here in a place that symbolizes so much about the city he loved." 


 


The first Chinese American Mayor in San Francisco history, Mayor Lee was first appointed to 


the position on an interim basis in 2011, replacing Mayor Gavin Newsom, who left to become 


Lieutenant Governor of California. Mayor Lee was subsequently elected by voters in November 


2011, and reelected in 2015.  


 


“Mayor Lee was a great leader, mentor and friend,” said City Administrator Naomi Kelly. “He 


guided San Francisco through a time of unprecedented economic growth and provided prudent 


fiscal stewardship over our City’s finances, creating a blueprint for a responsible budget process. 


His investments in long-overdue infrastructure projects have ensured that San Francisco remains 
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a safe, stable City for generations to come. History will be kind to the lasting positive impacts he 


imparted on this City.” 


 


When Mayor Lee assumed office, the country was in the grips of the great recession and the 


unemployment rate was nearing double digits in San Francisco. He helped oversee the greatest 


economic recovery in the history of San Francisco, with the City adding more than 160,000 jobs 


during his tenure and unemployment dropping below three percent.  


 


“Today is bittersweet - we honor the great Mayor Ed Lee, but he's not here to celebrate with us,” 


said California Lieutenant Governor and former San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom. “His 


impact on the City is enduring. His steady leadership as San Francisco emerged from the Great 


Recession ensured the City would continue to thrive economically, culturally, and socially. He 


led with his values, and he always kept his community close to his heart. San Francisco was 


lucky to have him, and today's tribute is but one small way we will keep his memory alive.” 


 


Mayor Lee created more housing than any other Mayor in City history, while advocating for 


landmark affordability protections. In 2012, he helped create the $1.3 billion Housing Trust 


Fund, and he advocated for the $310 million affordable housing bond that was approved by 


voters in 2015.  


 


“Mayor Ed Lee served the people of San Francisco with exceptional dignity and great 


effectiveness,” said House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. “Mayor Lee fundamentally 


understood that the strength of a community is measured by its success in meeting the needs of 


all its people.  He was a champion for improving the lives and conditions of low-income families 


living in public housing, and he worked tirelessly to build vibrant, dynamic communities by 


expanding affordable housing and ensuring equal opportunity for all. He leaves an enduring and 


inspiring legacy that will benefit generations of San Franciscans, and everyone who sees this 


portrait will know the esteem in which he was held.” 


 


While Mayor Lee was leading the creation of thousands of homes, he was also improving living 


conditions for existing tenants. The City’s Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program, an 


initiative Mayor Lee championed, is set to rebuild and rehabilitate more than 3,480 rental units in 


San Francisco.  


 


Despite the unprecedented growth occurring under his watch, Mayor Lee continued to pursue 


sustainable and innovative environmental policies. As Mayor, the City’s greenhouse gas 


emissions were reduced by 28 percent at the same time that San Francisco’s population increased 


19 percent and the economy grew 78 percent.  


 


Mayor Lee maintained a prudent fiscal stewardship of the City’s finances, leading to years of 


balanced budgets and record reserve levels. He also led the efforts to create a 10-year Capital 


Plan, ensuring that the City maintained its long-term services and infrastructure. 


 


Mayor Lee created the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing, an agency with a 
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singular focus of ending homelessness for every person it encounters. Mayor Lee launched the 


City’s innovative Navigation Center program, a resource-heavy shelter model that has been 


adopted by cities across the nation. Permanent supportive housing units for residents 


experiencing homelessness increased by 50 percent under Mayor Lee, and now San Francisco 


has more such units per capita than any other city in the country.   


 


The Mayor also challenged partners in the private sector to aid the City in its efforts to end 


homelessness. As a result, private donors helped contribute $30 million to combat family 


homelessness, and the nonprofit organization Tipping Point pledged $100 million to reduce 


chronic homelessness in San Francisco. 


 


“Mayor Lee governed our great City by consensus,” said Steve Kawa, Mayor Lee’s former Chief 


of Staff. “He was determined to ensure that San Francisco was safe, solvent and successful for 


all. He is so dearly missed.” 


 


Mayor Lee was a champion of civil rights policies, helping to create Mayors Against 


Discrimination, a national group of City leaders who used economic pressure to prevent the 


passage of discriminatory laws targeting LGBTQ communities. He created a senior advisor role 


on transgender initiatives, making San Francisco the first City in the nation with such a position. 


 


He consistently affirmed San Francisco’s status as a Sanctuary City and he increased funding 


support for immigrant communities following the 2016 Presidential election. He also requested 


that the United States Department of Justice undertake a thorough assessment on the San 


Francisco Police Department, a process that has led to breakthrough reforms at the department.   


 


“Throughout the time I knew Mayor Lee, a few things never changed,” said San Francisco 


Assessor-Recorder Carmen Chu. “His values and how he carried himself. He was a son of 


immigrants, started from humble roots and he understood the role government played in 


protecting our vulnerable communities and in creating opportunities. As unexpected as it may 


seem for a Mayor, Ed never sought the spotlight. He believed in people and in doing so he 


inspired and empowered those around him to step up and share in the responsibility and 


successes of leading this City. We will miss his laughter and his light.”  


 


Prior to being appointed, Mayor Lee held numerous roles in City government, including 


positions as the City Administrator, the Director of Public Works and the Executive Director of 


the Human Rights Commission. Before his long career in public service, Mayor Lee worked as a 


Managing Attorney for the Asian Law Caucus, advocating on the behalf of clients facing 


discrimination and unlawful evictions.  


 


“Mayor Lee always remembered his roots and cared deeply about serving immigrants, seniors 


and tenants,” said Kitman Chan, President of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce. “As a son of 


Chinese immigrants, he cared deeply about Chinatown and the Chinese American community. 


Mayor Lee championed for small and minority-owned businesses, economic growth, civil rights 


and language access for Chinatown and communities of color. He will be truly missed as a son of 
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the Chinese community.” 


 


### 


 


To view a video of Mayor Lee’s photo unveiling, click here. 


 


To view images of Mayor Lee’s photo unveiling, click here.  


 


 



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16pU8eu3m-WYfz46XgZ2i8bXTQQlLJt6T?usp=sharing

https://drewaltizer.com/event/10846-mayor-ed-lee-photo-unveiling-tribute-city-hall/lightbox/5ae9fcaabbddbd54477c6d74-xK0ePFUc13Yt2iuzkgsMtBNrphc9f7EG-5ae9fcaa1c3315-76636530





As part of today’s event, Mayor Lee’s official photo was hung in the Hall of Mayors in Room
200. In addition, an exhibit was unveiled in the South Light Court, chronicling his lengthy
tenure as an advocate, civic leader and elected official. The exhibit, which will open to the
public on Monday, features photos of Mayor Lee and other items related to his life. Part of a
collaborative effort with the Chinese Historical Society of America, the exhibit will be on
display through the end of this year.
 
"Being able to see dad’s portrait unveiled in City Hall, a place where he dedicated so much of
his energy and passion for public service, is an incredibly profound experience for our
family,” said Brianna and Tania Lee. “We are comforted, moved and honored by the fact that
there is a visual reminder of his spirit here in a place that symbolizes so much about the city he
loved."
 
The first Chinese American Mayor in San Francisco history, Mayor Lee was first appointed to
the position on an interim basis in 2011, replacing Mayor Gavin Newsom, who left to become
Lieutenant Governor of California. Mayor Lee was subsequently elected by voters in
November 2011, and reelected in 2015.
 
“Mayor Lee was a great leader, mentor and friend,” said City Administrator Naomi Kelly. “He
guided San Francisco through a time of unprecedented economic growth and provided prudent
fiscal stewardship over our City’s finances, creating a blueprint for a responsible budget
process. His investments in long-overdue infrastructure projects have ensured that San
Francisco remains a safe, stable City for generations to come. History will be kind to the
lasting positive impacts he imparted on this City.”
 
When Mayor Lee assumed office, the country was in the grips of the great recession and the
unemployment rate was nearing double digits in San Francisco. He helped oversee the greatest
economic recovery in the history of San Francisco, with the City adding more than 160,000
jobs during his tenure and unemployment dropping below three percent.
 
“Today is bittersweet - we honor the great Mayor Ed Lee, but he's not here to celebrate with
us,” said California Lieutenant Governor and former San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom.
“His impact on the City is enduring. His steady leadership as San Francisco emerged from the
Great Recession ensured the City would continue to thrive economically, culturally, and
socially. He led with his values, and he always kept his community close to his heart. San
Francisco was lucky to have him, and today's tribute is but one small way we will keep his
memory alive.”
 
Mayor Lee created more housing than any other Mayor in City history, while advocating for
landmark affordability protections. In 2012, he helped create the $1.3 billion Housing Trust
Fund, and he advocated for the $310 million affordable housing bond that was approved by
voters in 2015.
 
“Mayor Ed Lee served the people of San Francisco with exceptional dignity and great
effectiveness,” said House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. “Mayor Lee fundamentally
understood that the strength of a community is measured by its success in meeting the needs of
all its people.  He was a champion for improving the lives and conditions of low-income
families living in public housing, and he worked tirelessly to build vibrant, dynamic
communities by expanding affordable housing and ensuring equal opportunity for all. He
leaves an enduring and inspiring legacy that will benefit generations of San Franciscans, and



everyone who sees this portrait will know the esteem in which he was held.”

While Mayor Lee was leading the creation of thousands of homes, he was also improving
living conditions for existing tenants. The City’s Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD)
program, an initiative Mayor Lee championed, is set to rebuild and rehabilitate more than
3,480 rental units in San Francisco.
 
Despite the unprecedented growth occurring under his watch, Mayor Lee continued to pursue
sustainable and innovative environmental policies. As Mayor, the City’s greenhouse gas
emissions were reduced by 28 percent at the same time that San Francisco’s population
increased 19 percent and the economy grew 78 percent.
 
Mayor Lee maintained a prudent fiscal stewardship of the City’s finances, leading to years of
balanced budgets and record reserve levels. He also led the efforts to create a 10-year Capital
Plan, ensuring that the City maintained its long-term services and infrastructure.
 
Mayor Lee created the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing, an agency with
a singular focus of ending homelessness for every person it encounters. Mayor Lee launched
the City’s innovative Navigation Center program, a resource-heavy shelter model that has
been adopted by cities across the nation. Permanent supportive housing units for residents
experiencing homelessness increased by 50 percent under Mayor Lee, and now San Francisco
has more such units per capita than any other city in the country. 
 
The Mayor also challenged partners in the private sector to aid the City in its efforts to end
homelessness. As a result, private donors helped contribute $30 million to combat family
homelessness, and the nonprofit organization Tipping Point pledged $100 million to reduce
chronic homelessness in San Francisco.
 
“Mayor Lee governed our great City by consensus,” said Steve Kawa, Mayor Lee’s former
Chief of Staff. “He was determined to ensure that San Francisco was safe, solvent and
successful for all. He is so dearly missed.”
 
Mayor Lee was a champion of civil rights policies, helping to create Mayors Against
Discrimination, a national group of City leaders who used economic pressure to prevent the
passage of discriminatory laws targeting LGBTQ communities. He created a senior advisor
role on transgender initiatives, making San Francisco the first City in the nation with such a
position.
 
He consistently affirmed San Francisco’s status as a Sanctuary City and he increased funding
support for immigrant communities following the 2016 Presidential election. He also
requested that the United States Department of Justice undertake a thorough assessment on the
San Francisco Police Department, a process that has led to breakthrough reforms at the
department. 
 
“Throughout the time I knew Mayor Lee, a few things never changed,” said San Francisco
Assessor-Recorder Carmen Chu. “His values and how he carried himself. He was a son of
immigrants, started from humble roots and he understood the role government played in
protecting our vulnerable communities and in creating opportunities. As unexpected as it may
seem for a Mayor, Ed never sought the spotlight. He believed in people and in doing so he
inspired and empowered those around him to step up and share in the responsibility and



successes of leading this City. We will miss his laughter and his light.”
 
Prior to being appointed, Mayor Lee held numerous roles in City government, including
positions as the City Administrator, the Director of Public Works and the Executive Director
of the Human Rights Commission. Before his long career in public service, Mayor Lee
worked as a Managing Attorney for the Asian Law Caucus, advocating on the behalf of clients
facing discrimination and unlawful evictions.
 
“Mayor Lee always remembered his roots and cared deeply about serving immigrants, seniors
and tenants,” said Kitman Chan, President of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce. “As a son
of Chinese immigrants, he cared deeply about Chinatown and the Chinese American
community. Mayor Lee championed for small and minority-owned businesses, economic
growth, civil rights and language access for Chinatown and communities of color. He will be
truly missed as a son of the Chinese community.”
 

###
 
To view a video of Mayor Lee’s photo unveiling, click here.
 
To view images of Mayor Lee’s photo unveiling, click here.
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16pU8eu3m-WYfz46XgZ2i8bXTQQlLJt6T?usp=sharing
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON ARBITRATION AWARD FOR POLICE OFFICER

ASSOCIATION CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
Date: Monday, May 07, 2018 9:30:35 AM
Attachments: 5.4.18 Police Union Contract Agreement.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2018 4:35 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON ARBITRATION AWARD FOR POLICE OFFICER
ASSOCIATION CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Friday, May 4, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON ARBITRATION AWARD

FOR POLICE OFFICER ASSOCIATION
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

 
“Today’s arbitration award is a fair and equitable pay increase that supports our police officers
and reflects a responsible, sustainable approach to our City’s budget.
 
Our police officers have a difficult job and they deserve our respect and support. I am grateful
for the men and women of the police department who work every day to ensure the public
safety of our City.”
 
 
 

###
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Friday, May 4, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON ARBITRATION AWARD  


FOR POLICE OFFICER ASSOCIATION  


CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 


 


“Today’s arbitration award is a fair and equitable pay increase that supports our police officers 


and reflects a responsible, sustainable approach to our City’s budget. 


 


Our police officers have a difficult job and they deserve our respect and support. I am grateful 


for the men and women of the police department who work every day to ensure the public safety 


of our City.” 


 


 


 


### 


 









From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL PLANS FOR CITY TO PREPARE

AND RECOVER FROM NEXT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
Date: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 2:27:51 PM
Attachments: 5.8.18 Economic Resiliency Executive Directive.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 2:11 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL PLANS FOR CITY
TO PREPARE AND RECOVER FROM NEXT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, May 8, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL
PLANS FOR CITY TO PREPARE AND RECOVER FROM

NEXT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
City now has detailed plans on potential recession strategies and policies in place to monitor

and prepare for next downturn
 
San Francisco, CA— Mayor Mark Farrell today announced the next steps in San Francisco’s
Economic Resiliency Plan, the City’s first-in-the-nation policy to prepare, mitigate and
recover from the next recession.
 
San Francisco now has detailed information on potential recession scenarios and the various
impacts they would have on the City. Mayor Farrell issued an Executive Order today,
mandating that key City officials convene regularly to monitor potential signs of an economic
recession. Additionally, those staffers will develop targeted recovery plans specific to each
potential recession scenario.
 
“We are enjoying unparalleled economic prosperity in our City, but we cannot forget the
lessons learned from the Great Recession,” said Mayor Farrell. “There is not a question of if
the next downturn will happen, but when. As Mayor, I have a duty to prepare our City and
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, May 8, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


 MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL 


PLANS FOR CITY TO PREPARE AND RECOVER FROM NEXT 


ECONOMIC DOWNTURN 
City now has detailed plans on potential recession strategies and policies in place to monitor 


and prepare for next downturn  


 


San Francisco, CA— Mayor Mark Farrell today announced the next steps in San Francisco’s 


Economic Resiliency Plan, the City’s first-in-the-nation policy to prepare, mitigate and recover 


from the next recession.  


 


San Francisco now has detailed information on potential recession scenarios and the various 


impacts they would have on the City. Mayor Farrell issued an Executive Order today, mandating 


that key City officials convene regularly to monitor potential signs of an economic recession. 


Additionally, those staffers will develop targeted recovery plans specific to each potential 


recession scenario. 


 


“We are enjoying unparalleled economic prosperity in our City, but we cannot forget the lessons 


learned from the Great Recession,” said Mayor Farrell. “There is not a question of if the next 


downturn will happen, but when. As Mayor, I have a duty to prepare our City and determine 


what steps we will need to take to recover. We will be poised to rebound and come back a better, 


stronger City.” 


 


San Francisco could lose more than 54,000 jobs and the City’s unemployment rate could 


skyrocket to 9.4 percent with a severe downturn in San Francisco’s technology sector, according 


to information collected from Economic Resiliency Plan consultants. Even the mildest scenario 


investigated would result in the loss of more than 15,000 jobs and an unemployment rate of 6.4 


percent.  


 


As part of his Executive Directive, Mayor Farrell instructed the City group, with the assistance 


of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and the Office of the Controller, to 


submit a list of concrete recession mitigation strategies for these scenarios by September 1, 2018. 


 


In 2016, Mayor Edwin M. Lee established the creation of San Francisco’s Economic Resiliency 


Plan, as the City became the first in the nation to embark upon such a strategy. Along with 


developing recession models, the plan identified a number of national, regional and local 


economic trends that could indicate a recession. Those include thresholds related to monthly 


gross receipts filings, personal income tax revenue, commercial vacancy rates, stock prices, 


monthly building permits and industrial production levels, among numerous other factors. 
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The City group will act as the chief advisory body regarding recession mitigation efforts, 


providing insight on short and long-term recovery strategies. The group will be comprised of the 


City Controller, the City Economist, the City Administrator, the Mayor’s Budget Director and 


the Director of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development (OEWD). The group will 


work with relevant City departments to establish specific recession mitigation and recovery 


strategies.  


 


Between 2008 and 2010, the Great Recession led to the loss of 40,000 local jobs and severe cuts 


to City services. Since then, San Francisco has added 189,000 jobs and lowered unemployment 


to 2.4 percent, compared to 9.4 percent at the height of the Recession.  


 


The Economic Resiliency Plan is one part of the City’s larger long term financial planning 


process, which aims to predict future economic conditions and identify fiscal strategies that can 


be used to balance the budget with minimal impact to City services even during a downturn.  


 


As a result of its sound fiscal policy in recent years, San Francisco is in strong financial 


standings. In March, the credit rating agency Moody’s upgraded San Francisco’s General 


Obligation rating to Aaa, the highest rating in the system and the credit rating in the City’s 


history. High credit ratings allow the City to issue debt at lower borrowing costs. In awarding the 


upgrade, Moody’s cited the City’s “demonstrated record of sustainable budgeting and financial 


management practices.” 


 


Under the stewardship of former Mayor Lee, Mayor Farrell and the Board of Supervisors, San 


Francisco has invested historic levels of funding in the City’s Economic Reserves, including 


rainy day reserves, now with a $449 million balance - nearly reaching the City’s goal of 10 


percent of General Fund revenues in reserve.  This represents a remarkable improvement since 


the last downturn and a historic high for the City. 


 


“This directive is an important step forward as the City institutionalizes its monitoring of our 


economy and management of our finances to help protect against the next economic downturn,” 


said City Controller Ben Rosenfield. 


 


“Despite our strong recovery, the pain of the Great Recession is still fresh for many San 


Franciscans,” said Todd Rufo, OEWD Director.  “The City has a responsibility to ensure that 


when the next downturn hits, we are ready. The Economic Resiliency & Recovery Plan is a 


groundbreaking step towards protecting our financial future.” 


 


 







determine what steps we will need to take to recover. We will be poised to rebound and come
back a better, stronger City.”
 
San Francisco could lose more than 54,000 jobs and the City’s unemployment rate could
skyrocket to 9.4 percent with a severe downturn in San Francisco’s technology sector,
according to information collected from Economic Resiliency Plan consultants. Even the
mildest scenario investigated would result in the loss of more than 15,000 jobs and an
unemployment rate of 6.4 percent.
 
As part of his Executive Directive, Mayor Farrell instructed the City group, with the assistance
of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and the Office of the Controller, to
submit a list of concrete recession mitigation strategies for these scenarios by September 1,
2018.
 
In 2016, Mayor Edwin M. Lee established the creation of San Francisco’s Economic
Resiliency Plan, as the City became the first in the nation to embark upon such a strategy.
Along with developing recession models, the plan identified a number of national, regional
and local economic trends that could indicate a recession. Those include thresholds related to
monthly gross receipts filings, personal income tax revenue, commercial vacancy rates, stock
prices, monthly building permits and industrial production levels, among numerous other
factors.
 
The City group will act as the chief advisory body regarding recession mitigation efforts,
providing insight on short and long-term recovery strategies. The group will be comprised of
the City Controller, the City Economist, the City Administrator, the Mayor’s Budget Director
and the Director of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development (OEWD). The group
will work with relevant City departments to establish specific recession mitigation and
recovery strategies.
 
Between 2008 and 2010, the Great Recession led to the loss of 40,000 local jobs and severe
cuts to City services. Since then, San Francisco has added 189,000 jobs and lowered
unemployment to 2.4 percent, compared to 9.4 percent at the height of the Recession.
 
The Economic Resiliency Plan is one part of the City’s larger long term financial planning
process, which aims to predict future economic conditions and identify fiscal strategies that
can be used to balance the budget with minimal impact to City services even during a
downturn.
 
As a result of its sound fiscal policy in recent years, San Francisco is in strong financial
standings. In March, the credit rating agency Moody’s upgraded San Francisco’s General
Obligation rating to Aaa, the highest rating in the system and the credit rating in the City’s
history. High credit ratings allow the City to issue debt at lower borrowing costs. In awarding
the upgrade, Moody’s cited the City’s “demonstrated record of sustainable budgeting and
financial management practices.”
 
Under the stewardship of former Mayor Lee, Mayor Farrell and the Board of Supervisors, San
Francisco has invested historic levels of funding in the City’s Economic Reserves, including
rainy day reserves, now with a $449 million balance - nearly reaching the City’s goal of 10
percent of General Fund revenues in reserve.  This represents a remarkable improvement since
the last downturn and a historic high for the City.



 
“This directive is an important step forward as the City institutionalizes its monitoring of our
economy and management of our finances to help protect against the next economic
downturn,” said City Controller Ben Rosenfield.
 
“Despite our strong recovery, the pain of the Great Recession is still fresh for many San
Franciscans,” said Todd Rufo, OEWD Director.  “The City has a responsibility to ensure that
when the next downturn hits, we are ready. The Economic Resiliency & Recovery Plan is a
groundbreaking step towards protecting our financial future.”
 
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Modernism = function over form. Vote NO to the resolution on 3333 California Street!
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 10:23:49 AM

FYI
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Smith, Desiree (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 11:43 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: FW: Modernism = function over form. Vote NO to the resolution on 3333 California Street!
 
We received this letter after the packet for the National Register nomination for 3333 California
Street was published.
 
From: Norma Guzman [mailto:normaguz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 11:34 AM
To: norma guzman
Subject: Modernism = function over form. Vote NO to the resolution on 3333 California Street!
 
Commissioners, 
 
Please vote NO on the resolution to block much needed housing at 3333 California Street. 
 
The timing of this nomination application is reactionary and seeks to make public land
exclusionary. 
 
In light of climate change and other factors, American society is evolving away from suburban
environments.  Before being acquired by AECOM, even EDAW evolved from designing
suburban landscapes to championing mixed-use, infill, urban regeneration projects.  If they
were still around, I am sure that they would LOVE to be a partner in this project. 
 
Modernism itself was meant to be rational, to respect contemporary social, economic, and
political realities, and to respect function over form.  In 2018, the function of housing in this
job-rich city is a far more rational use of this public land.  
 
Our housing crisis is very real and we need every single home. 
 
Please vote NO on this reactionary, exclusionary resolution. 
 
Thank you, 
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Norma Guzman 
M.A. Landscape Architecture and City Planning



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: UCSF Campus Building at 3333 California St
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 10:23:57 AM

fYI
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Smith, Desiree (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 11:44 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: FW: UCSF Campus Building at 3333 California St
 
We also received this letter after the packet for the National Register nomination for 3333 California
Street was published.
 
From: marty cerles [mailto:martycerles@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2018 3:34 PM
To: Smith, Desiree (CPC)
Subject: UCSF Campus Building at 3333 California St
 
Dear Mrs. Smith, 
 
 I am writing you today to urge you to NOT approve the Laurel Heights Improvement
Association's attempt to declare the current building at 3333 California Street as "Historic".
This is just a blatant attempt to stop the construction of new housing at the site, and has
nothing to do with the "historic" aspect of the building. This is a classic example of
neighborhood organizations throwing up roadblocks to any attempt to construct desperately
needed new housing in San Francisco. There is no question that we are currently experiencing
a critical housing shortage due to these types of petitions, and I urge the Planning
Department's Historic Preservation program to not be complicit in this egregious
attempt. 
 
 I currently rent an apartment just three blocks away from this location, and was born
(in 1985) and raised just a few blocks away on Masonic. I always dreamed of raising
a family in the neighborhood I grew up in, but my dreams are unattainable because
there has been ZERO construction of new housing in this neighborhood, primarily as
a result of the activities of NIBMY organizations such as the Laurel Heights
Improvement Association. I urge to you to stop bending to their will.
 
Thank you for your time. 
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Regards,
 
Marty R Cerles Jr
2763 Bush Street, Apt. E.



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL RELEASES CITY REPORT DETAILING CITY COST-SAVINGS

AND BENEFITS FROM PROPOSED CITYWIDE FIBER NETWOWRK
Date: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 10:27:22 AM
Attachments: 5.9.18 Fiber Cost-Savings Report.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 10:21 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL RELEASES CITY REPORT DETAILING CITY
COST-SAVINGS AND BENEFITS FROM PROPOSED CITYWIDE FIBER NETWOWRK
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, May 9, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL RELEASES CITY REPORT

DETAILING CITY COST-SAVINGS AND BENEFITS FROM
PROPOSED CITYWIDE FIBER NETWOWRK

The new report shows the Fiber for San Francisco initiative can save taxpayer dollars and
generate new revenue for the City

 
San Francisco, CA – Mayor Mark Farrell today announced the release of a new City report
detailing potential cost-savings and revenue generating opportunities from his proposed
citywide fiber network that seeks to connect all of San Francisco to fast and affordable
internet.
 
“Our citywide fiber network will not only eliminate the digital divide, but will also save
precious taxpayer dollars and generate new revenue for the City,” said Mayor Mark Farrell. “I
believe the internet should be treated like a utility - which means it should be affordable and
ubiquitous for all of San Francisco’s residents and businesses.”
 
The report found that the City has an estimated $153 million in planned projects through the
2022 Fiscal Year that would require or benefit from the deployment of a gigabit speed
network. These planned costs can be offset once the network is constructed.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, May 9, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


 MAYOR MARK FARRELL RELEASES CITY REPORT 


DETAILING CITY COST-SAVINGS AND BENEFITS FROM 


PROPOSED CITYWIDE FIBER NETWOWRK 
The new report shows the Fiber for San Francisco initiative can save taxpayer dollars and 


generate new revenue for the City 


 


San Francisco, CA – Mayor Mark Farrell today announced the release of a new City report 


detailing potential cost-savings and revenue generating opportunities from his proposed citywide 


fiber network that seeks to connect all of San Francisco to fast and affordable internet.  


 


“Our citywide fiber network will not only eliminate the digital divide, but will also save precious 


taxpayer dollars and generate new revenue for the City,” said Mayor Mark Farrell. “I believe the 


internet should be treated like a utility - which means it should be affordable and ubiquitous for 


all of San Francisco’s residents and businesses.” 


 


The report found that the City has an estimated $153 million in planned projects through the 


2022 Fiscal Year that would require or benefit from the deployment of a gigabit speed network. 


These planned costs can be offset once the network is constructed.  


 


Furthermore, the report finds that the network could generate $1.2 million in ongoing savings 


and avoided costs, as well as an unquantified amount of additional property tax and real estate 


transfer taxes for the City due to increased property valuations.  


 


The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, the Department of Public Health and the 


Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development all note potential benefits from having 


a citywide fiber network in place. The report finds these agencies can use the network for better 


traffic signal communication to manage congestion, new telemedicine opportunities and more 


reliable and affordable broadband opportunities for public housing residents and families.   


 


Additionally, the report finds that the deployment of a ubiquitous gigabit speed fiber network 


could stimulate the local economy and generate significant economic returns. Those benefits 


include higher property valuations, lower prices for broadband service, business development 


and job growth.  


 


In addition, the report finds that the citywide fiber network creates the potential for a variety of 


revenue generating activities. The report mentions that the City could lease fiber out to private 


companies for wireless technologies or other enterprise uses to generate revenue. Additionally, 



https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/BLA.FiberEconBenefits.050918.pdf
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the report cites the Stockholm fiber network as an example of a similar system that is generating 


revenues through the leasing of fiber.  


 


The report also notes that broadband technology can enable the City to improve government 


services and their provision to the benefit of residents and businesses. The report cites numerous 


potential “smart cities” applications, such as monitoring of water treatment systems, real-time 


data on parking availability and energy monitoring systems to name a few.  


 


### 


 


 


 


 







 
Furthermore, the report finds that the network could generate $1.2 million in ongoing savings
and avoided costs, as well as an unquantified amount of additional property tax and real estate
transfer taxes for the City due to increased property valuations.
 
The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, the Department of Public Health and the
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development all note potential benefits from
having a citywide fiber network in place. The report finds these agencies can use the network
for better traffic signal communication to manage congestion, new telemedicine opportunities
and more reliable and affordable broadband opportunities for public housing residents and
families. 
 
Additionally, the report finds that the deployment of a ubiquitous gigabit speed fiber network
could stimulate the local economy and generate significant economic returns. Those benefits
include higher property valuations, lower prices for broadband service, business development
and job growth.
 
In addition, the report finds that the citywide fiber network creates the potential for a variety
of revenue generating activities. The report mentions that the City could lease fiber out to
private companies for wireless technologies or other enterprise uses to generate revenue.
Additionally, the report cites the Stockholm fiber network as an example of a similar system
that is generating revenues through the leasing of fiber.
 
The report also notes that broadband technology can enable the City to improve government
services and their provision to the benefit of residents and businesses. The report cites
numerous potential “smart cities” applications, such as monitoring of water treatment systems,
real-time data on parking availability and energy monitoring systems to name a few.
 

###
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES APPROXIMATELY $30 MILLION IN

HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION, SHELTER AND HOUSING SUPPORT INITIATIVES
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:44:47 AM

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 9:07 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES APPROXIMATELY $30 MILLION
IN HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION, SHELTER AND HOUSING SUPPORT INITIATIVES
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, May 10, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES APPROXIMATELY
$30 MILLION IN HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION, SHELTER

AND HOUSING SUPPORT INITIATIVES
Budget will focus on keeping individuals from falling into homelessness and supporting them

once they have left crisis situations
 
San Francisco, CA— Mayor Mark Farrell today announced approximately $30 million in
additional general fund investments in the next fiscal year for homelessness prevention
initiatives, supportive housing programs and other measures to help individuals and families
experiencing homelessness in San Francisco.
 
“San Francisco’s homeless problem has become a crisis, and as Mayor I have been committed
to tackle the issue head on,” said Mayor Mark Farrell. “These investments focus on programs
and policies that have been proven to work, and will make a difference on the streets of San
Francisco. Our residents deserve it.”
 
Mayor Farrell has placed homelessness measures on the top of his agenda, and the $29.1
million package of new funding investments include:
 

·         Doubling San Francisco’s Homeward Bound program.
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·         Expanded shelter capacity.
·         Full funding for the four new Navigation Centers slated to open in the next year.
·         Nearly 200 housing units for formerly homeless residents in new affordable housing

buildings and in a hotel in the SoMa District.
 
Homeward Bound—a program that reunites individuals with friends and family members—
served nearly 900 people last year. Through the first eight months of 2017, less than four
percent of those served returned to San Francisco to access homelessness resources. Mayor
Farrell will double the current funding levels for Homeward Bound, adding $1.2 million for
the upcoming fiscal year.
 
The Mayor’s homelessness funding package also includes $2 million to support 147 units in
newly constructed affordable housing sites specifically set aside for formerly homeless
residents coming on line next year. The funding will pay for operating subsidies and
supportive services to ensure that these tenants have the resources necessary to remain in their
new homes. 
 
The budget will provide $2 million for the opening and operation of the Minna Lee Hotel, a
master leased building with 50 units in the SoMa District. With the 197 new permanent
supportive homes, San Francisco will now have approximately 7,700 total units, the most per
capita of any city in the county. In addition to adding new units, the Mayor’s budget will
include $1.5 million a year in enhanced supportive services at permanent supportive housing
sites.
 
Mayor Farrell’s homelessness package will continue investments in the Navigation Center
pipeline, funding $15.2 million for four facilities, including one specifically catering to
women and expectant mothers. Other key investments include $1 million for rapid rehousing
programs for Transitional Age Youth (TAY), and the creation of two new access points that
provide resources, support and services for families and residents struggling to remain out of
homelessness.
 
Overall, the $29.1 million in additional investments represent an 11.7 percent increase to the
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing’s current $250 million annual budget.
 
“The Mayor’s proposed budget adds significant resources to San Francisco’s Homelessness
Response System,” said Jeff Kositsky, director of the Department of Homelessness and
Supportive Housing. “To be successful in our efforts to make homelessness rare, brief and
one-time we have to invest in proven programs that help prevent and end homelessness. The
proposed budged will help us reduce the number of people who are becoming homeless and in
need of emergency services while also investing in proven solutions like permanent supportive
housing and navigation centers. This budget reflects the priorities outlined in HSH’s strategic
framework and moves us closer to our goal of reducing homelessness in San Francisco.”
 
The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing (HSH) aims to make homelessness
in San Francisco rare, brief and a one-time occurrence through the provision of coordinated,
compassionate and high-quality services. Established in 2016, HSH consolidates and
coordinates citywide homeless serving programs and contracts.
 

###
 





From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON GOVERNOR JERRY BROWN’S STATE BUDGET
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 2:29:07 PM
Attachments: 5.11.18 Governor May Budget.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 2:24 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON GOVERNOR JERRY BROWN’S STATE BUDGET
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Friday, May 11, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL GOVERNOR ON JERRY BROWN’S

STATE BUDGET
 
“Today, Governor Jerry Brown released the May Revision to the Fiscal Year 2018-19 state
budget, which reflects continued revenue growth and a sizable one-time surplus. Due to the
Governor’s leadership and prudent fiscal decisions, the state remains in good health while
increasing spending in key areas such as education and health care.
 
Similar to my own budgeting approach, the Governor is planning for uncertain times by
continuing to invest in the State’s Rainy Day Fund, positioning California for any challenges
ahead. With the additional revenues announcement today, the Governor outlined several new
one-time spending proposals which include infrastructure, homelessness and mental health
spending.
 
I appreciate that the Governor is willing to propose some funding for homelessness and mental
health services, however, cities and counties are battling a crisis on our streets. We need more
support to address the homelessness and opioid addiction plaguing our communities. I look
forward to working with the Governor, the legislature and my fellow mayors to increase these
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Friday, May 11, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON GOVERNOR JERRY BROWN’S 


STATE BUDGET 


 


“Today, Governor Jerry Brown released the May Revision to the Fiscal Year 2018-19 state 


budget, which reflects continued revenue growth and a sizable one-time surplus. Due to the 


Governor’s leadership and prudent fiscal decisions, the state remains in good health while 


increasing spending in key areas such as education and health care. 


  


Similar to my own budgeting approach, the Governor is planning for uncertain times by 


continuing to invest in the State’s Rainy Day Fund, positioning California for any challenges 


ahead. With the additional revenues announcement today, the Governor outlined several new 


one-time spending proposals which include infrastructure, homelessness and mental health 


spending. 


  


I appreciate that the Governor is willing to propose some funding for homelessness and mental 


health services, however, cities and counties are battling a crisis on our streets. We need more 


support to address the homelessness and opioid addiction plaguing our communities. I look 


forward to working with the Governor, the legislature and my fellow mayors to increase these 


funding levels in the weeks to come.” 


 


 


### 


 







funding levels in the weeks to come.”
 
 

###
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE PASSING OF POLICE COMMISSIONER JULIUS

TURMAN
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 9:06:30 AM
Attachments: 5.13.18 Passing of Julius Turman.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2018 4:59 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE PASSING OF POLICE COMMISSIONER
JULIUS TURMAN
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Sunday, May 13, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE PASSING OF POLICE

COMMISSIONER JULIUS TURMAN
 
“As a longtime member of the Police Commission, Julius Turman provided honest candor and
oversight, working tirelessly to make this city safe and secure for everyone. He was a voice of
leadership who helped build trust and comradery between the men and women of the police
department and San Francisco residents.
 
Julius was a civic leader, proud defender of human rights and a fierce advocate for equality
and justice. He displayed great leadership working with his fellow commissioners to ensure
that critical reforms were instituted at the San Francisco Police Department. Julius always
spoke forcefully, yet truly, and he gained the well-earned respect of his colleagues and peers
for his clear passion and dedication to serving the people of this City.

I am profoundly saddened by his passing. My deepest sympathies and condolences are with
his family and friends at this time.”
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Sunday, May 13, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE PASSING OF POLICE 


COMMISSIONER JULIUS TURMAN 


 


“As a longtime member of the Police Commission, Julius Turman provided honest candor and 


oversight, working tirelessly to make this city safe and secure for everyone. He was a voice of 


leadership who helped build trust and comradery between the men and women of the police 


department and San Francisco residents. 


  


“Julius was a civic leader, proud defender of human rights and a fierce advocate for equality and 


justice. He displayed great leadership working with his fellow commissioners to ensure that 


critical reforms were instituted at the San Francisco Police Department. Julius always spoke 


forcefully, yet truly, and he gained the well-earned respect of his colleagues and peers for his 


clear passion and dedication to serving the people of this City. 


 


I am profoundly saddened by his passing. My deepest sympathies and condolences are with his 


family and friends at this time.” 


 


### 


 


As a mark of respect for the memory of Julius Turman, Mayor Farrell has directed flags to be 


flown at half-staff on Monday from sunrise to sunset at City Hall and San Francisco Police 


Department buildings. 







 
###

 
As a mark of respect for the memory of Julius Turman, Mayor Farrell has directed flags to be
flown at half-staff on Monday from sunrise to sunset at City Hall and San Francisco Police
Department buildings.
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Commission Update for the Week of May 14, 2018
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 10:19:33 AM
Attachments: Commission Weekly Update 5.14.18.doc

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Tsang, Francis 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 10:00 AM
To: Tsang, Francis
Subject: Commission Update for the Week of May 14, 2018
 
Good morning.
Please find a memo attached that outlines items before commissions and boards for this week.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Francis

Francis Tsang
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Mayor Mark Farrell
City and County of San Francisco
415.554.6467 | francis.tsang@sfgov.org
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To: 

Mayor’s Senior Staff

From: 

Francis Tsang

Date: 

May 14, 2018

Re: 

Commission Update for the Week of May 14, 2018

This memorandum summarizes and highlights agenda items before commissions and boards for the week of May 14, 2018. 

Immigrant Rights (Monday, May 14, 530PM)


Discussion Only


· Safety Net / Health & Well-Being


· Immigration Policy and Muslim Ban

· 2018 Immigrant Leadership Awards Event Update


Small Business (Monday, May 14, 530PM) - CANCELLED


Regular Meeting is cancelled due to Small Business Week, May 14- 19, 2018. The next Regular Meeting of the Small Business Commission is scheduled for Monday, May 21, 2018, 2:00 pm.

Airport (Tuesday, May 15, 9AM)

Special Items

· 2017 William R. O’Brien Employee of the Year Award - Resolution commending Mr. Eoin Manering for his outstanding level of dedicated and professional service to the Airport.


· Russell J. Mayweathers Resolution for Mr. Wai Sing Fung - Resolution commending Mr. Wai Sing Fung of the Facilities/Custodial Services Section for recipient 2017 Mayweathers Award for employee excellence and to offer its best wishes.


· 2017 Airport Commission Team Recognition Award - Resolution commending the “SFO Financial System Project (F$P) Team” on their outstanding level of dedication and professional service to the Airport.


· 2017 Safety and Security Excellence Award - Resolution commending the “Runway 28L Team” on their outstanding level of exemplary efforts to enhance the safety and security of the Airport and its passengers.


· 2017 Administrative Professional Excellence Award - Resolution commending Ms. Emily Chau on her outstanding level of dedicated and professional service to the Airport.


· 2017 SFO Service to Communities Award - Resolution commending the Motivating Volunteer Participation Committee for their outstanding level of service and embodying the Airport’s mission of being an exception Airport in service to its communities.


Action Items

· Designation of up to $67,881,000 of Passenger Facility Charge Funds as Revenues in Fiscal Year 2018/2019 and Authorization to Apply Such Amount to Debt Service and Airlines Rates and Charges, As Needed 


· Adoption of Fiscal Year 2018/19 Airport Rate and Charges

· Approval of Phase C6 of Contract No. 8768.66 Design-Build Services for the Airport Hotel Project - Webcor Construction LP dba Webcor Builders - $28,960,485


· Modification Nos. 4 and 5 (Annual Renewal) to Professional Services Contract No. 8768.41 Project Management Support Services for the Airport Hotel Program - PGH Wong-MCK, JV - $5,500,000


· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Terminal 3 Boarding Area E Retail Specialty Store, the Terminal 3 Boarding Area E Candy Kiosk, and the Terminal 3 Boarding Area E and International Terminal Boarding Area G Wellness Concession Leases


· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Expedited Traveler Service Lease


· Commencement of the Request for Proposals Process for the Terminal 3 Coffee and Quick Serve Concession Lease


· Agreement No. 50133 with the City of Millbrae for Partial Reimbursement of Costs for the Millbrae Intermodal Station Access Plan Study to be Conducted by the City of Millbrae - $50,000


· Approval of Phase C2 to Contract No. 9322.66 Design-Build Services for the Renovation of Cargo Buildings 900 and 944 Project - XL Construction - $908,402


· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Electronics Store Lease in International Terminal Boarding Area A


· Authorization to Accept Proposals for the Electronics Stores Lease in Terminal 3 Boarding Areas E and F


· Commencement of the Request for Proposals Process for the Terminal 2 Sunglass or Cosmetics Store Lease


· Commencement of the Request for Proposals Process for the Shoeshine Service Lease


· Award of the Terminal 2 Specialty Retail Concession Lease No. 5


· PUBLIC EMPLOYEE APPOINTMENT – Title of Position: Commission Secretary. (Closed Session) 

Community Investment & Infrastructure (Tuesday, May 15, 1PM) - CANCELLED

Entertainment (Tuesday, May 15, 530PM)


Action Items

· Hearing and Possible Action regarding applications for permits under the jurisdiction of the Entertainment Commission: 


Consent Agenda:


· EC-1443 – Doucet, Kevin, Dogpatch Wineworks, 2455 3rd St., Limited Live Performance Permit.


· EC-1444 – Jamestown Premier GHRSQ, L.P., Jamestown Premier GHRSQ, L.P., 900 North Point St., Limited Live Performance Permit, Outdoor.


Regular Agenda:


· EC-1442 – Lam, Jimmy Kwok Lung, The Mint, 1942 Market St., Place of Entertainment Permit, Change in Ownership.


· Review and possible action to change the conditions on the Place of Entertainment permit #EC-953 Place of Entertainment permit, dba Hue located at 447 Broadway, San Francisco, CA. 94133 at the request of permittee.

Health (Tuesday, May 15, 4PM)


Discussion Only


· FY 2016 CHARITY CARE REPORT

Action Items

· REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW CONTRACT WITH THE SAN FRANCISCO AIDS FOUNDATION IN THE AMOUNT OF $916,907 WHICH INCLUDES A 12% CONTINGENCY, TO PROVIDE SYRINGE CLEAN UP PROGRAM SERVICES, FOR THE PERIOD OF MAY 1, 2018 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2019 (1.2 YEARS).

· DPH POLICY ON THE PROCUREMENT AND USE OF GIFT CARDS

· SAN FRANCISCO FOUNDATION LEASE - THE HEALTH COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER A LEASE WITH THE SAN FRANCISCO FOUNDATION FOR THE SPACE AT 2789 25TH STREET, SUITE 2028, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA FOR THE PERIOD OF APRIL 1, 2018 THORUGH JANUARY 31, 2019.

MTA (Tuesday, May 15, 1PM)


Discussion Only


· Update on Vision Zero

· Presentation and discussion regarding the San Francisco County Transportation Authority’s Emerging Mobility Evaluation Report.

Action Items

· Requesting the Controller to allot funds and to draw warrants against such funds available or will be available in payment of the following claims against the SFMTA:


· Adrian Malone vs. CCSF, Superior Ct. #CGC17561555 filed on 9/27/17 for $3,500

· Making environmental findings and approving the following traffic modifications:

· ESTABLISH – STOP SIGN − Texas Street, northbound, at 17th Street.


· ESTABLISH – STOP SIGN − Malta Drive, southbound, at Stillings Avenue.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING ANYTIME − McAllister Street, north side, from Buchanan Street to 29 feet westerly.


· ESTABLISH – STOP SIGN − Bowdoin Street, northbound, at Olmstead Street.


· ESTABLISH – NO LEFT TURN, 7 AM TO 9 AM AND 4 PM TO 6 PM EXCEPT SUNDAY, EXCEPT MUNI − Columbus Avenue, southbound, at Green Street and Stockton Street.


· ESTABLISH – RED ZONE − Burnett Avenue, east side, from 45 feet to 70 feet south of the intersection of Burnett Avenue and Parkridge Drive.


· ESTABLISH – NO PARKING VEHICLES OVER 6 FEET HIGH − Naples Street, east side, from Geneva Avenue to 80 feet northerly.


· RESCIND – ANGLED 45 DEGREE PARKING − 26th Avenue, east side, from Judah Street to 79 feet northerly.


· ESTABLISH—NO PARKING FOR STREET CLEANING, TUESDAY, 7 AM TO 8 AM – 900 block of Pacific Avenue, south side, between Mason and Powell streets.


· ESTABLISH – NO U-TURN, NO LEFT TURN − Mission St., northbound, at Cortland Ave.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING ANYTIME − Ocean Avenue, south side, from Howth Street to 132 feet easterly; Howth Street, east side, from Ocean Avenue to 35 feet southerly; Geneva Avenue, south side, from Louisburg Street to 10 feet easterly; and Geneva Avenue, north side, from Louisburg Street to 20 feet easterly.


· ESTABLISH – RAISED MEDIAN − Geneva Ave., from Louisburg St. to 70 feet easterly.


· ESTABLISH - MARKED CROSSWALK − Geneva Avenue, west leg, at Louisburg Street


· ESTABLISH – RED ZONE − San Jose Avenue, east side, from Rice Street to 25 feet southerly.


· ESTABLISH – NO LEFT TURN ON RED − Westbound Howard Street at Hawthorne Street.


· ESTABLISH – STOP SIGNS − Kirkham Street, eastbound and westbound, at 16th Avenue.


· ESTABLISH – BUS ZONE − Sunnydale Avenue, south side, from the western-most property line of 2055 Sunnydale Avenue to 205 feet westerly.


· RESCIND – 2-HOUR PARKING, 9 AM TO 6 PM, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, EXCEPT VEHICLES WITH AREA Z PERMIT − ESTABLISH – GENERAL METERED PARKING, 4-HOUR TIME LIMIT, 9 AM TO 6 PM, MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY − 23rd Street, north side, between Valencia Street and San Jose Avenue.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO PARKING ANYTIME − Minna Street, south side, from 147 to 269 feet west of 10th Street.


· ESTABLISH – CROSSWALK − Minna Street at 7th Street, south side.


· ESTABLISH – CROSSWALK − Owens Street at Campus Way.


· ESTABLISH – NO PARKING ANYTIME − Pennsylvania Avenue, east side, from Mariposa St. to 15 feet southerly; and Pennsylvania Ave., south side, from Mariposa St. to 10 feet northerly.


· RESCIND – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING EXCEPT PERMITTED CAR SHARE − 15th Street, south side, from Dolores Street to 18 feet westerly


· ESTABLISH – NO PARKING ANYTIME − 15th Street, south side, from Dolores Street to 18 feet westerly.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING EXCEPT PERMITTED CAR SHARE VEHICLES − 15th Street, south side, from 38 feet to 56 feet west of Dolores Street.


· ESTABLISH – NO PARKING ANYTIME − Highland Avenue, north side, from Mission Street to 18 feet easterly; Highland Avenue, south side, from Mission Street to 15 feet westerly; Leese Street, north side, from Mission Street to 18 feet easterly; and Leese Street, south side, from Mission Street to 20 feet easterly.


· ESTABLISH – RIGHT TURN ONLY − Leese Street, westbound, at Mission Street.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING ANYTIME − Bryant Street, south side, from 38 feet west of the west Sterling Street property line to 58 feet easterly.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING ANYTIME − ESTABLISH – SIDEWALK WIDENING; Bryant Street, north side, from Sterling Street to 80 feet east of Sterling Street.


· RESCIND – PASSENGER LOADING ZONE 7 AM TO 10 PM DAILY − Bryant Street, south side, from 4 feet to 24 feet east of the west Sterling Street property line.


· ESTABLISH – PASSENGER LOADING ZONE 7 AM TO 10 PM DAILY − Bryant Street, south side, from 20 feet to 56 feet east of the west Sterling Street property line.


· REMOVE – TRAFFIC ISLAND − Bryant Street at Sterling Street.


· ESTABLISH – NO LEFT TURN ON RED − Bryant Street, eastbound, at Sterling Street.


· ESTABLISH – NO RIGHT TURN ON RED − Bryant Street, westbound, at Sterling Street.


· ESTABLISH – TOW-AWAY, NO STOPPING ANYTIME − Fell Street, north side, from Baker Street to 17 feet easterly; Baker Street, east side, from Fell Street to 5 feet southerly; Fell Street, south side, from western crosswalk at Lyon Street to 49 feet easterly; Lyon Street, west side, from Fell Street to 12 feet northerly; Fell Street, south side, from western crosswalk at Central Avenue to 39 feet easterly; Fell Street, north side, from Central Avenue to 10 feet easterly; Masonic Avenue, west side, from Fell Street to 11 feet northerly; Fell Street, south side, from western crosswalk at Ashbury Street to 38 feet easterly; Fell Street, south side, from Ashbury Street to 10 feet easterly; Ashbury Street, west side, from Fell Street to 11 feet northerly; Fell Street, south side, from Clayton Street to 10 feet easterly; Fell Street, north side, from Clayton Street to 10 feet easterly; Clayton Street, west side, from Fell Street to 11 feet northerly; Fell Street, south side, from western crosswalk at Cole Street to 38 feet easterly; Fell Street, south side, from Cole Street to 10 feet easterly; Cole Street, west side, from Fell Street to 10 feet northerly; Fell Street, south side, from Shrader Street to 10 feet easterly; and Shrader Street, west side, from Fell Street to 9 feet easterly. 


· Authorizing the Director to execute Amendment No. 4 to Contract No. CPT 713 with New Flyer of America, to change 68 coaches from parallel propulsion to series propulsion, amend the list of additional equipment, and amend the Schedule of Prices, for an additional amount of $14,880,231 and a total contract amount not to exceed $428,654,904, with no change to the term.

· Authorizing changes to rental fees for vintage street cars; and amending the Transportation Code, Division II, Sections 301 and 305 to: reduce the special collection fee for failure to timely pay or contest citations; establish a low income boot removal fee; make renters of towed vehicles eligible for first tow and low income reduced administrative fees; and revise low income towing fees.

· Authorizing the disposal of 12 surplus vintage streetcars. 


· Committing to start procuring zero emission battery buses to replace the electric hybrid vehicles by 2025, with a goal of achieving a 100% electric vehicle fleet by 2035. 

· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL - Existing Litigation: San Francisco Federal Credit Union v. SFMTA, Superior Court, Case #CGC18565325, filed on 3/27/18 (Closed Session)

Board of Appeals (Wednesday, May 16, 5PM) – CANCELLED

Building Inspection (Wednesday, May 16, 10AM)

Discussion Only


· Update regarding the Nominations Sub-Committee, and Access Appeals Commission (AAC) and Code Advisory Committee (CAC) Vacancies. The AAC has a vacant Public Member seat, and the CAC has a vacant Major Projects Contractor seat.

· Discussion regarding permit history and investigation of potential violations at 214 States Street.

· Discussion regarding permit history and investigation of potential violations at 655 Alvarado Street.

· Update on Accela permit and project tracking system.

Action Items

· Discussion and possible action regarding a proposed ordinance (Board of Supervisors File No. 171284) amending the Building Code to require new commercial buildings of 25,000 square feet or more and new residential buildings of three units or more to provide a dedicated telecommunications space in a centrally located place in the building and to install fiber-ready cabling that is connected to an approved telecommunications network, in addition to other requirements.

Elections (Wednesday, May 16, 6PM)


Action Items

· Discussion and possible action regarding the City and County of San Francisco's open source voting system project.

· Discussion and Possible Action regarding the preparation of objectives and process for Performance Evaluation of the Director of Elections (Closed Session)


Historic Preservation (Wednesday, May 16, 1230PM)


Action Items

· MAYOR’S PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS ORDINANCE – Adoption Hearing to recommend action on an Ordinance introduced by Mayor Farrell (Board File No. 180423) that would amend the Planning Code to streamline review of 100% affordable housing projects, eliminate duplicative review processes for most large residential projects in downtown C-3 districts, consolidate and modernize notification requirements and procedures, and provide for expedited review of minor alterations to historical landmarks and in conservation districts. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve

· 3333 CALIFORNIA STREET – 3333 CALIFORNIA STREET – south side of California Street between Presidio Avenue and Laurel Street, in Assessor’s Parcel 1032, Lot 003 (District 2) - Request for Review and Comment on the nomination of the property to the National Register of Historic Places for its association with the San Francisco insurance industry, as one of the principal embodiments of the postwar decentralization and suburbanization of San Francisco, as the work of three masters – the architect Edward B. Page, the engineering firm of John J. Gould & J.J. Degenkolb/Henry J. Degenkolb & Associates, and the landscape architectural firm of Eckbo, Royston, & Williams/Eckbo, Austin, Dean and Williams – and as an example of a corporate headquarters in San Francisco that reflects mid-twentieth-century modernist design principles. The subject property is located within a RM-1 Residential- Mixed, Low Density Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. Preliminary Recommendation: Adopt a Resolution in support of the nomination, subject to revisions, to the National Register of Historic Places.

· 6301 THIRD STREET - Consideration to Recommend Landmark Designation of the Arthur H. Coleman Medical Center, Assessor's Parcel No. 4968, Lot 032, as an Article 10 Landmark pursuant to Section 1004.1 of the Planning Code. The subject property is significant for its association with Dr. Arthur H. Coleman, nationally prominent African American lawyer-physician and influential healthcare and civil rights advocate. Opening in 1960, the Arthur H. Coleman Medical Center reflected the style of the period and served as a modern symbol of community health, progress, and success. He recruited a team of African American physicians to join him in his vision of providing comprehensive health services to the area’s low-income African American residents. Dr. Coleman was a local pioneer in the nationally significant community health center movement of the 1960s, a tireless advocate for racial equity within the healthcare system and the medical profession, and an advocate for the Bayview’s African American community. The property at 6301 Third Street is located within the NC-3 – Neighborhood Commercial, Moderate Scale Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve

· WASHINGTON SQUARE - LM #226 – bounded by Columbus Avenue, Filbert, Stockton, Union and Powell Streets in the North Beach neighborhood of San Francisco (Assessor’s Block 0102; Lot 001) (District 3). Request for Certificate of Appropriateness for the removal, replacement and addition of trees, ADA upgrades to pathways, including the replacement of all existing asphalt pathways with stained concrete, installation of perimeter cobble pavers at the lawn and planting bed edges, installation of a concrete curb along the planter beds, installation of perimeter low post and chain fencing on the outer planter bed edges, and the removal and replacement of the existing wood benches in-kind with new benches as needed. Washington Square is located within a P (Public) Zoning District and OS (Open Space) Height and Bulk limit. Washington Square was locally designated as San Francisco Landmark No. 226 under Article 10 of the Planning Code in 1999. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· MILLS ACT PROGRAM – Review and Comment on proposed Mills Act Program modifications based on a November 1, 2017 discussion of the Government Audit and Oversight Committee and as directed by HPC President Wolfram. The Mills Act authorizes local governments to enter into contracts with owners of private historical property who, through the historical property contract, assure the rehabilitation, restoration, preservation and maintenance of a qualified historical property. In return, the property owner enjoys a reduction in property taxes for a given period. Preliminary Recommendation: Review and Comment

Police (Wednesday, May 16, 530PM) – CANCELLED DUE TO LACK OF QUORUM

Library (Thursday, May 17, 430PM) - CANCELLED

THE LIBRARY COMMISSION WILL HOLD A RESCHEDULED MEETING THURSDAY, MAY 31, 2018 AT 4:30 pm IN THE KORET AUDITORIUM

Planning (Thursday, May 17, 1130AM) - SPECIAL

Action Items

· Conference with Legal Counsel - the Commission will discuss with legal counsel pending litigation in City and County of San Francisco, et al. v. Melvin Lee, et al., San Francisco Superior Court No. CGC-18-565184. (Closed Session)


Planning (Thursday, May 17, 1PM)

Consideration of Items Proposed for Continuance

· 220 POST STREET – northern side of Post Street between Grant Avenue and Stockton Street; lot 007 of Assessor’s Block 0294 (District 3) – Request for a Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 303 and 210.2 to establish a change of use from an existing Retail Sales and Service use to an Office use on the fourth and fifth floors of the subject building, within a C-3-R (Downtown-Retail) Zoning District and 80- 130-F Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). (Proposed Continuance to July 12, 2018)

· 77 GEARY STREET– southeast corner of Geary Street and Grant Avenue; Lot 008 in Assessor’s Block 0312 (District 3) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 210.2 to establish a Non-Retail Sales and Service general office use with approximately 24,159 square feet of total space at the second and third floors of the existing building. This application seeks to abate Planning Enforcement Case No. 2015-009163ENF for unauthorized office use in the subject space. The space is currently occupied for office use by a software company (d.b.a. MuleSoft) and by an existing ground floor retailer in the building (d.b.a. Nespresso). The project is located within a C-3-R (Downtown – Retail) District, Downtown Plan Area, and 80-130-F Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). (Proposed Continuance to October 25, 2018)

Discussion Only


· MAYOR’S PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS ORDINANCE – Informational Presentation to provide an update on implementation of the Planning Department Process Improvements Plan issued December 1, 2017. The presentation will provide an overview of administrative and internal policy changes that have been implemented or are underway. The presentation will also review a package of legislative amendments proposed by Mayor Farrell to implement process improvement measures related to Planning Department review of affordable housing projects and large downtown projects; public notification procedures; and review procedures for routine work on historic landmarks and buildings in conservation districts.


· CIVIC CENTER PUBLIC REALM PLAN – Informational Presentation on the Civic Center Public Realm Plan. The Civic Center Public Realm Plan is an interagency project led by the Planning Department that is working to create a long-term vision for the design and activation of the Civic Center’s public spaces and streets. The Plan area is roughly bounded by Gough Street, Golden Gate Avenue, Market Street, and Fell Street and encompasses the Civic Center Landmark District. The Plan is being closely coordinated with the Civic Center Commons Initiative, an on-going effort to improve Civic Center as a neighborhood gathering space and public commons for all San Franciscans. The Plan is currently midway through its design and community engagement phase. This informational presentation will provide a general update of the Plan’s community engagement and design work to date, including an overview of design options.


Action Items

· 524 HOWARD STREET – between 1st and 2nd Streets; Lot 013 in Assessor’s Block 3721 (District 6) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code  Sections 156 and 303 to allow the continued operation of an existing, temporary surface parking lot within a C-3-O (SD) District, the Transbay C-3 Special Use District, the Transit Center C-3-O(SD) Commercial Special Use District, and 450-S Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 1015-1033 VAN NESS AVE – between Geary Boulevard and Myrtle Street; Lot 028 in Assessor’s Block 0714 (District 5) - Request for Staff-Initiated Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application No. 2017.09.25.9502, proposing to legalize the removal of 17 residential care units (an Institutional use), with eight being merged into four (for a net loss of four), four being converted to common space, and nine having been converted to two dwelling units (a Residential use) within a RC-4 (Residential, Commercial – High Density) Zoning District and 130-V Height & Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Take Discretionary Review and Deny

· 1863 MISSION STREET – east side of Mission Street between 14th and 15th Streets; Lot 033 in the Assessor’s Block 3548 (District 9) – Request for Discretionary Review of Building Permit Application 2006.03.27.7548 within a NCT (Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit) and 40-X and 65-X Height and Bulk Districts. The proposal includes the construction of a four- to seven-story, 37,441 sq. ft. mixed-use building with 37 dwelling units, approximately 1,425 sq. ft. of ground floor retail use, and 16 off-street parking spaces on a vacant lot. The Project requires a variance for Rear Yard and Commercial Street Frontage (from Planning Code Section 134) from the Zoning Administrator. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Staff Analysis: Full Discretionary Review Preliminary Recommendation: Do Not Take DR and Approve as Proposed

1863 MISSION STREET – east side of Mission Street between 14th and 15th Streets; Lot 033 in the Assessor’s Block 3548 (District 9) – Request for a Rear Yard Modification pursuant to Planning Code Section 134(e) to provide a rear yard less than 25 percent of lot depth. The Project proposed to construct a four- to seven-story, 37,441 sq. ft. mixed-use building within the Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and a 40-X and 65-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h).

· INCREASING THE TSF FOR LARGE NON-RESIDENTIAL PROJECT ORDINANCE [BOARD FILE NO. 180117] – Planning Code Amendment to increase the Transportation Sustainability Fee by $5 for Non-Residential Projects larger than 99,999 gross square feet; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare, and findings of consistency with the General Plan and the eight priority policies of Planning Code Section 101.1. Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Modifications

· 3042A CALIFORNIA STREET – north side of California Street between Lyon and Baker Streets, Lot 015 in Assessor’s Block 1023 (District 1) – Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 to legalize the previously demolished and partially reconstructed two-story, two-unit dwelling at the rear of the subject property within a RH-2 (Residential-House, Two-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

3042A CALIFORNIA STREET – north side of California Street between Lyon and Baker Streets, Lot 015 in Assessor’s Block 1023 (District 1) - Request for Variances from the rear yard requirements of Planning Code Section 134, for the usable open space requirements of Planning Code Section 135, and for the dwelling unit exposure requirements of Planning Code Section 140 to legalize the previously-demolished and partially reconstructed two-story, two-unit residential building at the rear of the subject property. The project site is located in a RH-2 (Residential-House, Two-Family) Zoning District and 40-X Height and Bulk District.


· 555 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE – south side of Golden Gate Avenue, between Polk Street and Van Ness Avenue; Lot 010 in Assessor’s Block 0766 (District 6) – Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 243, 253, 253.2, 271 and 303, to demolish a one-story over basement commercial building and construct an 11-story, approximately 60,000 square-foot mixed use building containing approximately 1,500 square feet of ground floor commercial space, 55 dwelling units (including seven below market rate units), 21 off-street stacked parking spaces and 55 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces. The project is also seeking an administrative Zoning Administrator modification of the rear yard requirement pursuant to Planning Code Sections 243 and 307. The project site is located within a RC-4 (Residential-Commercial, High Density) Zoning District and the Van Ness Special Use District, and 130-V Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

· 792 CAPP STREET – west side of Capp Street, between 22nd and 23rd Streets; lot 019B of Assessor’s Block 3637 (District 9) - Request for Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 209.4, 303, and 317, proposing to demolish the existing two-story single-family home and construct a new four-story (40 foot tall) residential structure containing four dwelling units within a Residential Transit Oriented - Mission (RTO-M) Zoning District, Calle 24 Special Use District, and 40-X Height and Bulk District. This action constitutes the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h). Preliminary Recommendation: Approve with Conditions

Rec Park (Thursday, May 17, 10AM)


Discussion Only


· SAN FRANCISCO ZOO - Presentation and discussion only to update the Commission on operational and management issues at the San Francisco Zoo.


· NEW BUSINESS/AGENDA SETTING

· Lincoln Park Golf Course


· Golden Gate Park Stables


· Community Gardens Policy


· South End Rowing Club


· Dolphin Club


· Golden Gate Yacht Club


· India Basin


· Commemorative Bench Program


· Esprit Park


· Golden Gate Park Tennis Fees

Action Items

· LET'SPLAYSF! - APPROVAL OF DONOR RECOGNITION PLAN - Discussion and possible action to approve a donor recognition plan for the Let’sPlaySF! Initiative.


· MCLAREN PARK TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS -VISITACION AVENUE CORRIDOR - Discussion and possible action to (1) adopt a resolution approving an application for an Urban Greening Grant from the California Natural Resources Agency in the amount of $339,625 for the Visitacion Avenue Corridor Trail Project; (2) recommend that the Board of Supervisors authorize the Recreation and Park Department to Accept and Expend the Grant; and (3) authorize the General Manager to enter into an agreement with the State to administer the Grant funds.


· ACCEPTANCE OF GRANT – BUENA VISTA REFORESTATION PROJECT - Discussion and possible action to (1) adopt a resolution approving an application for an Urban Greening Grant from the California Natural Resources Agency in the amount of $280,538 for the Buena Vista Reforestation Project; (2) recommend that the Board of Supervisors authorize the Recreation & Park Department to Accept and Expend the Grant; (3) authorize the General Manager to enter into an agreement with the State to administer the Grant funds; and (4) direct staff to move forward with the design and environmental review for the project.


· GOLF FEES- RESTRUCTURE AND ESTABLISH - Discussion and possible action to recommend that the Board of Supervisors approve an ordinance that would restructure fees for golf courses to: (1) preserve all fees for resident cardholders and City-sponsored tournaments and allow the Department to set all other fees by dynamic pricing based on demand, course conditions and comparable rates; (2) create a $2 per 9 hole fee (except for junior players) for Harding, Fleming, Sharp Park, Lincoln and Golden Gate Courses that will be placed in a maintenance fund for course improvements for the particular course; (3) update the advanced booking fee based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and authorize automatic CPI increases going forward for all golf course fees; and (4) make other related changes.


· ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS - Discussion and possible action to accept and expend a cash grant of $50,000 from ANTREA Investments and Trading, LLC to support McLaren Park Trail Improvements, Visitacion Avenue Corridor.


· GENE FRIEND RECREATION CENTER – EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS - Discussion and possible action to approve the expenditure of approximately $95,000 for new kitchen appliances and new recreational program materials for the Gene Friend Recreation Center at SoMa pursuant to Ordinance No. 90-17. 

· POTRERO HILL RECREATION CENTER – AWARD OF CONTRACT - Discussion and possible action to award a construction contract for Potrero Hill Recreation Center (Contract No. 3271V, ID No. 1000008752) to Azul Works Inc. at $3,599,000 for base bid only. 

· CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL - Anticipated litigation as defendant Plaintiff to release claims in exchange for tree replacement and City payment of up to $325,000. (Closed Session)

Miscellaneous

· Mayor's Disability Council (Friday, May 18, 1PM) 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Reintroduction of Mayor"s Process Improvements Ordinance
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 2:12:50 PM

FYI
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Bintliff, Jacob (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 11:40 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Cc: Conner, Kate (CPC); Sider, Dan (CPC); Rahaim, John (CPC)
Subject: Reintroduction of Mayor's Process Improvements Ordinance
 
Hi Jonas,
 
We’d like to make both the HPC and CPC Commissioners aware of some minor changes to the
Mayor’s Process Improvements Ordinance that both Commissions are scheduled to hear this week.
 
The Mayor will be reintroducing the legislation at the Board of Supervisors hearing this Tuesday, so
the ordinance will be updated from the version provided to Commissioners in their hearing packets
last week. Planning will publish a memorandum discussing these minor changes late Tuesday or
Wednesday morning, as soon as the Ordinance has been reintroduced. The changes are substantive,
but are relatively minor and achieve the same effect as the version discussed in the Commission
packets provided last week. The staff recommendation will remain a recommendation for approval.
 
I am happy to chat with Commissioners with any questions about this, and look forward to getting
the brief memo to them as soon as we can.
 
Thank you!
 
Jacob
 
 
Jacob Bintliff, MCP
Senior Planner

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.575.9170 | www.sfplanning.org
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PLAN TO ADD 250 SWORN

PERSONNEL TO THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT
Date: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 11:24:21 AM
Attachments: 5.15.18 Public Safety Investments.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 11:07 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PLAN TO ADD 250
SWORN PERSONNEL TO THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PLAN

TO ADD 250 SWORN PERSONNEL TO THE
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mayor’s two-year budget proposal features $34.2 million in additional public safety
investments, including funding support for hiring plan, new equipment, vehicles and ongoing

police reforms
 
San Francisco, CA— Mayor Mark Farrell today announced $34.2 million in new public
safety investments, including a strategic plan to add 250 more sworn personnel to the police
department over the next four years and additional funding for new vehicles, equipment and
reform efforts.
 
As part of Mayor Farrell’s hiring plan, 130 new officers will enter the police academy in the
next fiscal year, establishing the foundation of a four-year strategic hiring plan that will result
in 250 new members.
 
“Public safety has always been my top priority as Mayor—I am following through on my
commitment to add additional officers to neighborhoods across San Francisco,” said Mayor
Farrell. “The men and women of the San Francisco Police Department are some of the finest
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, May 15, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


 MAYOR MARK FARRELL ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PLAN 


TO ADD 250 SWORN PERSONNEL TO THE  


SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Mayor’s two-year budget proposal features $34.2 million in additional public safety investments, 


including funding support for hiring plan, new equipment, vehicles and ongoing police reforms  


 


San Francisco, CA— Mayor Mark Farrell today announced $34.2 million in new public safety 


investments, including a strategic plan to add 250 more sworn personnel to the police department 


over the next four years and additional funding for new vehicles, equipment and reform efforts. 


 


As part of Mayor Farrell’s hiring plan, 130 new officers will enter the police academy in the next 


fiscal year, establishing the foundation of a four-year strategic hiring plan that will result in 250 


new members. 


 


“Public safety has always been my top priority as Mayor—I am following through on my 


commitment to add additional officers to neighborhoods across San Francisco,” said Mayor 


Farrell. “The men and women of the San Francisco Police Department are some of the finest 


officers in the country—we just need more of them. This budget proposal will provide our police 


department with the resources they need to succeed while we work with our communities to 


ensure a collaborative, cooperative approach to public safety.” 


 


The budget also includes $7.5 million for 130 new police vehicles, $1.7 million for police reform 


measures and community engagement initiatives and $3 million for Controlled Electrical 


Devices, less-lethal safety options commonly referred to as Tasers.   


 


The strategic hiring plan will provide increased opportunities for promotions at the San 


Francisco Police Department (SFPD), including 20 sergeant and two lieutenant positions that 


will be added to the command roster. The plan includes funding for additional civilian analytical 


expertise and provides resources to shift highly trained civilians into some positions held by 


sworn personnel, enabling the department to redeploy the sworn members. 


 


The new hires will bolster existing public safety improvement efforts championed by Mayor 


Farrell and Police Chief William Scott. Those enhancements include increasing the citywide foot 


patrol plan, adding investigation teams at stations to allow for seven-day staffing, and expanding 


the burglary and serial crime units.  
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


In addition, the new hires will support the Healthy Streets Operation Center, an interagency 


response to homelessness, behavioral health issues and drug use incidents on city streets, along 


with measures to provide coordinated care for frequent users of the City’s mental health services.  


 


“This commitment from Mayor Farrell will enable and empower the hardworking men and 


women of the San Francisco Police Department to better address the evolving public safety 


needs of our City,” said Chief William Scott. “By providing for the additional deployment of 250 


sworn members, funding for much-needed equipment and other crime reduction efforts, we can 


continue to meet the challenges facing San Francisco and advance our mission of providing 


safety with respect for all in our City.” 


 


In addition to bolstering the size of the department, Mayor Farrell’s budget support efforts of the 


SFPD’s ongoing police reforms. In 2016, the SFPD entered into a voluntary agreement with the 


United States Department of Justice to carry out 272 reform measures, many related to use-of-


force operations. The SFPD is now collaborating with the California Department of Justice to 


finish implementing all the reforms. 


 


“For decades, the SFPD has been understaffed, leaving them without the ability to combat crime 


and the related social issues due to the lack of personnel and the need for the current officers to 


respond to calls for service,” said Police Commission President Thomas Mazzucco. “Strategic 


and fair policing require highly trained officers with the necessary equipment to address the 


issues impacting our city and making our streets safe for our residents and visitors.” 


 


“Today’s announcement by Mayor Farrell is a positive commitment to public safety in San 


Francisco,” said Supervisor Catherine Stefani. “For too long our Police Department has been 


understaffed and underfunded. This commitment will provide more patrols on our streets, help 


address the property crime epidemic and make our neighborhoods safer.” 


 


“I applaud Mayor Farrell’s initiative to fully staff our police force,” said Supervisor Jeff Sheehy. 


“When I came on the Board last year I recognized that we were understaffed and I was the only 


member of the Budget Committee to ask for an increase. These additional officers will enable us 


to turn the corner on property crime and make all of our residents safer.” 
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officers in the country—we just need more of them. This budget proposal will provide our
police department with the resources they need to succeed while we work with our
communities to ensure a collaborative, cooperative approach to public safety.”
 
The budget also includes $7.5 million for 130 new police vehicles, $1.7 million for police
reform measures and community engagement initiatives and $3 million for Controlled
Electrical Devices, less-lethal safety options commonly referred to as Tasers. 
 
The strategic hiring plan will provide increased opportunities for promotions at the San
Francisco Police Department (SFPD), including 20 sergeant and two lieutenant positions that
will be added to the command roster. The plan includes funding for additional civilian
analytical expertise and provides resources to shift highly trained civilians into some positions
held by sworn personnel, enabling the department to redeploy the sworn members.
 
The new hires will bolster existing public safety improvement efforts championed by Mayor
Farrell and Police Chief William Scott. Those enhancements include increasing the citywide
foot patrol plan, adding investigation teams at stations to allow for seven-day staffing, and
expanding the burglary and serial crime units.
 
In addition, the new hires will support the Healthy Streets Operation Center, an interagency
response to homelessness, behavioral health issues and drug use incidents on city streets,
along with measures to provide coordinated care for frequent users of the City’s mental health
services.
 
“This commitment from Mayor Farrell will enable and empower the hardworking men and
women of the San Francisco Police Department to better address the evolving public safety
needs of our City,” said Chief William Scott. “By providing for the additional deployment of
250 sworn members, funding for much-needed equipment and other crime reduction efforts,
we can continue to meet the challenges facing San Francisco and advance our mission of
providing safety with respect for all in our City.”
 
In addition to bolstering the size of the department, Mayor Farrell’s budget support efforts of
the SFPD’s ongoing police reforms. In 2016, the SFPD entered into a voluntary agreement
with the United States Department of Justice to carry out 272 reform measures, many related
to use-of-force operations. The SFPD is now collaborating with the California Department of
Justice to finish implementing all the reforms.
 
“For decades, the SFPD has been understaffed, leaving them without the ability to combat
crime and the related social issues due to the lack of personnel and the need for the current
officers to respond to calls for service,” said Police Commission President Thomas Mazzucco.
“Strategic and fair policing require highly trained officers with the necessary equipment to
address the issues impacting our city and making our streets safe for our residents and
visitors.”
 
“Today’s announcement by Mayor Farrell is a positive commitment to public safety in San
Francisco,” said Supervisor Catherine Stefani. “For too long our Police Department has been
understaffed and underfunded. This commitment will provide more patrols on our streets, help
address the property crime epidemic and make our neighborhoods safer.”
 
“I applaud Mayor Farrell’s initiative to fully staff our police force,” said Supervisor Jeff



Sheehy. “When I came on the Board last year I recognized that we were understaffed and I
was the only member of the Budget Committee to ask for an increase. These additional
officers will enable us to turn the corner on property crime and make all of our residents
safer.”
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Supplemental memo to HPC - for immediate transmittal
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 9:12:45 AM
Attachments: Supplemental Memorandum_Reintroduction 5.16.18.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Bintliff, Jacob (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 9:08 AM
To: CTYPLN - COMMISSION SECRETARY
Cc: Conner, Kate (CPC); Sider, Dan (CPC)
Subject: Supplemental memo to HPC - for immediate transmittal
 
Hi Commission Affairs –
 
Could you please send the attached supplemental memo and attachments to Historic Preservation
Commissioner asap, as they will be hearing this item today, and also upload this to the website as a
correspondence for today’s hearing?
 
This is re: 2018-004633PCA.
 
I will have a separate memo to CPC later on this morning for their hearing tomorrow re: the same
case number.
 
Thank you!
 
Jacob
 
Jacob Bintliff, MCP
Senior Planner

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.575.9170 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
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Supplemental Memorandum 
Planning Code Text Change 


 
HEARING DATE: MAY 16, 2018 


Date: May 15, 2018 


Project Name:  Mayor’s Process Improvements Ordinance  


Case Number:  2018-004633PCA [Board File No. 180423]  


Initiated by:  Mayor Farrell / Introduced April 24, 2018; reintroduced  


May 15, 2018 


Staff Contact:   Jacob Bintliff, Senior Planner  


   jacob.bintliff@sfgov.org, 415-575-9170 


Reviewed by:          Kate Conner, Principal Planner 


   kate.conner@sfgov.org, 415-575-6914 


 


 


PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 


 On April 24, 2018 Mayor Farrell introduced an Ordinance [Board File No. 180423] that would 


amend the Planning Code to streamline review of 100% affordable housing projects, eliminate 


duplicative review processes for most large downtown projects in C-3 districts, consolidate and 


modernize notification requirements and procedures, and provide for expedited review of 


minor alterations to historical landmarks and in conservation districts.  


This Historic Preservation Commission is scheduled to consider adoption of a resolution to 


recommend approval, approval with modifications, or denial of the proposed Ordinance on 


May 16, 2018 and a staff report recommending approval along with a draft resolution were 


provided to the Commission and published on May 9, 2018.  


On May 15, 2018 Mayor Farrell reintroduced the Ordinance under the same Board File number. 


This memorandum is provided to inform the Commission and general public of the changes in 


the proposed Ordinance, as reintroduced, in advance of the Commission’s consideration of the 


Ordinance. Having considered the modifications to the Ordinance as reintroduced, the 


Department maintains a recommendation for approval. 
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MODIFICATIONS TO PROPOSED ORDINANCE  


1. The proposed new Section 333 regarding Public Notification Procedures is modified to 


include accurate reference to applicable State law regarding newspaper notification and 


mailed notification for certain types of public hearings.  


2. The amendments to Section 1111.1 regarding Permits to Alter for minor alterations to 


designated buildings in C-3 districts and/or Conservation Districts are modified to reflect 


closer consistency with the City Charter. The intent and effect of the amendments remain as 


described in the Executive Summary dated May 9. 2018, namely to provide for same-day 


administrative approval of these minor scopes of work by Planning Department staff.  


As reintroduced, the amendments to Section 1111.1 would remove the requirement for 


issuance of a Minor Permit to Alter entirely for these minor scopes of work, meaning that it 


would no longer be necessary for the Historic Preservation Commission to delegate its 


authority to approve Minor Permits to Alter, as previously proposed. The Draft Resolution 


making recommendations on the proposed Ordinance that was provided as an attachment 


to the Executive Summary dated May 9, 2018 has been revised to reflect this change, and is 


included as an attachment to this memorandum.   


 


3. The various amendments related to notification procedures and requirements that are 


contained in Section 4 of the proposed Ordinance would be subject to an operative date of 


January 1, 2019. This modification was included at the recommendation of the Planning 


Department and is intended to allow sufficient time for the Department to fully and 


effectively implement the new procedures, should they be enacted. 


The amendments regarding review procedures for affordable housing projects and large 


residential projects downtown in Section 3 of the Ordinance, and those regarding 


administrative approval of minor alterations to historic buildings and in Conversation 


Districts in Section 5 of the Ordinance would become effective 30 days after enactment, per 


standard practice.   
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GUIDANCE AND ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 


The modifications summarized above do not alter the intent or effect of the proposed Ordinance 


as described in the Executive Summary dated May 9, 2018, and the Department maintains a 


recommendation for approval of the Ordinance, based on the findings provided in the Draft 


Resolution as previously provided.  


As described above, the Draft Resolution making recommendations on the proposed Ordinance 


that was provided as an attachment to the Executive Summary dated May 9, 2018 has been 


revised to reflect the revised amendments to Section 1111.1 and to remove the language 


delegating Historic Preservation Commission authority for the approval of Minor Permits to 


Alter. The revised Draft Resolution is included as an attachment below.  


 


 


Attachments: 


Exhibit A: Revised Draft Historic Preservation Commission Resolution  


Exhibit B: Legislative Digest for Proposed Ordinance, as reintroduced 


Exhibit C:  Proposed Ordinance [Board File No. 180423], as reintroduced 
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Historic Preservation Commission  
Draft Resolution 


HEARING DATE MAY 16, 2018 


 


Project Name:  Mayor’s Process Improvements Ordinance 


Case Number:  2018-004633PCA, [Board File No. 180423] 


Initiated by: Mayor Farrell / Introduced April 24, 2018  


Staff Contact:   Jacob Bintliff, Senior Planner  


   jacob.bintliff@sfgov.org , 415-575-9170 


Reviewed by:          Kate Conner, Principal Planner  


   kate.conner@sfgov.org, 415-575-6914 


 


 


RESOLUTION APPROVING A PROPOSED ORDINANCE AMENDING THE PLANNING 
CODE TO STREAMLINE AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT REVIEW BY ELIMINATING A 
PLANNING COMMISSION DISCRETIONARY REVIEW HEARING FOR 100% AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING PROJECTS UPON DELEGATION BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION; TO 
PROVIDE FOR PLANNING DEPARTMENT REVIEW OF LARGE PROJECTS LOCATED IN 
C-3 DISTRICTS AND FOR CERTAIN MINOR ALTERATIONS TO HISTORICAL LANDMARKS 
AND IN CONSERVATION DISTRICTS; TO CONSOLIDATE, STANDARDIZE AND 
STREAMLINE NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES, INCLUDING 
REQUIRED NEWSPAPER NOTICE, IN RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND MIXED-USE 
DISTRICTS; AND AFFIRMING THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT’S DETERMINATION UNDER 
THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT, MAKING FINDINGS OF 
CONSISTENCY WITH THE GENERAL PLAN AND THE EIGHT PRIORITY POLICIES OF 
PLANNING CODE, SECTION 101.1, AND ADOPTING FINDINGS OF PUBLIC NECESSITY, 
CONVENIENCE, AND WELFARE UNDER PLANNING CODE, SECTION 302. 


 


WHEREAS, on April 24, 2018 Mayor Farrell introduced a proposed Ordinance under Board of 


Supervisors (hereinafter “Board”) File Number 180423, which would amend Sections 206.4, 309, and 315, 


add new Section 315.1, and delete Section 328 of the Planning Code to streamline review of 100% 


affordable housing projects and large downtown projects in C-3 districts; amend Sections 202.5, 302, 


303.1, 305.1, 306.3, 306.7, 306.8, 306.9, 311, 317, 329, 330.7, 1006.3, and 1111.4, and delete Section 306.10 and 


312, and add new Section 333 of the Planning Code to consolidate and modernize notification 


requirements and procedures; and amend Sections 1005, 1111.1, and 1111.2 of the Planning Code to 


streamline review of minor alterations to historical landmarks and in conservation districts; and  


 


WHEREAS, on May 15, 2018 Mayor Farrell re-introduced the proposed Ordinance under the same Board 


of Supervisors (hereinafter “Board”) File Number 180423, which would amend Sections 206.4, 309, and 


315, add new Section 315.1, and delete Section 328 of the Planning Code to streamline review of 100% 


affordable housing projects and large downtown projects in C-3 districts; amend Sections 202.5, 302, 



https://av.accela.com/portlets/cap/capsummary/CapTabSummary.do?mode=tabSummary&serviceProviderCode=CCSF&ID1=17CAP&ID2=00000&ID3=000WI&requireNotice=YES&clearForm=clearForm&module=Planning&isFromCapList=true&isGeneralCAP=Y
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303.1, 305.1, 306.3, 306.7, 306.8, 306.9, 311, 317, 329, 330.7, 1006.3, and 1111.4, and delete Section 306.10 and 


312, and add new Section 333 of the Planning Code to consolidate and modernize notification 


requirements and procedures; and amend Sections 1005, 1111.1, and 1111.2 of the Planning Code to 


streamline review of minor alterations to historical landmarks and in conservation districts; and 


 


WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a duly noticed 


public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting to consider the proposed Ordinance on May 16, 2018; 


and 


 


WHEREAS, the proposed Ordinance is not defined as a project under California Environmental Quality 


Act (CEQA) Guidelines Sections 15378 and 15060(c)(2) because it does not result in a physical change in 


the environment; and  


WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to 


it at the public hearing and has further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on 


behalf of Department staff and other interested parties; and 


 


WHEREAS, all pertinent documents may be found in the files of the Department, as the custodian of 


records, at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco; and 


 


WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed the proposed Ordinance; and 


 


WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds from the facts presented that the public 


necessity, convenience, and general welfare require the proposed amendment; and 


 


MOVED, that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby approves the proposed Ordinance.  


 
FINDINGS 
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and 


arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows: 


 


1. The proposed amendments to Section 315 of the Planning Code would enhance the Department’s 


ability to provide administrative approval for high-priority 100% affordable housing projects by 


expanding the types of Planning Code exceptions that could be provided for these projects, 


regardless of location or lot size. The Ordinance would also reduce delays related to appeals, 


provided the Planning Commission delegates authority for Discretionary Review for these 


projects to the Planning Department, as the Board of Appeals would serve as the single appeal 


body for such projects.     
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2. The proposed amendments to delete Section 328 and establish a new Section 315.1 of the 


Planning Code would streamline the review process for 100% Affordable Housing Bonus project, 


and strike an appropriate balance between the need for expedited review of affordable housing 


projects and the sensitivity to these larger-than-permitted Bonus Projects by providing an 


administrative approval path for eligible projects that limits Planning Code exceptions to those 


specifically created for such bonus projects in Section 206.4. The Ordinance would also reduce 


delays related to appeals, provided the Planning Commission delegates authority for 


Discretionary Review for these projects to the Planning Department, as the Board of Appeals 


would serve as the single appeal body for such projects.      


 


3. The proposed amendments to Section 309 of the Planning Code would remove an additional 


layer of review for most large residential projects in the downtown C-3 districts by eliminating 


the need for a Variance in most cases. The Ordinance would reduce the time and procedural 


steps needed for Planning Department staff to complete project review, without leading to a 


significant change in the planning review outcome for such projects, as these Variances from 


dwelling unit exposure and useable open space requirements are routinely granted to 


accommodate the construction of high-rise residential developments in C-3 districts.  


 


4. The proposed amendments to consolidate Section 311 and 312 into a single Section 311, establish 


a new Section 333, and delete or amend, as appropriate, various other Planning Code sections to 


reference the same,  would establish uniform and consistent notification requirements for all 


Building Permit Applications and public hearings that require notification. This consolidation 


will save staff time, reduce the likelihood of errors in implementing notification requirements, 


and reduce delays in project review and approval.  


 


5. The proposed amendments to establish a new Section 333 would significantly expand public 


access to public notification, while also reducing waste and cost. Specifically, the proposed 


Ordinance would expand mailed notice requirements to include tenants within the notification 


area in all cases, apply multilingual translation service requirements to all forms of public 


notification, and place notification materials and plan sets online for the first time. The new 


online posting requirement, in particular, will make the required notification materials accessible 


to the general public for the entire notification period, and serve the purpose and intent of the 


current newspaper notification requirement to greater effect and at significantly lower cost. The 


format and content requirements of the new Section 333 would reduce wasted paper and cost 


that result from current notification requirements.   


 


6. The proposed amendments to Section 311 to allow for the limited rear yard addition permitted 


under Section 136(c)(25) to be approved at the Planning Information Counter, which would 


significantly reduce the permit volume under review by planners. The Department estimates that 
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allowing these projects alone to be approved “over the counter” would save roughly two full 


time equivalents (FTE) of staff time that could be spent on review of priority housing projects.    


 


7. The proposed amendments to Section 1005 and 1111 to allow for permits for minor and routine 


scopes of work that currently require a Certificate of Appropriateness or Minor Permit to Alter 


under Section 1005 and 1111 of the Planning Code to be approved administratively by Planning 


Department staff at the Planning Information Center counter, provided the projects confirm to 


the relevant guidelines and standards in Planning Code sections 1006.6 and 1111.6 is estimated to 


reduce the permit review case load for Preservation planners by roughly one-third on an annual 


basis, allowing staff to focus more time on priority housing projects and other Preservation 


planning work. In addition, the project approval timeframe for these minor and routine scopes of 


work would be reduced from three to four months on average to a same-day approval.  


 


8. General Plan Compliance.  The proposed Ordinance is consistent with the following Objectives 


and Policies of the General Plan: 


 


HOUSING ELEMENT 
 


OBJECTIVE 8  


BUILD PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR CAPACITY TO SUPPORT, FACILITATE, PROVIDE, 


AND MAINTAIN AFFORDABLE HOUSING 


 


Policy 71  


Planning staff shall support affordable housing projects in the development review process, 


including allowing sponsors of permanently affordable housing to take full advantage of 


allowable densities provided their projects are consistent with neighborhood character. 


 


The proposed Ordinance would allow Planning staff to support affordable housing projects, including those 


seeking additional density through the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program, through new and 


enhanced administrative review procedures, provided that projects are in conformity with all applicable 


design guidelines and standards.  


 


 


OBJECTIVE 10  


ENSURE A STREAMLINED, YET THOROUGH AND TRANSPARENT DECISION-MAKING 


PROCESS 


 


The proposed Ordinance would allow the Planning Department to implement various streamlining 


strategies to better implement the Department’s planning and review function, especially for new housing 


and affordable housing developments, while dramatically expanding access to public information regarding 


projects under review by the Planning Department and public hearings by consolidating and modernizing 


public notification requirements and procedures.   
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9. Planning Code Section 101 Findings.  The proposed amendments to the Planning Code are 


consistent with the eight Priority Policies set forth in Section 101.1(b) of the Planning Code in 


that: 


 


1. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future 


opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses enhanced; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not have a negative effect on neighborhood serving retail uses and will 


not have a negative effect on opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of neighborhood-


serving retail. The proposed Ordinance will likely support neighborhood-serving retail establishments 


when those establishments are located in an historic landmark building or in a conservation district by 


allowing such business to seek administrative same-day approval of minor alterations to install 


business signage or automatic door operators. The proposed Ordinance would support neighborhood-


serving retail generally by streamlining and modernizing the notification requirements applicable to 


commercial establishments in Section 312/new Section 311 by reducing the risk of delays due to minor 


errors in implementing these requirements. 


 


2. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to 


preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not have a negative effect on existing housing or neighborhood 


character. The proposed amendments to the review process for affordable housing projects and 100% 


Affordable Housing Bonus projects would maintain all existing requirements related to design 


standards for such projects, as applicable. 


 


3. That the City’s supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would support the City’s ability to increase the supply of affordable housing, 


by providing new streamlined administrative approval procedures specifically for 100% affordable 


housing developments. 


 


4. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or 


neighborhood parking; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not result in commuter traffic impeding MUNI transit service or 


overburdening the streets or neighborhood parking. 


 


5. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors 


from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for 


resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not cause displacement of the industrial or service sectors due to office 


development, and future opportunities for resident employment or ownership in these sectors would 


not be impaired. 


 


6. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life in an 
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earthquake; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not have an adverse effect on City’s preparedness against injury and 


loss of life in an earthquake. 
 


7. That the landmarks and historic buildings be preserved; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not have an adverse effect on the City’s Landmarks and historic 


buildings. The proposed Ordinance would allow for certain minor alterations to City landmarks and 


historic structures, as specified, to be approved administratively provided these alterations conform to 


applicable guidelines of the Planning Code. 


 


8. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from 


development; 


 


The proposed Ordinance would not have an adverse effect on the City’s parks and open space and their 


access to sunlight and vistas. 


 


10. Planning Code Section 302 Findings.  The Commission finds from the facts presented that the 


public necessity, convenience and general welfare require the proposed amendments to the 


Planning Code as set forth in Section 302. 


 


NOW THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Commission hereby APPROVES the proposed 


Ordinance as described in this Resolution. 


 


I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Commission at its meeting on May 16, 


2018 


 


 


 


Jonas P. Ionin 


Commission Secretary 


 


AYES:    


 


NOES:    


 


ABSENT:   


 


ADOPTED:  
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LEGISLATIVE DIGEST 
 


[Planning Code –Review for Downtown and Affordable Housing Projects; Notification 
Requirements; Review of Alterations to Historical Landmarks and in Conservation Districts.] 
 
Ordinance amending the Planning Code to streamline affordable housing project 
review by eliminating a Planning Commission Discretionary Review hearing for 100% 
affordable housing projects upon delegation by the Planning Commission; to provide 
for Planning Department review of large projects located in C-3 Districts and for certain 
minor alterations to Historical Landmarks and in Conservation Districts; to consolidate, 
standardize and streamline notification requirements and procedures, including 
required newspaper notice, in Residential, Commercial, and Mixed-Use Districts; and 
affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental 
Quality Act, making findings of consistency with the General Plan and the eight priority 
policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1, and adopting findings of public necessity, 
convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. 


 
 


Existing Law 
 
Affordable Housing Projects 
 
Under Planning Code Section 315, affordable housing projects (without a density bonus) are 
considered principally permitted uses and could seek certain exceptions to Planning Code 
requirements.  Affordable housing projects seeking approval under Section 315 may use 
exceptions that are permitted based on the size and location of the development lot.  The 
Code does not allow an affordable housing project to seek exceptions from other project 
authorization types in other zoning districts, or those which apply to other lot types.  The 
Planning Department is authorized to review and approve an affordable housing project, but 
an individual may request discretionary review of an affordable housing project before the 
Planning Commission.   
 
100% Affordable Housing Bonus Projects (“Bonus Projects”) are not subject to density limits 
set by ratio, but are subject only to the constraints on density based on height, bulk, setbacks 
and other relevant Planning Code provisions.  These Bonus Projects are eligible for certain 
modifications to the Planning Code related to parking, open space, rear yard, dwelling unit 
exposure, and loading.  Bonus Projects are approved through an authorization process, 
Planning Code Section 328, which provides for a Planning Commission hearing and an 
appeal to the Board of Supervisors, but Bonus Projects are not required to seek conditional 
use authorization.  The Planning Commission does not hear separate discretionary review 
requests for Bonus Projects. 
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Noticing Requirements 
 
The Planning Code contains numerous notice provisions for several different kinds of 
approvals.  Notification requirements for permit review and entitlement hearings vary 
throughout the Code.  There are over 30 noticing processes and criteria based on the location 
and type of project proposed. 
 
Planning Code Section 311 provides residential permit review procedures for RH, RM, and 
RTO districts, and Section 312 provides permit review procedures for all NC and Eastern 
Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts and for Cannabis Retail and Medical Cannabis 
Dispensary Uses in all non-residential zoning districts.   
 
Historic buildings 
 
Planning Code Section 1005 identifies four minor scopes of work that are exempt from Article 
10 review.  Section 1111.1 includes two scopes of work that are considered Minor Alterations 
under Article 11. 


Amendments to Current Law 
 
The legislation provides new procedures in 3 different areas, as follows. 
 
1.  Affordable Housing Projects 
 
The proposed amendments add 2 new exceptions to Section 309 that may be requested – 
exposure requirements set forth in Planning Code Section 140 and usable open space 
requirements of Section 135.  Under proposed Section 315, affordable housing projects may 
utilize the exceptions of Section 309, as well as other Code sections, regardless of the 
location of the housing project and lot size requirements.  Conditional use authorization for 
affordable housing projects is not required.  Section 315 allows the Planning Department to 
administratively review and approve an affordable housing project and no discretionary review 
hearing would occur before the Planning Commission as long as the Planning Commission 
delegates this review to the Planning Department.  The Planning Department approval would 
be conducted as part of a related building permit application, and any appeal of the Planning 
Department’s determination would be made through the associated building permit, which 
appeal would be to the Board of Appeals. 
 
For Bonus Projects, Planning Code Section 328 would be deleted and the requirements would 
be set forth in new Planning Code Section 315.1.  Bonus Projects would continue to be 
eligible to use the same exceptions as previously provided in Planning Code Section 328.  
The Planning Director rather than the Planning Commission would review Bonus Projects and 
must make certain findings, and no hearing before the Planning Commission would be 
required.  No discretionary review hearing would occur before the Planning Commission as 
long as the Planning Commission delegates this review to the Planning Department.  The 
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Planning Department’s approval would be conducted as part of a related building permit 
application, and any appeal of the Planning Department’s determination would be through the 
associated building permit, which appeal would be to the Board of Appeals. 
 
2.  General Noticing Requirements 
 
New Planning Code Section 333 sets forth procedures for all public notifications required by 
the Planning Code, for hearings before the Planning Commission, Historic Preservation 
Commission and the Zoning Administrator for which public notice is required, and for certain 
building permit applications.  It would provide a Notification Period no fewer than 20 days prior 
to the date of a hearing, or prior to the date of Planning Department approval of certain 
building permit applications.   
 
Section 333 sets forth requirements for (1) the contents of notices, (2) posted notices on the 
site, (3) mailed notice to owners and, when practicable, occupants located within no less than 
150 feet of a proposed project application, or as may otherwise be required by State law, as 
well as to neighborhood organizations and individuals who have made written requests for 
notice, (4) online notice, and (5) newspaper notice when required by State law.  There are 
also notice requirements for legislative actions.   
 
The Zoning Administrator may waive duplicate notice for applications that are the subject of 
an otherwise duly noticed public hearing before the Planning Commission or Zoning 
Administrator, provided that the nature of work for which the application is required is both 
substantially included in the hearing notice and was the subject of the hearing.  The Zoning 
Administrator may determine the means of delivering all forms of required public notice, 
provided that the requirements of Section 333 are satisfied. 
 
Section 312 is proposed to be deleted in its entirety, and Section 311 would provide notice 
and review procedures for building permit applications in Residential, NC, NCT, and Eastern 
Neighborhoods Districts for a change of use; establishment of a Micro Wireless 
Telecommunications Services Facility and a Formula Retail Use; demolition, new 
construction, or alteration of buildings; and the removal of an authorized or unauthorized 
residential unit. 
 
3.  Historic Buildings 
 
Section 1005 would include five additional scopes of work that are not subject to Article 10 
review.  Section 1111.1 would include three scopes of work that would not require a Permit to 
Alter under Article 11, including certain signs that comply with the provisions of Section 
1111.6.  Section 1111.2 also reflects the updated review processes for signs.  
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Operative Dates. 


The Legislation also includes 2 operative dates as follows: 


The Amendments contained in Sections 3 and 5 of the ordinance, including revisions to 
Planning Code Sections 206.4, 309, 315, 1005, 1111.1, and 1111.2; the addition of new 
Planning Code Section 315.1; and deletion of Planning Code Section 328, would become 
operative on the Effective Date.  The Amendments contained in Section 4 of the ordinance, 
including amendments to Planning Code Sections 202.5, 302, 303, 303.1, 305.1, 306.3, 
306.7, 306.8, 306.9, 311, 317, 329, 330.7, 1006.3, and 1111.4, deletions of Planning Code 
Sections 306.10 and 312, and addition of new Planning Code Section 333, would become 
operative on January 1, 2019. 
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[Planning Code –Review for Downtown and Affordable Housing Projects; Notification 
Requirements; Review of Alterations to Historical Landmarks and in Conservation Districts.]  


 


Ordinance amending the Planning Code to streamline affordable housing project 


review by eliminating a Planning Commission Discretionary Review hearing for 100% 


affordable housing projects upon delegation by the Planning Commission; to provide 


for Planning Department review of large projects located in C-3 Districts and for certain 


minor alterations to Historical Landmarks and in Conservation Districts; to consolidate, 


standardize and streamline notification requirements and procedures, including 


required newspaper notice, in Residential, Commercial, and Mixed-Use Districts; and 


affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental 


Quality Act, making findings of consistency with the General Plan and the eight priority 


policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1, and adopting findings of public necessity, 


convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. 


 
 NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 


Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times New Roman font. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (*   *   *   *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code  
subsections or parts of tables. 


 
 


Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 


 


Section 1.  General Findings.  


(a)  The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in this 


ordinance comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources 


Code Sections 21000 et seq.).  Said determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 
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Supervisors in File No. _____ and is incorporated herein by reference.  The Board affirms this 


determination.   


(b)  On _________, the Planning Commission, in Resolution No. _____, adopted 


findings that the actions contemplated in this ordinance are consistent, on balance, with the 


City’s General Plan and eight priority policies of Planning Code Section 101.1.  The Board 


adopts these findings as its own.  A copy of said Resolution is on file with the Clerk of the 


Board of Supervisors in File No. _____, and is incorporated herein by reference. 


(c)  Pursuant to Planning Code Section 302, this Board finds that this Planning Code 


Amendment will serve the public necessity, convenience, and welfare for the reasons set forth 


in Planning Commission Resolution No. _____ and the Board incorporates such reasons 


herein by reference.  A copy of said Resolution is on file with the Board of Supervisors in File 


No. _____. 


 


Section 2.  Findings about City Approval and Notification Processes. 


(a)  The housing crisis in San Francisco is acute with more than 140,000 jobs added 


since the Great Recession and approximately 27,000 housing units approved. The median 


single-family home price in San Francisco has reached an all-time high of $1.6 million in the 


first quarter of 2018, affordable to only 12 percent of San Francisco households. The average 


rent for a one bedroom apartment in San Francisco in the same quarter is $3,281, affordable 


to less than one-third of San Francisco households. 


(b)  Mayor Edwin M. Lee’s Executive Directive 17-02 -- “Keeping up the Pace of 


Housing Production” -- called on City departments to reduce project approval timelines by half 


and come up with process improvement plans and measures to allocate staff and resources 


to meet these goals.  
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(c)  The Planning Department Process Improvements Plan on December 1. 2017 


recommended a number of internal procedure changes and Planning Code amendments to 


achieve the goals of Executive Directive 17-02.  


(d)  Ordinance No. 7-16, “Affordable Housing Review Process,” established Section 


315, Affordable Housing Project Authorization, which stipulated that an Affordable Housing 


Project would be a principally permitted use and would not require conditional use 


authorization or a Planning Commission hearing.  


(e)  Ordinance No. 46-96 enacted Section 311 of the Planning Code to establish 


procedures for reviewing building permit applications for lots in “R” districts in order to 


determine compatibility of the proposal with the neighborhood and for providing notice to 


property owners and residents neighboring the site of the proposed project.  


(f)  Ordinance No. 46-96 and 279-00 established the importance of notifying property 


owners as well as tenants of proposed projects within a 150-foot radius of their home or 


property.  


(g) Ordinance No. 27-15 established Language Access Requirements for Departments 


to serve the more than 10,000 Limited English Persons residing in San Francisco encouraging 


multilingual translation services for public notifications to be as widely available as possible.  


(h) Newspaper circulation is down and digital media consumption is up. Even among 


paying subscribers of newspapers, minority populations are more likely to utilize digital media 


over print media.The official newspaper of the City and County of San Francisco has print 


delivery of 561,004 on Sundays and 841,924 unique page views of their website. 


(i) The Planning Department was responsible for reviewing over 11,000 building permit 


applications and development applications in 2017. 
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(j) Current notification procedures required the production and mailing of over 600,000 


pieces of paper, or 3 tons, in 2017 alone, at a cost of over $250,000 with an additional 


$70,000 spent annually on newspaper advertisements. 


(k) The Planning Code currently sets forth more than 30 unique combinations of 


notification requirements. These varied notification requirements and redundant procedures 


are confusing, and amount to an inefficient use of staff time and public resources that would 


be better spent on reviewing permits and projects to add housing stock to San Francisco’s 


housing supply and provide more meaningful public notification.  


 


Section 3. The Planning Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 206.4, 309, and 


315; adding new Section 315.1; and deleting Section 328, to read as follows:   


 


SEC. 206.4.  THE 100 PERCENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING BONUS PROGRAM. 


*   *   *   * 


(c)  Development Bonuses. A 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project shall, at 


the project sponsor’s request, receive any or all of the following: 


 (1)  Priority Processing. 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects shall 


receive Priority Processing. 


 (2)  Form Based Density. Notwithstanding any zoning designation to the 


contrary, density of the 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project shall not be limited by 


lot area but rather by the applicable requirements and limitations set forth elsewhere in this 


Code. Such requirements and limitations include, but are not limited to, height, including any 


additional height allowed by subsection (c) herein, Bulk, Setbacks, Open Space, Exposure 


and unit mix as well as applicable design guidelines, elements and area plans of the General 


Plan and design review, including consistency with the Affordable Housing Bonus Program 
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Design Guidelines, referenced in Section 328 315.1, as determined by the Planning 


Department. 


(3)   Height. 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects shall be allowed 


up to 30 additional feet, not including allowed exceptions per Section 260(b), above the 


property’s height district limit in order to provide three additional stories of residential use. This 


additional height may only be used to provide up to three additional 10-foot stories to the 


project, or one additional story of not more than 10 feet in height. 


(4)   Ground Floor Ceiling Height. In addition to the permitted height allowed 


under subsection (c)(3), 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects with active ground 


floors as defined in Section 145.1(b)(2) shall receive one additional foot of height, up to a 


maximum of an additional five feet at the ground floor, exclusively to provide a minimum 14-


foot (floor to ceiling) ground floor ceiling height. 


(5)   Zoning Modifications. 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects 


may select any or all of the following zoning modifications: 


(A)   Rear Yard: The required rear yard per Section 134 or any applicable 


special use district may be reduced to no less than 20% of the lot depth or 15 feet, whichever 


is greater. Corner properties may provide 20% of the lot area at the interior corner of the 


property to meet the minimum rear yard requirement, provided that each horizontal dimension 


of the open area is a minimum of 15 feet; and that the open area is wholly or partially 


contiguous to the existing midblock open space, if any, formed by the rear yards of adjacent 


properties. 


(B)   Dwelling Unit Exposure: The dwelling unit exposure requirements 


of Section 140(a)(2) may be satisfied through qualifying windows facing an unobstructed open 


area that is no less than 15 feet in every horizontal dimension, and such open area is not 


required to expand in every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor. 
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(C)   Off Street Loading: No off-street loading spaces under Section 


152. 


(D)   Automobile Parking: Up to a 100% reduction in the minimum off-


street residential and commercial automobile parking requirement under Article 1.5 of this 


Code. 


   (E)   Open Space: Up to a 10% reduction in common open space 


requirements if required by Section 135, but no less than 36 square feet of open space per 


unit. 


   (F)   Inner Courts as Open Space: In order for an inner court to qualify 


as useable common open space, Section 135(g)(2) requires it to be at least 20 feet in every 


horizontal dimension, and for the height of the walls and projections above the court on at 


least three sides (or 75% of the perimeter, whichever is greater) to be no higher than one foot 


for each foot that such point is horizontally distant from the opposite side of the clear space in 


the court. 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects may instead provide an inner court 


that is at least 25 feet in every horizontal dimension, with no restriction on the heights of 


adjacent walls. All area within such an inner court shall qualify as common open space under 


Section 135. 


(d)  Implementation. 


(1)   Application. The following procedures shall govern the processing of a 


request for a project to qualify under the 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program. 


(A)   An application to participate in the 100 Percent Affordable Housing 


Bonus Program shall be submitted with the first application for approval of a Housing Project 


and processed concurrently with all other applications required for the Housing Project. The 


application shall be submitted on a form prescribed by the City and shall include at least the 


following information: 
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 (i)   A full plan set including a site plan, elevations, sections and 


floor plans, showing the total number of units, unit sizes and planned affordability levels and 


any applicable funding sources; 


 (ii)  The requested development bonuses from those listed in 


subsection (c); 


 (iii)   Unit size and distribution of multi-bedroom units: 


 (iv)   Documentation that the applicant has provided written 


notification to all existing commercial tenants that the applicant intends to develop the 


property pursuant to this section 206.4. Any affected commercial tenants shall be given 


priority processing similar to the Department’s Community Business Priority Processing 


Program, as adopted by the Planning Commission on February 12, 2015 under Resolution 


Number 19323 to support relocation of such business in concert with access to relevant local 


business support programs. In no case may an applicant receive a site permit or any 


demolition permit prior to 18 months from the date of written notification required by this 


subsection 206.4(d)(1)(B); and 


    (v)   Documentation that the applicant shall comply with any 


applicable provisions of the State Relocation Law or Federal Uniform Relocation Act when a 


parcel includes existing commercial tenants. 


(2)  Conditions. Entitlements of 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects 


approved under this Section shall be valid for 10 years from the date of Planning Commission or 


Planning Department approval. 


(3)   Notice and Hearing. 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects shall comply  


with Section 328 for review and approval. 
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(34)  Controls. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Code, no conditional 


use authorization shall be required for a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project, 


unless such conditional use requirement was adopted by the voters. 


 


SEC. 309.  PERMIT REVIEW IN C-3 DISTRICTS.  


The provisions and procedures set forth in this Section shall govern the review of 


project authorization and building and site permit applications for (1) the construction or 


substantial alteration of structures in C-3 Districts, (2) the granting of exceptions to certain 


requirements of this Code where the provisions of this Section are invoked, and (3) the 


approval of open space and streetscape requirements of the Planning Code. When any action 


authorized by this Section is taken, any determination with respect to the proposed project 


required or authorized pursuant to CEQA may also be considered. This Section shall not 


require additional review in connection with a site or building permit application if review 


hereunder was completed with respect to the same proposed structure or alteration in 


connection with a project authorization application pursuant to Section 322. 


 (a)   Exceptions. Exceptions to the following provisions of this Code may be granted 


as provided in the code sections referred to below: 


  (1)   Exceptions to the setback, streetwall, tower separation, and rear yard 


requirements as permitted in Sections 132.1 and 134(d); 


  (2)   Exceptions to the ground-level wind current requirements as permitted in 


Section 148; 


  (3)   Exceptions to the sunlight to public sidewalk requirement as permitted in 


Section 146; 


  (4)   Exceptions to the limitation on curb cuts for parking access as permitted in 


Section 155(r); 
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  (5)   Exceptions to the limitations on above-grade residential accessory parking 


as permitted in Section 155(s); 


  (6)   Exceptions to the freight loading and service vehicle space requirements as 


permitted in Section 161(f); 


  (7)   Exceptions to the off-street tour bus loading space requirements as 


permitted in Section 162; 


  (8)   Exceptions to the use requirements in the C-3-O (SD) Commercial Special 


Use Subdistrict in Section 248; 


  (9)   Exceptions to the height limits for buildings taller than 550 feet in height in 


the S-2 Bulk District for allowance of non-occupied architectural, screening, and rooftop 


elements that meet the criteria of Section 260(b)(1)(M); 


  (10)   Exceptions to the volumetric limitations for roof enclosures and screens as 


prescribed in Section 260(b)(1)(F). For existing buildings, exceptions to the volumetric 


limitations for roof enclosures and screens shall be granted only if all rooftop equipment that is 


unused or permanently out of operation is removed from the building; 


  (11)   Exceptions to the height limits for vertical extensions as permitted in 


Section 260(b)(1)(G) and for upper tower extensions as permitted in Section 263.9; 


  (12)   Exceptions to the height limits in the 80-130F and 80-130X Height and 


Bulk Districts as permitted in Section 263.8 and in the 200-400S Height and Bulk District as 


permitted in Section 263.10; 


  (13)   Exceptions to the bulk requirements as permitted in Sections 270 and 272. 


  (14) Exceptions to the exposure requirements as permitted in Section 140.  


(15) Exceptions to the usable open space requirements as permitted in Section 135.   


*   *   *   * 
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(d)   Notice of Proposed Approval for Projects that do not require Public Hearing. If an 


application does not require a Planning Commission hearing pursuant to Subsection 309(e)(1) below, 


the application or building or site permit may be reviewed and approved administratively. At the 


determination of the Planning Director, applications for especially significant scopes of work may be 


subject to the notification requirements of Section 333 of this Code. If a request for Planning 


Commission review is made pursuant to subsection 309(f), the application will be subject to the 


notification and hearing procedures of this Section. If no request for Commission review is made, the 


Zoning Administrator may approve the project administratively. If, after a review of the Application or 


building or site permit, and (1) the Zoning Administrator determines that an application complies with 


the provisions of this Code and that no exception is sought as provided in Subsection (a), and (2) the 


Director of Planning determines that no additional modifications are warranted as provided in 


Subsection (b), and (3) the project meets the open space and streetscape requirements of the Planning 


Code or (4) the project sponsor agrees to the modifications as requested by the Director, the Zoning 


Administrator shall provide notice of the proposed approval of the application by mail to all owners of 


the property immediately adjacent to the property that is subject of the Application no less than 10 days 


before final approval, and, in addition, to any person who has requested such notice in writing. If no 


request for Planning Commission review pursuant to Subsection (g) is made within 10 days of such 


notice, the Zoning Administrator shall approve the application. 


(e)  Hearing and Determination of Applications for Exceptions.  


(1)   Hearing. The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing on an a 


Section 309 application if:  for an exception as provided in Subsection (a).  


  (A) The project would result in a net addition of more than 50,000 square feet of 


gross floor area of space, or  


 (B) The project includes the construction of a new building greater than 75 feet 


in height (excluding any exceptions permitted per Section 260(b)), or includes a vertical addition to an 
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existing building with a height of 75 feet or less resulting in a total building height greater than 75 feet; 


or  


  (C) The project would require an exception as provided in Subsection 309(a). 


(2) Notice of Hearing. Notice of such hearing shall be conducted pursuant to  


the provisions of Section 333 of this Code. mailed not less than 10 days prior to the date of the hearing 


to the project applicant, to property owners within 300 feet of the project that is the subject of the 


application, using for this purpose the names and addresses as shown on the citywide Assessment Roll 


in the Assessor's Office, and to any person who has requested such notice. The notice shall state that 


the written recommendation of the Director of Planning regarding the request for an exception will be 


available for public review at the office of the Planning Department.          


(3)  Decision and Appeal. The Planning Commission may, after public hearing and 


after making appropriate findings, approve, disapprove or approve subject to conditions, the 


application for an exception. The decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to 


the Board of Appeals by any person aggrieved within 15 days after the date of the decision by 


filing a written notice of appeal with that Body, setting forth wherein it is alleged that there was 


an error in the interpretation of the provisions of this Code or abuse of discretion on the part of 


the Planning Commission. 


(4)  Decision on Appeal. Upon the hearing of an appeal, the Board of Appeals may, 


subject to the same limitations as are placed on the Planning Commission by Charter or by this Code, 


approve, disapprove or modify the decision appealed from. If the determination of the Board 


differs from that of the Commission it shall, in a written decision, specify the error in 


interpretation or abuse of discretion on the part of the Commission and shall specify in the 


findings, as part of the written decision, the facts relied upon in arriving at its determination. 


(f)   Administrative Approval of Design Review. 


(1)   Recommendations. If the Director of Planning determines that modifications  
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through the imposition of conditions are warranted as provided in Subsection (b), or that the open 


space requirements or the streetscape requirements of the Planning Code have not been complied with, 


the matter shall be scheduled for hearing before the Planning Commission. If the Director determines 


that the open space and streetscape requirements of the Planning Code have been complied with and 


the applicant does not oppose the imposition of conditions which the Director has determined are 


warranted, the applicant may waive the right to a hearing before the Planning Commission in writing 


and agree to the conditions. The Zoning Administrator shall provide notice of the proposed approval of 


the application according to the notice given for applications governed by Subsection (d), so that any 


person seeking additional modifications or objecting to the open space or streetscape requirements 


determination may make such a request for Planning Commission review as provided in Subsection (g). 


If no request is made within 10 days of such notice, the Zoning Administrator shall approve the 


application subject to the conditions. 


      (2)   Notice. If the proposed application will be heard by the Planning Commission, notice 


of such hearing shall be mailed not less than 10 days prior to the hearing to the project applicant, to 


property owners immediately adjacent to the site of the application using for this purpose the names 


and addresses as shown on the citywide Assessment Roll in the Assessor's Office, and to any person 


who has requested such notice. The notice shall state that the Director's written recommendation will 


be available for public review at the Planning Department. 


      (3)   Commission Action. The Planning Commission may, after public hearing and after 


making appropriate findings, approve, disapprove or approve subject to conditions applications 


considered pursuant to Subsection (b) or for compliance with the open space and streetscape 


requirements of the Planning Code. 


 (g f)  Planning Commission Review Upon Request. 


(1)  Requests. Within 10 days after notice of the proposed Zoning Administrator 


approval has been given, as provided in Subsection (d), any person may request in writing 
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that the Planning Commission impose additional modifications on the project as provided in 


Subsection (b) or consider the application for compliance with the open space and 


streetscape requirements of the Planning Code. The written request shall state why additional 


modifications should be imposed notwithstanding its compliance with the requirements of this 


Code and shall identify the policies or objectives that would be promoted by the imposition of 


conditions, or shall state why the open space and streetscape requirements have not been 


complied with. 


(2)  Commission Consideration. The Planning Commission shall consider at a public 


hearing each written request for additional modifications and for consideration of the open 


space and streetscape requirements of the Planning Code compliance and may, by majority 


vote, direct that a hearing be conducted to consider such modifications or compliance, which 


hearing may be conducted at the same meeting that the written request is considered and 


decided. Notice of such hearing shall be mailed to the project applicant, to property owners 


immediately adjacent to the site of the application using for this purpose the names and addresses as 


shown on the Citywide Assessment Roll in the Assessor's Office provided pursuant to the requirements 


of Section 333 of this Code, provided that mailed notice shall also be provided to any person who 


has requested such notice, and to any person who has submitted a request for additional 


requirements. In determining whether to conduct such a hearing, the Planning Commission 


shall determine whether, based upon a review of the project, reasonable grounds exist 


justifying a public hearing in order to consider the proposed additional modifications and the 


open space and streetscape requirements of the Planning Code compliance. 


(3)  Commission Action. If the Planning Commission determines to conduct a hearing 


to consider the imposition of additional modifications or the open space and streetscape 


requirements compliance, it may, after such hearing and after making appropriate findings, 


approve, disapprove, or approve subject to conditions the building or site permit or project 
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authorization application. If the Planning Commission determines not to conduct a hearing, 


the Zoning Administrator shall approve the application subject to any conditions imposed by 


the Director of Planning to which the applicant has consented. 


(h)   Mandatory Planning Commission Hearing for Projects Over 50,000 Square Feet of 


Gross Floor Area or Over 75 Feet in Height. The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing 


not otherwise required by this Section on all building and site permit and Section 309 applications for 


projects which will result in a net addition of more than 50,000 square feet of gross floor area of space 


or which will result in a building that is greater than 75 feet in height. Notice of such hearing shall be 


mailed not less than 10 days prior to the date of the hearing to the project applicant, to property 


owners immediately adjacent to the site of the application using for this purpose the names and 


addresses as shown on the citywide Assessment Roll in the Assessor's Office, and to any person who 


has requested such notice. 


*   *   *   * 


 


SEC. 315.  AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT AUTHORIZATION. 


(a)  Purpose. The purpose of this Section 315 is to ensure that any project where the 


principal use is affordable housing, defined in subsection (b) as an Affordable Housing 


Project, is reviewed in coordination with relevant priority processing and design guidelines. 


(b)  Applicability. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Planning 


Code, this Section 315 shall apply to any project where the principal use is housing comprised 


solely of housing that is restricted for a minimum of 55 years as affordable for "persons and 


families of low or moderate income," as defined in California Health & Safety Code Section 


50093 (an "Affordable Housing Project"). The Affordable Housing Project shall be considered 


a principally permitted use and shall comply with the administrative review procedures set 


forth in this Section and shall not require conditional use authorization or a Planning 
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Commission hearing that otherwise may be required by the Planning Code, provided that the 


site is not designated as public open space, is not under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and 


Park Department, is not located in a zoning district that prohibits residential uses, or is not 


located in an RH zoning district. 


 (1)  If a conditional use authorization or other Planning Commission approval is 


required for provision of parking, where the amount of parking provided exceeds the base 


amount permitted as accessory in Planning Code Article 1.5, such requirement shall apply.  


 (2)  If an Affordable Housing Project proposes demolition or change in use of a 


general grocery store or movie theatre, this Section shall not apply. 


 (3)  If a non-residential use contained in any proposed project would require 


conditional use authorization, such requirement shall apply unless the non-residential use is 


accessory to and supportive of the affordable housing on-site.  


(c)   Review Process. 


(1)   In lieu of any otherwise required Planning Commission authorization and 


associated hearing, the Planning Department shall administratively review and evaluate the 


physical aspects of an Affordable Housing Project and review such projects in coordination 


with relevant priority processing and design guidelines. The review of an Affordable Housing 


Project shall be conducted as part of, and incorporated into, a related building permit application or 


other required project authorizations, and no additional application fee shall be required. An 


Affordable Housing Project may seek exceptions to Planning Code requirements that may be 


are available through the Planning Code, including but not limited to sections 253, 303, 304, 309, 


and 329, without a Planning Commission hearing, and the Planning Department may permit such 


exceptions if it makes the findings otherwise required by the Planning Code. This includes, but is not 


limited to, those exceptions permitted through Sections 253, 303, 304, 309, and 329. The Planning 


Department may grant such exceptions if it makes the findings as required in subsection (c)(2) below.  
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An Affordable Housing Project may seek exceptions from other Code requirements that could otherwise 


be granted to a Planned Unit Development as set forth in Section 304, irrespective of the zoning district 


in which the property is located and irrespective of lot size requirements set forth in Section 304, and 


provided further that conditional use authorization shall not be required.  


100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Projects seeking density bonuses,  


zoning modifications, or Planning Code exceptions pursuant to Section 206.4 of this Code shall be 


subject to the provisions and review process pursuant to Section 315.1 of this Code.  


(2)   This administrative review shall be identical in purpose and intent to any 


Planning Commission review that would otherwise be required by the Planning Code, 


including but not limited to Sections 253, 303, 304, 309, or 329, but shall not be considered a 


conditional use authorization. and an Affordable Housing Project may seek the exceptions set forth in 


the Planning Code. If an Affordable Housing Project would otherwise be subject to such 


Planning Code provisions, the Planning Department shall consider all the criteria set forth in 


such Planning Code sections and shall make all required findings in writing when it approves, 


modifies, conditions, or disapproves an Affordable Housing Project. If the project is seeking 


exceptions solely as provided in this Section 315, the Department shall only make those required 


findings set forth in Section 303(c) of this Code.  


(3)   Decision and Imposition of Conditions. The Planning Department, after  


making appropriate findings, may approve, disapprove or approve subject to conditions the 


Affordable Housing Project and any associated requests for exceptions as part of a related 


building permit application or other required project authorizations. As part of its review and 


decision, the Planning Department may impose additional conditions, requirements, 


modifications, and limitations on a proposed Affordable Housing Project in order to achieve 


the objectives, policies, and intent of the General Plan or the Planning Code. Such approval or 
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disapprovaldetermination shall be made in writing and mailed to the project sponsor and 


individuals or organizations who so request. 


(4)   Change of Conditions. Once a project is approved, authorization of a  


change in any condition previously imposed by the Planning Department shall require 


approval by the Planning Director subject to the procedures set forth in this Section 315. 


 (5)   Discretionary Review.  As long as the Planning Commission has delegated its 


authority to the Planning Department to review applications for an Affordable Housing Project, the 


Planning Commission shall not hold a public hearing for discretionary review of an Affordable 


Housing Project that is subject to this Section 315.  This Section 315 is not intended to alter the 


procedures for requests for Discretionary Review by the Planning Commission. 


(d) Appeals.  The Planning Department’s administrative determination regarding an Affordable 


Housing Project pursuant to this Section 315 shall be considered part of a related building permit. Any 


appeal of such determination shall be made through the associated building permit.  


 


SEC. 315.1  100 PERCENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING BONUS PROJECT AUTHORIZATION. 


(a)   Purpose. The purpose of this Section 315.1 is to ensure that all 100 Percent Affordable 


Housing Bonus projects pursuant to Planning Code Section 206.4 are reviewed in coordination with 


Priority Processing available for certain projects with 100% affordable housing. While most projects 


in the 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program will likely be somewhat larger than their 


surroundings in order to facilitate higher levels of affordable housing, the Planning Director and 


Department shall review each project for consistency with the Affordable Housing Bonus Design 


Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines, as adopted and periodically amended by the 


Planning Commission, so that projects respond to their surrounding context, while still meeting the 


City's affordable housing goals. 
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(b) Applicability. This Section 315.1 applies to all 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus 


Projects that meet the requirements described in Section 206.4. 


(c)  Design Review. The Planning Department shall review and evaluate all physical aspects of 


a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project as follows.  


(1) The Planning Director may, consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus Program 


Design Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines, make minor modifications to a project 


to reduce the impacts of a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project on surrounding buildings. 


The Planning Director may also apply the standards of Section 261.1 to bonus floors for all projects on 


narrow streets and alleys in order to ensure that these streets do not become overshadowed, including 


potential upper story setbacks, and special consideration for the southern side of East-West streets, and 


Mid-block passages, as long as such setbacks do not result in a smaller number of residential units. 


(2) As set forth in subsection (d) below, the Planning Director may also grant minor 


exceptions to the provisions of this Code. However, such exceptions should only be granted to allow 


building mass to appropriately shift to respond to surrounding context, and only when such 


modifications do not substantially reduce or increase the overall building envelope permitted by the 


Program under Section 206.4. All modifications and exceptions should be consistent with the 


Affordable Housing Bonus Program Design Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines. In 


case of a conflict with other applicable design guidelines, the Affordable Housing Bonus Program 


Design Guidelines shall prevail. 


(3) The Planning Director may require these or other modifications or conditions in 


order to achieve the objectives and policies of the Affordable Housing Bonus Program or the purposes 


of this Code. This review shall be limited to design issues including the following: 


(A)   whether the bulk and massing of the building is consistent with the 


Affordable Housing Bonus Design Guidelines. 
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  (B)   whether building design elements including, but not limited to, architectural 


treatments, facade design, and building materials, are consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus 


Program Design Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines. 


  (C)   whether the design of lower floors, including building setback areas, 


commercial space, townhouses, entries, utilities, and parking and loading access is consistent with the 


Affordable Housing Bonus Program Design Guidelines, and any other applicable design guidelines. 


   (D)   whether the required streetscape and other public improvements such as 


tree planting, street furniture, and lighting are consistent with the Better Streets Plan, and any other 


applicable design guidelines. 


(d)   Exceptions. As a component of the review process under this Section 315.1, the Planning 


Director may grant minor exceptions to the provisions of this Code as provided below, in addition to 


the development bonuses granted to the project in Section 206.4(c). Such exceptions, however, should 


only be granted to allow building mass to appropriately shift to respond to surrounding context, and 


only when the Planning Director finds that such modifications do not substantially reduce or increase 


the overall building envelope permitted by the Program under Section 206.4, and the project, with the 


modifications and exceptions, is  consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus Design Guidelines. 


These exceptions may include: 


(1)   Exception from residential usable open space requirements per Section 135, or any 


applicable special use district. 


 (2)   Exception from satisfaction of loading requirements per Section 152.1, or any 


applicable special use district. 


 (3)   Exception for rear yards, pursuant to the requirements of Section 134, or any 


applicable special use district. 


(4)   Exception from dwelling unit exposure requirements of Section 140, or any 


applicable special use district. 
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 (5)   Exception from satisfaction of accessory parking requirements per Section 152.1, 


or any applicable special use district. 


 (6)   Where not specified elsewhere in this subsection (d), modification of other Code 


requirements that could otherwise be modified as a Planned Unit Development (as set forth in Section 


304), irrespective of the zoning district in which the property is located, and without requiring 


conditional use authorization. 


(e)   Required Findings. In reviewing any project pursuant to this Section 315.1, the Planning 


Director shall make the following findings:  


 (1)   the use complies with the applicable provisions of this Code and is consistent with 


the General Plan; 


 (2)   the use provides development that is in conformity with the stated purpose of the 


applicable Use District; and, 


 (3)   the use contributes to the City's affordable housing goals as stated in the General 


Plan. 


 (4)   If a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project otherwise would require a 


conditional use authorization due only to (1) a specific land use or (2) a use size limit, the Planning 


Director shall make all findings and consider all criteria required by this Code for such use or use size 


as part of this 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project Authorization and no conditional use 


authorization shall be required. 


(f)  Decision and Imposition of Conditions. The Planning Director may authorize, disapprove 


or approve subject to conditions, the project and any associated requests for exceptions and shall make 


appropriate findings. The Director may impose additional conditions, requirements, modifications, and 


limitations on a proposed project in order to achieve the objectives, policies, and intent of the General 


Plan or of this Code. This administrative review shall be identical in purpose and intent to any 


Planning Commission review that would otherwise be required by Section 206.4 of the Planning Code.   
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 (g)   Discretionary Review.  As long as the Planning Commission has delegated its authority to 


the Planning Department to review applications for an Affordable Housing Project, the Planning 


Commission shall not hold a public hearing for discretionary review of a 100 Percent Affordable 


Housing Bonus project that is subject to this Section.  


(h) Appeals.  The Planning Director’s administrative determination regarding a 100 Percent 


Affordable Housing Bonus Project pursuant to this Section 315.1 shall be considered part of a related 


building permit. Any appeal of such determination shall be made through the associated building 


permit. 


 


SEC. 328.  100 PERCENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING BONUS PROJECT AUTHORIZATION. 


   (a)   Purpose. The purpose of this Section 328 is to ensure that all 100 Percent Affordable 


Housing Bonus projects under Section 206.4 are reviewed in coordination with priority processing 


available for certain projects with 100 Percent affordable housing. While most projects in the 100 


Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program will likely be somewhat larger than their surroundings in 


order to facilitate higher levels of affordable housing, the Planning Commission and Department shall 


ensure that each project is consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus Design Guidelines and any 


other applicable design guidelines, as adopted and periodically amended by the Planning Commission, 


so that projects respond to their surrounding context, while still meeting the City's affordable housing 


goals. 


   (b)   Applicability. This Section 328 applies to all qualifying 100 Percent Affordable Housing 


Bonus Projects that meet the requirements described in Section 206.4. 


   (c)   Planning Commission Design Review. The Planning Commission shall review and 


evaluate all physical aspects of a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project at a public hearing. 


The Planning Commission recognizes that most qualifying projects will need to be larger in height and 


mass than surrounding buildings in order to achieve the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program’s 
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affordable housing goals. However, the Planning Commission may, consistent with the Affordable 


Housing Bonus Program Design Guidelines, and any other applicable design guidelines, and upon 


recommendation from the Planning Director, make minor modifications to a project to reduce the 


impacts of such differences in scale. The Planning Commission, upon recommendation of the Planning 


Director, may also apply the standards of Section 261.1 to bonus floors for all projects on narrow 


streets and alleys in order to ensure that these streets do not become overshadowed, including potential 


upper story setbacks, and special consideration for the southern side of East-West streets, and Mid-


block passages, as long as such setbacks do not result in a smaller number of residential units. 


      Additionally, as set forth in subsection (d) below, the Planning Commission may grant 


minor exceptions to the provisions of this Code. However, such exceptions should only be granted to 


allow building mass to appropriately shift to respond to surrounding context, and only when such 


modifications do not substantially reduce or increase the overall building envelope permitted by the 


Program under Section 206.4. All modifications and exceptions should be consistent with the 


Affordable Housing Bonus Program Design Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines. In 


case of a conflict with other applicable design guidelines, the Affordable Housing Bonus Program 


Design Guidelines shall prevail. 


      The Planning Commission may require these or other modifications or conditions, or 


disapprove a project, in order to achieve the objectives and policies of the Affordable Housing Bonus 


Programs or the purposes of this Code. This review shall limited to design issues including the 


following: 


      (1)   whether the bulk and massing of the building is consistent with the Affordable Housing 


Bonus Design Guidelines. 


      (2)   whether building design elements including, but not limited to architectural treatments, 


facade design, and building materials, are consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus Program 


Design Guidelines and any other applicable design guidelines. 
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      (3)   whether the design of lower floors, including building setback areas, commercial 


space, townhouses, entries, utilities, and parking and loading access is consistent with the Affordable 


Housing Bonus Program Design Guidelines, and any other applicable design guidelines. 


      (4)   whether the required streetscape and other public improvements such as tree planting, 


street furniture, and lighting are consistent with the Better Streets Plan, and any other applicable 


design guidelines. 


   (d)   Exceptions. As a component of the review process under this Section 328, the Planning 


Commission may grant minor exceptions to the provisions of this Code as provided for below, in 


addition to the development bonuses granted to the project in Section 206.4(c). Such exceptions, 


however, should only be granted to allow building mass to appropriately shift to respond to 


surrounding context, and only when the Planning Commission finds that such modifications do not 


substantially reduce or increase the overall building envelope permitted by the Program under Section 


206.4, and also are consistent with the Affordable Housing Bonus Design Guidelines. These exceptions 


may include: 


      (1)   Exception from residential usable open space requirements per Section 135, or any 


applicable special use district. 


      (2)   Exception from satisfaction of loading requirements per Section 152.1, or any 


applicable special use district. 


      (3)   Exception for rear yards, pursuant to the requirements of Section 134, or any 


applicable special use district. 


      (4)   Exception from dwelling unit exposure requirements of Section 140, or any applicable 


special use district. 


      (5)   Exception from satisfaction of accessory parking requirements per Section 152.1, or 


any applicable special use district. 
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      (6)   Where not specified elsewhere in this subsection (d), modification of other Code 


requirements that could otherwise be modified as a Planned Unit Development (as set forth in Section 


304), irrespective of the zoning district in which the property is located. 


   (e)   Required Findings. In its review of any project pursuant to this Section 328, the 


Planning Commission shall make the following findings:  


      (1)   the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of this Code and is 


consistent with the General Plan; 


      (2)   the use as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the stated 


purpose of the applicable Use District; and, 


      (3)   the use as proposed will contribute to the City's affordable housing goals as stated in 


the General Plan. 


   (f)   If a 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project otherwise requires a conditional use 


authorization due only to (1) a specific land use, (2) use size limit, or (3) requirement adopted by the 


voters, then the Planning Commission shall make all findings and consider all criteria required by this 


Code for such use or use size as part of this 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project 


Authorization. 


   (g)   Hearing and Decision.  


      (1)   Hearing. The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing for all projects that are 


subject to this Section 328. 


      (2)   Notice of Hearing. Notice of such hearing shall be provided pursuant to the same 


requirements for Conditional Use requests, as set forth in Section 306.3 and 306.8. 


      (3)   Director's Recommendations on Modifications and Exceptions. At the hearing, the 


Planning Director shall review for the Commission key issues related to the project based on the 


review of the project pursuant to subsection (c) and recommend to the Commission modifications, if 
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any, to the project and conditions for approval as necessary. The Director shall also make 


recommendations to the Commission on any proposed exceptions pursuant to subsection (d). 


      (4)   Decision and Imposition of Conditions. The Commission, after public hearing and, 


after making appropriate findings, may approve, disapprove or approve subject to conditions, the 


project and any associated requests for exceptions. As part of its review and decision, the Planning 


Commission may impose additional conditions, requirements, modifications, and limitations on a 


proposed project in order to achieve the objectives, policies, and intent of the General Plan or of this 


Code. 


      (5)   Appeal. The decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to the Board of 


Supervisors by any person aggrieved within 30 days after the date of the decision by filing a written 


notice of appeal with the Board of Supervisors, setting forth wherein it is alleged that there was an 


error in the interpretation of the provisions of this Section or abuse of discretion on the part of the 


Planning Commission. The procedures and requirements for conditional use appeals in Section 


308.1(b) and (c) shall apply to appeals to the Board of Supervisors under this Section 328. 


      (6)   Discretionary Review. No requests for discretionary review shall be accepted by the 


Planning Department or heard by the Planning Commission for projects subject to this Section.  


      (7)   Change of Conditions. Once a project is approved, authorization of a change in any 


condition previously imposed by the Planning Commission shall require approval by the Planning 


Commission subject to the procedures set forth in this Section. 


 


Section 4.  The Planning Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 202.5, 302, 


303, 303.1, 305.1, 306.3, 306.7, 306.8, 306.9, 311, 317, 329, 330.7, 1006.3, and 1111.4; 


deleting Sections 306.10 and 312; and adding new Section 333 to read as follows: 
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SEC 202.5. CONVERSION OF AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE STATIONS. 


*   *   *   * 


(e)   Criteria for Zoning Administrator Conversion Determination. The Zoning 


Administrator shall approve the application and authorize the service station conversion if the 


Zoning Administrator determines from the facts presented that the owner of the subject 


property is not earning a Fair Return on Investment, as defined in Section 102. The owner 


shall bear the burden of proving that the owner is not earning a Fair Return on Investment.  


  (1)   Application. A property owner's application under this Section shall be 


signed by the owner or an authorized representative of the owner and, under penalty of 


perjury, declared to contain true and correct information. The application shall be 


accompanied by: 


   (A)   An independent appraisal of the property stating its value; 


   (B)   A written statement from an independent Certified Public Accountant 


summarizing the applicant's financial records, including the property appraisal and stating the 


return on investment calculated pursuant to Section 102; 


   (C)   A certified statement from the Certified Public Accountant identifying 


the owner of the property and the owner of the service station business; 


   (D)   Such other financial information as the Zoning Administrator may 


reasonably determine is necessary to make the determination provided for in this Section. 


  (2)   Rebuttable Presumption. There shall be a rebuttable presumption that the 


property owner is earning a Fair Return on Investment if the property owner has earned at 


least a nine percent return on the property owner's total investment in the property for the 24-


month period immediately preceding the filing of the application, or in the case of a service 


station business that ceased operations after October 12, 1989, for the 24-month period 


immediately preceding the date the service station ceased operations. The property owner 
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may rebut this presumption by offering evidence demonstrating that because of special facts 


regarding his or her property the property owner is not earning a Fair Return on Investment or 


that because of special demonstrated circumstances the applicant would not earn a fair return 


on investment from service station use during that 12-month period after the filing of the 


service station conversion application. 


  (3)   Notice of Hearing. Prior to conducting the hearing required by Subsection 


(c)(1), the Zoning Administrator shall provide written notice public notification of the hearing 


pursuant to the requirements of Section 333 of this Code. to each property owner within 300 feet in 


every direction from the service station, as shown in the last equalized assessment roll, such notice to 


be mailed at least 10 days before the hearing. The applicant also shall provide posted notice in a 


visible location on the service station site at least 20 days before the hearing. 


  (4)   Determination. The Zoning Administrator shall render written determination 


within 60 days of the hearing. 


  (5)   Consultation With Other City Departments. If necessary, the Zoning 


Administrator shall have the authority to consult with or retain the assistance of the staffs of 


the Department of Public Works, Real Estate Department, and Mayor's Office of Workforce 


and Economic Development in the review of applications for service station conversion. 


 *   *   *   * 


 


SEC. 302. PLANNING CODE AMENDMENTS. 


(a)   General. Whenever the public necessity, convenience and general welfare 


require, the Board of Supervisors may, by ordinance, amend any part of this Code. Such 


amendments may include reclassifications of property (changes in the Zoning Map), changes 


in the text of the Code, or establishment, abolition or modification of a setback line. The 
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procedures for amendments to the Planning Code shall be as specified in this Section and in 


Sections 306 through 306.6, and in Section 333. 


*   *   *   * 


(d)   Referral of Proposed Text Amendments to the Planning Code Back to 


Planning Commission. In acting upon any proposed amendment to the text of the Code, the 


Board of Supervisors may modify said amendment but shall not take final action upon any 


material modification that has not been approved or disapproved by the Planning 


Commission. Should the Board adopt a motion proposing to modify the amendment while it is 


before said Board, said amendment and the motion proposing modification shall be referred 


back to the Planning Commission for its consideration. In all such cases of referral back, the 


amendment and the proposed modification shall be heard by the Planning Commission 


according to the requirements for a new proposal, except that newspaper online notice required 


under Section 306.3333 need be given only 10 days prior to the date of the hearing. The 


motion proposing modification shall refer to, and incorporate by reference, a proposed 


amendment approved by the City Attorney as to form. 


 


SEC. 303. CONDITIONAL USES. 


*   *   *   * 


(f)   Conditional Use Abatement. The Planning Commission may consider the 


possible revocation of a Conditional Use or the possible modification of or placement of 


additional conditions on a Conditional Use when the Planning Commission determines, based 


upon substantial evidence, that the applicant for the Conditional Use had submitted false or 


misleading information in the application process that could have reasonably had a substantial 


effect upon the decision of the Commission or the Conditional Use is not in compliance with a 


Condition of Approval, is in violation of law if the violation is within the subject matter 
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jurisdiction of the Planning Commission, or operates in such a manner as to create 


hazardous, noxious, or offensive conditions enumerated in Section 202(c) if the violation is 


within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Planning Commission and these circumstances 


have not been abated through administrative action of the Director, the Zoning Administrator 


or other City authority. Such consideration shall be the subject of a public hearing before the 


Planning Commission but no fee shall be required of the applicant or the subject Conditional 


Use operator. 


 (1)   Public Hearing. The Director of Planning or the Planning Commission may 


schedule a public hearing on Conditional Use abatement when the Director or Commission 


has obtained or received (A) substantial evidence submitted within one year of the effective 


date of the Conditional Use authorization that the applicant for the Conditional Use had 


submitted false or misleading information in the application process that could have 


reasonably had a substantial effect upon the decision of the Commission or (B) substantial 


evidence, submitted or received at any time while the Conditional Use authorization is 


effective, of a violation of conditions of approval, a violation of law, or operation which creates 


hazardous, noxious or offensive conditions enumerated in Section 202(c). 


 (2) Notification. The notice for the public hearing on a Conditional Use 


abatement shall be subject to the notification procedure described in Sections 306.3 and 306.8 


333 of this Code. ,except that notice to the property owner and the operator of the subject 


establishment or use shall be mailed by regular and certified mail. 


*   *   *   * 


SEC 303.1 FORMULA RETAIL USES. 


*   *   *   * 


(g)   Neighborhood Notification and Design Review. Any application for a Formula 


Retail use as defined in this section shall be subject to the notification and review procedures 
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of subsections 312(d) and (e) Section 333 of this Code. A Conditional Use hearing on an application 


for a Formula Retail use may not be held less than 30 calendar days after the date of mailed notice. 


*   *   *   * 


SEC. 305.1 REQUESTS FOR REASONABLE MODIFICATION – RESIDENTIAL USES. 


*   *   *   * 


 (e)   All Other Requests for Reasonable Modification – Zoning Administrator 


Review and Approval. 


  (1)   Standard Variance Procedure – With Hearing. Requests for reasonable 


modifications that do not fall within Subsection (d) shall be considered by the Zoning 


Administrator, who will make the final decision through the existing variance process 


described in Section 305. 


(2)   Public Notice of a Request for Reasonable Modification. Notice for 


reasonable modifications that fall with subsection (e)(1) are subject to the notice requirements 


of Section 306 333 of this Code. If the request for reasonable modification is part of a larger 


application, then the noticing can be combined. 


*   *   *   * 


 


SEC 306.3. NOTICE OF HEARINGS. 


(a)   Except as indicated in subsection (b) below, notice of the time, place and purpose 


of the hearing on action for an amendment to the Planning Code or General Plan, Conditional 


Use or a Variance shall be given by the Zoning Administrator pursuant to the requirements of 


Section 333 of this Code.as follows: 


        (1)   By mail to the applicant or other person or agency initiating the action; 


        (2)   By mail, except in the case of proposed amendments to change the text of the Code, 


not less than 20 days prior to the date of the hearing to the owners of all real property within the area 
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that is the subject of the action and within 300 feet of all exterior boundaries of such area, using for 


this purpose the names and addresses of the owners as shown on the latest citywide assessment roll in 


the Office of the Tax Collector. Failure to send notice by mail to any such property owner where the 


address of such owner is not shown on such assessment roll shall not invalidate any proceedings in 


connection with such action; 


        (3)   By publication, except in Variance cases, at least once in a newspaper of general 


circulation in the City not less than 20 days prior to the date of the hearing; 


        (4)   Such other notice as the Zoning Administrator shall deem appropriate. 


(b)  In the case of Variance applications involving a less than 10% deviation as 


described in Section 305(c), the Zoning Administrator need give only such notice as the 


Zoning Administrator deems appropriate in cases in which a hearing is actually held. 


        (2)   In the case of amendments to reclassify land on the basis of general zoning studies 


for one or more zoning districts, which studies either are citywide in scope or cover a major subarea of 


the City, as determined by the Planning Commission, and where the total area of land so proposed for 


reclassification, excluding the area of public streets and alleys, is 30 acres or more, the notice given 


shall be as described in Subsection (a) above, except that: 


           (A)   The newspaper notice shall be published as an advertisement in all editions of such 


newspaper, and need contain only the time and place of the hearing and a description of the general 


nature of the proposed amendment together with a map of the area proposed for reclassification. 


           (B)   The notice by mail need contain only the time and place of the hearing and a 


general description of the boundaries of the area proposed for reclassification. 


        (3)   In the case of amending the General Plan, notice shall be given by an 


advertisement at least once in a newspaper of general circulation in the City not less than 20 days prior 


to the hearing. The advertisement shall contain the time and place of the hearing and a description of 


the general nature of the proposed amendment and, if applicable, a map of the affected area. 
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(c)   In addition to any other information required by the Planning Department, the Zoning 


Administrator and the Planning Commission, any notice required by this Section of an application for a 


Conditional Use or Variance which proposes a Commercial Use for the subject property shall disclose 


the name under which business will be, or is expected to be, conducted at the subject property, as 


disclosed in the permit application pursuant to Section 306.1(c), if the business name is known at the 


time notice is given. If the business name becomes known to the applicant during the notice period, the 


applicant promptly shall amend the notice to disclose such business name and the Department shall 


disseminate all the various required hearing notices again with the disclosed name and allow the 


prescribed time between the date of the notice and the date of the hearing. 


 


SEC 306.7. INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS.  


*   *   *   * 


(g)   Notice. Notice of the time and place of a public hearing on interim zoning controls 


before the Planning Commission if the Planning Commission initiates the controls, or before 


the Board of Supervisors or a committee of the Board if a member of the Board initiates the 


controls, shall be provided pursuant to the requirements of Section 333 of this Code, and such other 


notice as the Clerk of the Board or the Zoning Administrator may deem appropriate. . as follows: 


(1) By publication at least once in an official newspaper of general circulation in the City not 


less than nine days prior to the date of hearing; 


(2) By posting at the office of the Board of Supervisors and the Planning Department nine days 


prior to the date of hearing; and 


(3) By mail to the applicant or other person or agency initiating the proposed interim control; 


and 


(4) By mail, if the area is 30 acres or less, exclusive of streets, alleys, and other public property, 


sent at least 10 days prior to the date of the hearing, to the owners of real property within the area that 
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is the subject of the proposed interim zoning controls and within 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of 


that area when the controls would reclassify land or establish, abolish or modify a setback line, using 


for this purpose the names and addresses of the owners shown on the latest citywide assessment roll in 


the Assessor's office. Failure to send notice by mail to any such property owner where the address of 


such owner is not shown on such assessment roll shall not invalidate any proceedings in connection 


with the position of interim zoning controls; 


(5) Such other notice as the Clerk of the Board or the Zoning Administrator may deem 


appropriate. 


Notice of a public hearing by the Board of Supervisors or a committee of the Board for 


the ratification or disapproval of interim controls imposed by the Planning Commission shall 


be given pursuant to Subsections (1), (2), (3) and (5) of the requirements of this Subsection. 


Notices posted or published pursuant to the provisions of this ordinance shall contain a 


description of the general nature of the proposed interim zoning controls, and a description of the 


boundaries of the affected area if the controls would not be applicable citywide, and the time and place 


of the hearing. The body imposing the interim zoning controls may not enlarge the area 


affected by the proposed amendment or modify the proposed amendment in a manner that 


places greater restrictions on the use of property unless notice is first provided in accordance 


with the provisions of this Subsection and a hearing is provided on the modifications. Notice 


may be provided pursuant to the provisions of this Subsection (g) prior to the completion of 


the environmental review process. 


*   *   *   * 


 


SEC. 306.8. POSTING OF SIGNS REQUIRED. 


 (a)   Hearings for Which Notice Required. In addition to the requirements for notice 


provided elsewhere in this Code, the requirements for notice set forth in this Section shall 
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apply to hearings before the Planning Commission or the Zoning Administrator (1) on an 


application for a conditional use or variance, (2) for every amendment to reclassify property 


initiated by application as permitted in Section 302(b) where the area sought to be reclassified 


is ½ acre or less (exclusive of streets, alleys and other public property) and where the 


applicant owns all or a portion of the property to be reclassified or is a resident or commercial 


lessee thereof, (3) for any permit application or project authorization application reviewed 


pursuant to Sections 309 or 322, and (4) for any application for a building or site permit 


authorizing a new building the consideration or approval of which is scheduled before the 


Planning Commission. This Section shall not apply to variance applications involving a less 


than 10 percent deviation as described in Section 305(c) or to hearings or actions relating to 


environmental review. 


(b)   Signposting Requirements. Hearings that are required to be noticed pursuant to this 


section 306.8 shall provide notice pursuant to the requirements of section 333 of this Code. At least 20 


days prior to a hearing governed by this section (other than a hearing on a reclassification, which shall 


not be subject to this subsection), the applicant shall post a sign on the property that is the subject of 


the application through the date of the hearing; provided, however, that if the date of the hearing is 


continued four weeks or more, the sign need not remain posted and the applicant will thereafter be 


subject only to such posting requirements as directed by the Zoning Administrator; and, provided 


further, that signs for applications described in Subsection (a)(4) need only be posted at least 10 days 


prior to the hearing, subject to the provisions regarding continued hearings set forth herein. The sign 


shall meet the following requirements: 


(1)   It shall be posted inside of windows which are no more than six feet back from the property 


line, where the windows are of sufficient size to accommodate the sign. The bottom of the sign shall be 


no lower than four feet above grade and the top of the sign shall be no higher than eight feet six inches 
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above grade. The sign shall not be obstructed by awnings, landscaping, or other impediment and shall 


be clearly visible from a public street, alley or sidewalk. 


(2)   In the absence of windows meeting the above criteria, where the building facade is no more 


than nine feet back from the property line, the sign shall be affixed to the building, with the bottom of 


the sign being at least five feet above grade and the top of the sign being no more than seven feet six 


inches above grade. The sign shall be protected from the weather as necessary. The sign shall not be 


obstructed by awnings, landscaping, or other impediment, and shall be clearly visible from a public 


street, alley or sidewalk. 


(3)   Where the structure is more than nine feet from the property line, the sign shall be posted 


at the property line with the top of the sign no more than six feet and no less than five feet above grade. 


Such signs shall be attached to standards and shall be protected from the weather as necessary. 


The requirements of Subsections (1) through (3) of this subsection may be modified upon a 


determination by the Zoning Administrator that a different location for the sign would provide better 


notice or that physical conditions make this requirement impossible or impractical, in which case the 


sign shall be posted as directed by the Zoning Administrator. 


(c)   Contents and Size of Signs. The sign shall be at least 30 inches by 30 inches, unless the 


application relates to a vacant site or vacant building, in which case the Zoning Administrator may 


require a sign up to eight feet wide and four feet high upon a determination that the larger sign will 


provide better public notice. The sign shall be entitled NOTICE OF ZONING HEARING. The lettering 


shall be at least 1¼-inch capital letters for the title. All other letters shall be at least ¾-inch uppercase 


and ½-inch lower-case. The sign shall provide notice of the case number, the time, date, location and 


purpose of the public hearing, a description of the proposed project, and the procedure for obtaining 


additional information. 


Every person subject to the requirements of this Section shall obtain from the Planning 


Department the sign on submission of application which is to be posted, and shall provide such 
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additional information on the sign as required by this Section and any written directions provided by 


the Zoning Administrator; provided, however, that where the Zoning Administrator requires a sign 


larger than 30 by 30 inches, the applicant shall provide the sign. The Department shall charge a fee to 


applicants in an amount determined appropriate to cover the cost of providing the sign. 


When the application is for a planned unit development, the sign shall contain a plot plan of the 


property containing the following information: 


(i)   The names of all immediately adjacent streets or alleys; 


 (ii)   A building footprint of the proposed project (new construction cross-hatched) outlined in 


bold lines so as to clearly identify the location in relation to the property lines; 


(iii)   An arrow indicating north. 


(dc)   Notice of Reclassification by Zoning Administrator. The Zoning Administrator 


shall post signs providing notice of proposed reclassifications that are subject to this section 


pursuant to the requirements of section 333 of this Code. at least 10 days prior to the hearing. The 


signs shall be posted in the area of the proposed reclassification and within 300 feet of such area. The 


signs shall identify the applicant and the current and proposed zoning classification and shall contain a 


map with the proposed reclassification area outlined in bold lines so as to clearly identify its 


boundaries and with the names of all streets or alleys immediately adjacent to the proposed 


reclassification area identified. The signs so posted shall be at least 8½ by 10½ inches. Compliance 


with this subsection shall be met if at least one notice is posted in proximity to each street intersection 


in the area that is the subject of the proposed reclassification and within 300 feet of such area. The 


Zoning Administrator shall determine the cost to the City in providing the notice required by this 


subsection and shall notify the applicant upon making that determination. The notice required by this 


subsection shall be provided by the Zoning Administrator only upon payment of such costs by the 


applicant. 
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(ed)   Declaration Required; Failure to Comply. The applicant, other than an 


applicant for a reclassification, shall submit at the time of the hearing a declaration signed 


under penalty of perjury stating that the applicant has complied with the provisions of this 


Section. If any person challenges the applicant's compliance with this Section, the 


Commission or, as to variance hearings the Zoning Administrator, shall determine whether the 


applicant has substantially complied and, if not, shall continue the hearing for that purpose. A 


challenge may be raised regarding compliance with the provisions of this Section by any 


person after the hearing by filing a written statement with the Zoning Administrator, or such 


challenge may be raised by the Zoning Administrator, but no challenge may be filed or raised 


later than 30 days following Commission action, or as to variance hearings 10 days following 


the decision. If no challenge is filed within the time required, it shall be deemed conclusive 


that the applicant complied with the provisions of this Section. If it is determined, after a 


hearing for which at least five days' notice has been given to the person filing the challenge 


and the applicant, that the applicant has not substantially complied with the provisions of this 


Section, the action of the Planning Commission or the Zoning Administrator shall be deemed 


invalid and the matter shall be rescheduled for hearing after the required notice has been 


given. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section, an application may be denied if 


continuance or delay of action on the application would result in an application being deemed 


approved pursuant to Government Code Sections 65920 et seq. 


(e f)   Permission to Enter Property. Every person who has possession of property 


which is the subject of an application subject to this Section shall permit entry at a reasonable 


time to an applicant who is seeking entry in order to allow the posting of the sign required 


herein and no such person shall remove or cause the removal of such sign during the period 


of time that posing is required herein and without reasonable cause to believe that such 


removal is necessary in order to protect persons or property from injury. 
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(f g)  Rights Affected. The requirements of this Section are not intended to give any 


right to any person to challenge in any administrative or judicial proceeding any action if such 


person would not otherwise have the legal right to do so. 


 


SEC. 306.9. NOTICE OF APPLICATIONS FOR BUILDING PERMITS FOR SUTRO TOWER. 


*   *   *   * 


(c)   Notification. Upon determination that an application is in compliance with the 


requirements of the Planning Code, the Planning Department shall provide public notification 


pursuant to the requirements of section 333 of this Code, except that no posted notice shall be required, 


and that the mailed notice shall be mailed to all owners and, to the extent practicable, occupants of 


properties within a 1,000 foot radius of the property line of the Sutro Tower site.  cause a written notice 


of the proposed project to be sent in the manner described below. This notice shall be in addition to 


any notices required by the Building Code and in addition to other requirements for notice 


provided elsewhere in this Code. 


       The notice shall have a format and content determined by the Zoning Administrator. At a 


minimum, it shall describe the proposed project and the project review process, and shall set forth the 


mailing date of the notice. 


       Written notice shall be sent to all property owners and to each residential unit within a 1,000 


foot radius of the property line of the Sutro Tower site. The latest city-wide Assessor's roll for names 


and addresses of owners shall be used for said notice. Notice shall also be sent to any neighborhood 


organization on record with the Department as requesting notice of building permits for Sutro Tower. 


 


SEC. 306.10. MULTIPLE LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT FOR  NOTICES.  


 (a)   Applicability. In addition to the notice requirements set forth elsewhere in this  
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Code, the requirements of this section shall apply to the mailed notices that are required by the 


following sections of the Planning Code: Sections 202.5(e)(3), 304.5(d), 306.3, 306.7(g), 306.9(c), 


309(c) through 309(h), 311, 312, 313.4(b), 314.4(a), 330.7, and any other section of the Planning Code 


that requires a notice to be mailed or personally served to property owners or occupants adjacent to or 


near a property for which Planning Department development approval is sought. 


(b)   Definitions. The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this section: 


       (1)   Dedicated Telephone Number means a telephone number for a recorded message in a 


Language of Limited English Proficient Residents. The recorded message shall advise callers as to 


what information they should leave on the message machine so that the Department may return the call 


with information about the notice in the requested language. 


      (2)   Language of Limited English Proficient Residents means each of the two languages other 


than English spoken most commonly by San Francisco residents of limited English proficiency as 


determined by the Planning Department based on its annual review of United States census and other 


data as required by San Francisco Administrative Code Section 91.2(j). 


(c)   Multiple Language Statement in Notices. The Planning Department shall  


prepare a cover sheet as specified below and include it with each notice of the type listed in subsection 


(a). The cover sheet shall contain the following statement, printed in each Language of Limited English 


Proficient Residents and, to the extent available Department resources allow, such other languages 


that the Department determines desirable, with the name of the language in which the statement is 


made, the time period for a decision on the matter and the Dedicated Telephone Number for the 


language of the statement inserted in the appropriate blank spaces: 


         "The attached notice is provided under the Planning Code. It concerns property located at the 


address shown on the attached notice. A hearing may occur, a right to request review may expire or a 


development approval may become final unless appealed within [insert days until a hearing or 


deadline for requesting review or appealing decision]. To obtain information about this notice in 
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[insert name of language], please call [insert Dedicated Telephone Number]. Please be advised that 


the Planning Department will require at least one business day to respond to any call. Provision of 


information in [insert name of language] is provided as a service by the Planning Department and does 


not grant any additional rights or extend any time limits provided by applicable law." 


      The Department shall maintain a Dedicated Telephone Number for each Language of Limited 


English Proficient Residents. The Department shall place a return telephone call by the end of the 


following business day to each person who leaves a message concerning a neighborhood notice at a 


Dedicated Telephone Number, and when the caller is reached, provide information to the caller about 


the notice in the language spoken by the caller. 


 


SEC. 311.  RESIDENTIAL PERMIT REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR RH, RM, AND RTO 


DISTRICTS. 


   (a)   Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to establish procedures for reviewing 


building permit applications for lots in R Districts in order to determine compatibility of the 


proposal with the neighborhood and for providing notice to property owners and residents on 


the site and neighboring the site of the proposed project and to interested neighborhood 


organizations, so that concerns about a project may be identified and resolved during the 


review of the permit. 


   (b)   Applicability. Except as indicated herein, all building permit applications in 


Residential, NC, NCT, and Eastern Neighborhoods Districts for a change of use; establishment of a 


Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services Facility; establishment of a Formula Retail Use; 


demolition, and/or new construction, and/or alteration of residential buildings; and including the 


removal of an authorized or unauthorized residential unit, in RH, RM, and RTO Districts shall be 


subject to the notification and review procedures required by this Section 311. Subsection 311(e) 


regarding demolition permits and approval of replacement structures shall apply to all R Districts.  In 
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addition, all building permit applications that would establish Cannabis Retail or Medical Cannabis 


Dispensary Uses, regardless of zoning district, shall be subject to the review procedures required by 


this Section 311.  Notwithstanding the foregoing or any other requirement of this Section 311, a change 


of use to a Child Care Facility, as defined in Section 102, shall not be subject to the review 


requirements of this Section 311. 


(1) Change of Use. For the purposes of this Section 311, a change of use is defined as 


follows: 


 (A) Residential, NC and NCT Districts. For all Residential, NC, and NCT 


Districts, a change of use is defined as a change to, or the addition of, any of the following land uses as 


defined in Section 102 of this Code: Adult Business, Bar, Cannabis Retail, Group Housing, Liquor 


Store, Medical Cannabis Dispensary, Nighttime Entertainment, Outdoor Activity Area, Post-Secondary 


Educational Institution, Private Community Facility, Public Community Facility, Religious Institution, 


School, Tobacco Paraphernalia Establishment, and Wireless Telecommunications Facility. 


 (B) Eastern Neighborhood Districts. In all Eastern Neighborhood Districts a 


change of use shall be defined as a change in, or addition of, a new land use category. A “land use 


category” shall mean those categories used to organize the individual land uses that appear in the use 


tables, immediately preceding a group of individual land uses, including but not limited to the 


following: Residential Use; Institutional Use; Retail Sales and Service Use; Assembly, Recreation, Arts 


and Entertainment Use; Office Use; Live/Work Units Use; Motor Vehicle Services Use; Vehicle 


Parking Use; Industrial Use; Home and Business Service Use; or Other Use. 


(21)   Alterations. For the purposes of this Section, an alteration in RH and RM  


Districts shall be defined as an increase to the exterior dimensions of a building except those features 


listed in Section 136(c)(1) through 136(c)(26) in districts where those sections apply.  any change in 


use, In addition, an alteration in RH, RM, and RTO Districts shall also include the removal of more 


than 75 percent of a residential building's existing interior wall framing or the removal of more 
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than 75 percent of the area of the existing framing., or an increase to the exterior dimensions of a 


residential building except those features listed in Section 136(c)(1) through 136(c)(24) and 136(c)(26). 


Notwithstanding the foregoing or any other requirement of this Section 311, a change of use to a Child 


Care Facility, as defined in Section 102, shall not be subject to the notification requirements of this 


Section 311. 


      (2)  For the purposes of this Section, an alteration in RTO Districts shall be defined as a 


change of use described in Section 312(c), removal of more than 75 percent of a building's existing 


interior wall framing or the removal of more than 75 percent of the area of the existing framing, or an 


increase to the exterior dimensions of a building except those features listed in Section 136(c)(1) 


through 136(c)(24) and 136(c)(26). Notwithstanding the foregoing or any other requirement of this 


Section 311, a change of use to a Child Care Facility, as defined in Section 102, shall not be subject to 


the notification requirements of this Section 311. 


(3)    Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services Facilities. Building permit 


applications for the establishment of a Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services Facility, other 


than a Temporary Wireless Telecommunications Services Facility, shall be subject to the review 


procedures required by this Section. Pursuant to Section 205.2, applications for Temporary Wireless 


Telecommunications Facilities to be operated for commercial purposes for more than 90 days shall 


also be subject to the review procedures required by this Section. 


(c)   Building Permit Application Review for Compliance and Notification. Upon 


acceptance of any application subject to this Section, the Planning Department shall review 


the proposed project for compliance with the Planning Code and any applicable design 


guidelines approved by the Planning Commission. Applications determined not to be in 


compliance with the standards of Articles 1.2, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 of the Planning Code, Residential 


Design Guidelines, including design guidelines for specific areas adopted by the Planning 


Commission, or with any applicable conditions of previous approvals regarding the project, 
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shall be held until either the application is determined to be in compliance, is disapproved or a 


recommendation for cancellation is sent to the Department of Building Inspection. 


 (1)   Residential Design Guidelines. The construction of new residential 


buildings and alteration of existing residential buildings in R Districts shall be consistent with 


the design policies and guidelines of the General Plan and with the "Residential Design 


Guidelines" as adopted and periodically amended for specific areas or conditions by the 


Planning Commission. The design for new buildings with residential uses in RTO Districts 


shall also be consistent with the design standards and guidelines of the "Ground Floor 


Residential Units Design Guidelines" as adopted and periodically amended by the Planning 


Commission. The Planning Director may require modifications to the exterior of a proposed 


new residential building or proposed alteration of an existing residential building in order to 


bring it into conformity with the "Residential Design Guidelines" and with the General Plan. 


These modifications may include, but are not limited to, changes in siting, building envelope, 


scale texture and detailing, openings, and landscaping. 


 (2)   Removal of Residential Units.  When removal or elimination of an authorized or 


unauthorized residential unit is proposed, the Applicant shall provide notice as required in Section 333 


of this Code. The Zoning Administrator shall determine any additional notification procedures to be 


applied in such a case.  


 (3)   Replacement Structure Required.  Unless the building is determined to pose a 


serious and imminent hazard as defined in the Building Code, an application authorizing demolition in 


any R District of an historic or architecturally important building or of a dwelling shall not be 


approved and issued until the City has granted final approval of a building permit for construction of 


the replacement building. A building permit is finally approved if the Board of Appeals has taken final 


action for approval on an appeal of the issuance or denial of the permit or if the permit has been issued 


and the time for filing an appeal with the Board has lapsed with no appeal filed. 
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  (A)   The demolition of any building, including but not limited to historically and 


architecturally important buildings, may be approved administratively when the Director of the 


Department of Building Inspection, the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention and Investigation, or the 


Director of Public Works determines, after consultation with the Zoning Administrator, that an 


imminent safety hazard exists, and the Director of the Department of Building Inspection determines 


that demolition or extensive alteration of the structure is the only feasible means to secure the public 


safety. 


 (2d)   Notification. Upon determination that an application is in compliance with the 


development standards of the Planning Code, the Planning Department shall provide cause a 


notice of the proposed project pursuant to the requirements of Section 333 of this Code. to be posted 


on the site pursuant to rules established by the Zoning Administrator and shall cause a written notice 


describing the proposed project to be sent in the manner described below. This notice shall be in 


addition to any notices required by the Building Code and shall have a format and content determined 


by the Zoning Administrator. It shall include a description of the proposal compared to any existing 


improvements on the site with dimensions of the basic features, elevations and site plan of the proposed 


project including the position of any adjacent buildings, exterior dimensions and finishes, and a 


graphic reference scale. The notice shall describe the project review process and shall set forth the 


mailing date of the notice and the expiration date of the notification period. 


         Written notice shall be mailed to the notification group which shall include the project sponsor, 


tenants of the subject property, relevant neighborhood organizations as described in 


Subparagraph 311(c)(2)(C) below, all individuals having made a written request for notification for a 


specific parcel or parcels pursuant to Planning Code Section 351 and all owners and, to the extent 


practical, occupants, of properties in the notification area. For the purposes of Section 311(g) below, 


written notice shall also be mailed to tenants of the subject property in authorized residential units. 
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         (A)   The notification area shall be all properties within 150 feet of the subject lot in the same 


Assessor's Block and on the block face across from the subject lot. When the subject lot is a corner lot, 


the notification area shall further include all property on both block faces across from the subject lot, 


and the corner property diagonally across the street. 


         (B)   The latest City-wide Assessor's roll for names and addresses of owners shall be used for said 


notice. 


         (C)   The Planning Department shall maintain a list, available for public review, of neighborhood 


organizations which have indicated an interest in specific properties or areas. The organizations 


having indicated an interest in the subject lot or its area shall be included in the notification group for 


the proposed project. 


      (3)   Notification Period. All building permit applications shall be held for a period of 30 calendar 


days from the date of the mailed notice to allow review by residents and owners of neighboring 


properties and by neighborhood groups. 


      (4)   Elimination of Duplicate Notice. The notice provisions of this Section may be waived by the 


Zoning Administrator for building permit applications for projects that have been, or before approval 


will be, the subject of a duly noticed public hearing before the Planning Commission or Zoning 


Administrator, provided that the nature of work for which the building permit application is required is 


both substantially included in the hearing notice and is the subject of the hearing. 


      (5)   Notification Package. The notification package for a project subject to notice under this 


Section 311 shall include a written notice and reduced-size drawings of the project. 


         (A)   The written notice shall compare the proposed project to the existing conditions at the 


development lot. Change to basic features of the project that are quantifiable shall be disclosed on the 


written notice. The basic features of existing and proposed conditions shall include, where applicable, 


front setback, building depth, rear yard depth side setbacks, building height, number of stories, 


dwelling unit count and use of the building. 
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         (B)   The written notice shall describe whether the project is a demolition, new construction or 


alteration project. If the project is an alteration, the type of alteration shall be described: horizontal, 


vertical or both horizontal and vertical additions and where the alteration is located. 


         (C)   Written project description shall be part of the notice. In addition, the notice shall describe 


the project review process, information on how to obtain additional information and the contact 


information of the Planning Department. 


         (D)   The building permit application number(s) shall be disclosed in the written notice. The start 


and expiration dates of the notice shall be stated. A description about the recipient's rights to request 


additional information, to request Discretionary Review by the Planning Commission and to appeal to 


other boards or commissions shall be provided. 


         (E)   11x17 sized or equivalent drawings to scale shall be included with the Section 311 written 


notice. The drawings shall illustrate the existing and proposed conditions in relationship to the 


adjacent properties. All dimensions and text throughout the drawings shall be legible. The drawings 


shall include a site plan, floor plans and elevations documenting dimensional changes that correspond 


to the basic features included in the written notice. 


         (F)   The existing and proposed site plan shall illustrate the project including the full lots and 


structures of the directly adjacent properties. 


         (G)   The existing and proposed floor plans shall illustrate the location and removal of interior 


and exterior walls. The use of each room shall be labeled. Significant dimensions shall be provided to 


document the change proposed by the project. 


         (H)   The existing and proposed elevations shall document the change in building volume: height 


and depth. Dimensional changes shall be documented, including overall building height and also 


parapets, penthouses and other proposed vertical and horizontal building extensions. The front and 


rear elevations shall include the full profiles of the adjacent structures including the adjacent 


structures' doors, windows and general massing. Each side elevation shall include the full profile of the 
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adjacent building in the foreground of the project, and the adjacent windows, lightwells and general 


massing shall be illustrated. 


 (de)   Requests for Planning Commission Review. A request for the Planning 


Commission to exercise its discretionary review powers over a specific building permit 


application shall be considered by the Planning Commission if received by the Planning 


Department no later than 5:00 p.m. of the last day of the notification period as described 


under Section 333 Subsection (c)(3) above, subject to guidelines adopted by the Planning 


Commission. The project sponsor of a building permit application may request discretionary 


review by the Planning Commission to resolve conflicts between the Director of Planning and 


the project sponsor concerning requested modifications to comply with the Residential Design 


Guidelines, or other applicable design guidelines.   


  (1)   Scheduling of Hearing. The Zoning Administrator shall set a time for 


hearing requests for discretionary review by the Planning Commission within a reasonable 


period. 


  (2)   Notice. Mailed notice of the discretionary review hearing by the Planning 


Commission shall be given pursuant to the requirements of Section 333 of this Code. not less than 10 


days prior to the date of the hearing to the notification group as described in Paragraph 311(c)(2) 


above. Posted notice of the hearing shall be made as provided under Planning Code Section 306.8. 


   (e)   Demolition of Dwellings, Approval of Replacement Structure Required. Unless the 


building is determined to pose a serious and imminent hazard as defined in the Building Code an 


application authorizing demolition in any R District of an historic or architecturally important building 


or of a dwelling shall not be approved and issued until the City has granted final approval of a building 


permit for construction of the replacement building. A building permit is finally approved if the Board 


of Appeals has taken final action for approval on an appeal of the issuance or denial of the permit or if 
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the permit has been issued and the time for filing an appeal with the Board has lapsed with no appeal 


filed. 


      (1)   The demolition of any building whether or not historically and architecturally 


important may be approved administratively where the Director of the Department of Building 


Inspection or the Chief of the Bureau of Fire Prevention and Public Safety determines, after 


consultation with the Zoning Administrator, that an imminent safety hazard exists, and the Director of 


the Department of Building Inspection determines that demolition or extensive alteration of the 


structure is the only feasible means to secure the public safety. 


   (f)   Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services Facilities, Notification and Review 


Required. Building permit applications for new construction of a Micro Wireless Telecommunications 


Services Facility, other than a Temporary Wireless Telecommunications Services Facility, 


under Article 2 of the Planning Code in RH and RM Districts shall be subject to the notification and 


review procedures required by this Section. Pursuant to Section 205.2, applications for building 


permits in excess of 90 days for Temporary Wireless Telecommunications Facilities to be operated for 


commercial purposes in RH, RM, and RTO Districts shall also be subject to the notification and review 


procedures required by this Section. 


   (g)   Removal of Residential Units. When removal or elimination of a residential unit is 


proposed, the Applicant shall provide notice to occupants of the subject property by complying with the 


following notification procedures. 


      (1)   The Applicant shall provide a list of all existing residential units in the subject property 


to the Zoning Administrator, including those units that may be unauthorized residential units. 


      (2)   The Applicant shall post a notice of the application at least 30 inches by 30 inches in a 


conspicuous common area of the subject property, with the content as described in Subsections 


(c)(5)(A)-(D) above, and including the phone numbers of the agencies to contact regarding building 


permit issuance and appeal. The sign shall also indicate the appropriate City agency or resource to 
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contact for assistance in securing tenant counseling or legal services that can provide assistance to 


tenants with understanding and participating in the City's processes. The sign shall be posted no later 


than the start date of the notice required under Subsection (cd)(53) and shall remain posted until the 


conclusion of any hearings on the permit before the Planning Commission, the Zoning Administrator, 


the Board of Supervisors or the Board of Appeals. Such notice shall also include contact information 


for translation services into Spanish, Chinese, and Russian. 


      (3)   The Planning Department shall cause notice to be mailed to all residential units in the 


building, including any unauthorized residential units. 


      (4)   If an application proposes the kind of work set forth in Section 311(b) above, the 


Applicant shall comply with the notification requirements set forth in Section 311(cd) above, in 


addition to the on-site notification requirements set forth in this Section 311(g), but this Section 311(g) 


shall not require compliance with such notification requirements if they are otherwise not required. 


 


SEC. 312. PERMIT REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR ALL NC AND EASTERN 


NEIGHBORHOODS MIXED USE DISTRICTS AND FOR CANNABIS RETAIL AND MEDICAL 


CANNABIS DISPENSARY USES IN ALL NON-RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICTS. 


 


   (a)   Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to establish procedures for reviewing building permit 


applications for lots in NC and Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts and for proposed 


Cannabis Retail and Medical Cannabis Dispensary Uses in C, PDR, M, and Mixed Use Districts, in 


order to determine compatibility of the proposal with the neighborhood and for providing notice to 


property owners, occupants and residents on the site and neighboring the site of the proposed project 


and to interested neighborhood organizations, so that concerns about a project may be identified and 


resolved during the review of the permit. 
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   (b)   Applicability. Except as indicated herein, all building permit applications for demolition, new 


construction, the removal of an authorized or unauthorized Dwelling Unit, changes in use to a Formula 


Retail use as defined in Section 303.1 of this Code, alterations that expand the exterior dimensions of a 


building, and all building permit applications for proposed Cannabis Retail or Medical Cannabis 


Dipsensary Uses shall be subject to the notification and review procedures required by subsection 


312(d). Subsection 312(f) regarding demolition permits and approval of replacement structures shall 


apply to all NC and Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts. For the purposes of this Section, 


addition to a building of the features listed in Section 136(c)(1) through 136(c)(24) and 136(c)(26) 


shall not be subject to notification under this Section. 


   (c)   Changes of Use. 


      (1)   NC Districts. In NC Districts, all building permit applications for a change of use to, or the 


establishment of, the following uses shall be subject to the provisions of subsection 312(d) except as 


stated below: 


         Adult Business 


         Bar 


         Cannabis Retail 


         General Entertainment 


         Group Housing 


         Limited Restaurant 


         Liquor Store 


         Massage Establishment 


         Medical Cannabis Dispensary 


         Nighttime Entertainment 


         Outdoor Activity Area 


         Post-Secondary Educational Institution 
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         Private Community Facility 


         Public Community Facility 


         Religious Institution 


         Residential Care Facility 


         Restaurant 


         School 


         Tobacco Paraphernalia Establishment 


         Trade School 


      However, a change of use from a Restaurant to a Limited-Restaurant shall not be subject to the 


provisions of subsection 312(d). In addition, any accessory massage use in the Ocean Avenue 


Neighborhood Commercial Transit District shall be subject to the provisions of subsection 312(d). 


      (2)   Eastern Neighborhoods Districts. In all Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts all 


building permit applications for a change of use from any one land use category to another land use 


category, including but not limited to applications for a change of use to or for the establishment of a 


new Cannabis Retail or Medical Cannabis Dispensary Use shall be subject to the provisions of 


subsection 312(d). For the purposes of this subsection (c), “land use category” shall mean those 


categories used to organize the individual land uses which appear in the use tables in Article 8, 


immediately preceding a group of individual land uses, including but not limited to the following: 


Residential Use; Institutional Use; Retail Sales and Service Use; Assembly, Recreation, Arts and 


Entertainment Use; Office Use; Live/Work Units Use; Motor Vehicle Services Use; Vehicle Parking 


Use; Industrial Use; Home and Business Service Use; or Other Use. 


      (3)   C, PDR, M, and Mixed Use Districts. In C, PDR, M, and Mixed Use Districts, all building 


permit applications for a change of use to or the establishment of a Cannabis Retail or Medical 


Cannabis Dispensary Use shall be subject to the provisions of subsection 312(d). 
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   (d)   Building Permit Application Review for Compliance and Notification. Upon acceptance of any 


application subject to this Section, the Planning Department shall review the proposed project for 


compliance with the Planning Code and any applicable design guidelines approved by the Planning 


Commission. Applications determined not to be in compliance with the standards of Articles 1.2, 1.5, 2 


and 2.5 of the Planning Code, including design guidelines for specific areas adopted by the Planning 


Commission, or with any applicable conditions of previous approvals regarding the project, shall be 


held until either the application is determined to be in compliance, is disapproved or a 


recommendation for cancellation is sent to the Department of Building Inspection. 


      (1)   Neighborhood Commercial Design Guidelines. The construction of new buildings and 


alteration of existing buildings in NC Districts shall be consistent with the design policies and 


guidelines of the General Plan as adopted and periodically amended for specific areas or conditions by 


the Planning Commission. The Director of Planning may require modifications to the exterior of a 


proposed new building or proposed alteration of an existing building in order to bring it into 


conformity with the General Plan. These modifications may include, but are not limited to, changes in 


siting, building envelope, scale texture and detailing, openings, and landscaping. 


      (2)   Notification. Upon determination that an application is in compliance with the development 


standards of the Planning Code, the Planning Department shall cause a notice to be posted on the site 


pursuant to rules established by the Zoning Administrator and shall cause a written notice describing 


the proposed project to be sent in the manner described below. This notice shall be in addition to any 


notices required by the Building Code and shall have a format and content determined by the Zoning 


Administrator. It shall include a description of the proposal compared to any existing improvements on 


the site with dimensions of the basic features, elevations and site plan of the proposed project including 


the position of any adjacent buildings, exterior dimensions and finishes, a graphic reference scale, 


existing and proposed uses and commercial or institutional business name, if known. The notice shall 
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describe the project review process and shall set forth the mailing date of the notice and the expiration 


date of the notification period. 


         Written notice shall be mailed to the notification group which shall include the project sponsor, 


tenants of the subject property, relevant neighborhood organizations as described in Subparagraph 


312(d)(2)(C) below, all individuals having made a written request for notification for a specific parcel 


or parcels and all owners and, to the extent practical, occupants, of properties in the notification area. 


For the purposes of Section 312(h) below, written notice shall also be mailed to tenants of the subject 


property in unauthorized residential units. 


         (A)   The notification area shall be all properties within 150 feet of the subject lot in the same 


Assessor's Block and on the block face across from the subject lot. When the subject lot is a corner lot, 


the notification area shall further include all property on both block faces across from the subject lot, 


and the corner property diagonally across the street. 


         (B)   The latest City-wide Assessor's roll for names and addresses of owners shall be used for said 


notice. 


         (C)   The Planning Department shall maintain a list, updated every six months with current 


contact information, available for public review, and kept at the Planning Department's Planning 


Information Counter, and reception desk, as well as the Department of Building Inspection's Building 


Permit Counter, of neighborhood organizations which have indicated an interest in specific properties 


or areas. The organizations having indicated an interest in the subject lot or its area shall be included 


in the notification group for the proposed project. Notice to these groups shall be verified by a 


declaration of mailing signed under penalty of perjury. In the event that such an organization is not 


included in the notification group for a proposed project as required under this subsection, the 


proposed project must be re-noticed. 
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      (3)   Notification Period. All building permit applications shall be held for a period of 30 calendar 


days from the date of the mailed notice to allow review by residents, occupants, owners of neighboring 


properties and by neighborhood groups. 


      (4)   Elimination of Duplicate Notice. The notice provisions of this Section may be waived by the 


Zoning Administrator for building permit applications for projects that have been, or before approval 


will be, the subject of a duly noticed public hearing before the Planning Commission or Zoning 


Administrator, provided that the nature of work for which the building permit application is required is 


both substantially included in the hearing notice and is the subject of the hearing. 


   (e)   Requests for Planning Commission Review. A request for the Planning Commission to exercise 


its discretionary review powers over a specific building permit application shall be considered by the 


Planning Commission if received by the Planning Department no later than 5:00 p.m. of the last day of 


the notification period as described under Subsection (d)(3) above, subject to guidelines adopted by the 


Planning Commission. 


      The project sponsor of a building permit application may request discretionary review by the 


Planning Commission to resolve conflicts between the Director of Planning and the project sponsor 


concerning requested modifications to comply with relevant design guidelines of the General Plan. 


      (1)   Scheduling of Hearing. The Zoning Administrator shall set a time for hearing requests for 


discretionary review by the Planning Commission within a reasonable period. 


      (2)   Notice. Mailed notice of the discretionary review hearing by the Planning Commission shall be 


given not less than 10 days prior to the date of the hearing to the notification group as described in 


Paragraph 312(d)(2) above. Posted notice of the hearing shall be made as provided under Planning 


Code Section 306.8. 


   (f)   Demolition of Dwellings, Approval of Replacement Structure Required. Unless the building is 


determined to pose a serious and imminent hazard as defined in the Building Code an application 


authorizing demolition in any NC or Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use District of an historic or 
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architecturally important building or of a dwelling shall not be approved and issued until the City has 


granted final approval of a building permit for construction of the replacement building. A building 


permit is finally approved if the Board of Appeals has taken final action for approval on an appeal of 


the issuance or denial of the permit or if the permit has been issued and the time for filing an appeal 


with the Board has lapsed with no appeal filed. 


      The demolition of any building whether or not historically and architecturally important may be 


approved administratively where the Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the Chief of 


the Bureau of Fire Prevention and Public Safety determines, after consultation with the Zoning 


Administrator, that an imminent safety hazard exists, and the Director of the Department of Building 


Inspection determines that demolition or extensive alteration of the structure is the only feasible means 


to secure the public safety. 


   (g)   Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services Facilities, Notification and Review Required. 


Building permit applications for new construction of a Micro Wireless Telecommunications Services 


Facility under Article 7 or 8 of the Planning Code in all NC or Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 


Districts shall be subject to the notification and review procedures required by this Section. Pursuant 


to Section 205.2, applications for building permits in excess of 90 days for Temporary Wireless 


Telecommunications Facilities to be operated for commercial purposes in NC and Eastern 


Neighborhood Mixed Use Districts shall also be subject to the notification and review procedures 


required by this Section. 


   (h)   Removal of Residential Units. When removal or elimination of a residential unit is proposed, 


the Applicant shall comply with the following notification procedures. 


      (1)   The Applicant shall provide a list of all residential units in the subject property to the Zoning 


Administrator, including those units that may be unauthorized residential units. 


      (2)   The Applicant shall post a notice of the application at least 30 inches by 30 inches in a 


conspicuous common area of the subject property, with the content as described in Subsection (d)(2) 
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above, and including the phone numbers of the agencies to contact regarding building permit issuance 


and appeal. The sign shall also indicate the appropriate City agency or resource to contact for 


assistance in securing tenant counseling or legal services that can provide assistance to tenants with 


understanding and participating in the City's processes. The sign shall be posted no later than the 


mailing date of the notice required under Subsection (d)(2) above and shall remain posted until the 


conclusion of any hearings on the permit before the Planning Commission, the Zoning Administrator, 


the Board of Supervisors or the Board of Appeals. Such notice shall also include contact information 


for translation services into Spanish, Chinese, and Russian. 


      (3)   The Planning Department shall cause notice to be mailed to all residential units in the 


building, including any unauthorized residential units. 


      (4)   If an application proposes the kind of work set forth in Section 312(b) above, the Applicant 


shall comply with the notification requirements set forth in Section 312(d) above, in addition to the on-


site notification requirements set forth in this Section 312(h), but this Section 312(h) shall not require 


compliance with such notification requirements if they are otherwise not required. 


 


SEC. 317.  LOSS OF RESIDENTIAL AND UNAUTHORIZED UNITS THROUGH 


DEMOLITION, MERGER AND CONVERSION. 


*   *   *   * 


(h)   Notice of Conditional Use Hearing. At least twenty days prior to For any hearing to 


consider a Conditional Use authorization required under Subsection (g)(2), (g)(3) , (g)(4), or 


(g)(5), the Zoning Administrator shall cause a written provide notice as required by Section 333 of 


this Code containing the following information to be mailed to all Residential Units and if known any 


Unauthorized Units in the building, in addition to any other notice required under this Code: 


        (1)   Notice of the time, place, and purpose of the hearing; and 
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        (2)   An explanation of the process for demolishing, merging, or converting Residential 


Units or Unauthorized Units, including a description of subsequent permits that would be required 


from the Planning Department and Department of Building Inspection and how they could be appealed. 


*   *   *   * 


 


SEC. 329.  LARGE PROJECT AUTHORIZATION IN EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MIXED 


USE DISTRICTS. 


*   *   *   * 


(e)   Hearing and Decision. 


        (1)   Hearing. The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing for all 


projects that are subject to this Section. 


        (2)   Notice of Hearing. Notice of such hearing shall be provided as required by 


Section 333 of this Code.  pursuant to the same requirements for Conditional Use requests, as set forth 


in Section 306.3 and 306.8. 


        (3)   Director's Recommendations on Modifications and Exceptions. At the 


hearing, the Planning Director shall review for the Commission key issues related to the 


project based on the review of the project pursuant to Subsection (c) and recommend to the 


Commission modifications, if any, to the project and conditions for approval as necessary. The 


Director shall also make recommendations to the Commission on any proposed exceptions 


pursuant to Subsection (d). 


        (4)   Decision and Imposition of Conditions. The Commission, after public 


hearing and, after making appropriate findings, may approve, disapprove or approve subject 


to conditions, the project and any associated requests for exception. As part of its review and 


decision, the Planning Commission may impose additional conditions, requirements, 
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modifications, and limitations on a proposed project in order to achieve the objectives, 


policies, and intent of the General Plan or of this Code. 


        (5)   Appeal. The decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to the 


Board of Appeals by any person aggrieved within 15 days after the date of the decision by 


filing a written notice of appeal with that body, setting forth wherein it is alleged that there was 


an error in the interpretation of the provisions of this Code or abuse of discretion on the part of 


the Planning Commission. 


       (6)   Discretionary Review. No requests for discretionary review shall be 


accepted by the Planning Department or heard by the Planning Commission for projects 


subject to this Section. 


        (7)   Change of Conditions. Once a project is approved, authorization of a 


change in any condition previously imposed by the Planning Commission shall require 


approval by the Planning Commission subject to the procedures set forth in this Section. 


 


SEC. 330.7. PUBLIC NOTICE. 


 In addition to the notice standards of Sections 306 through 306.5 in this Code, and any 


other notice requirement by the Building Code or any other notice required by the Municipal 


Code, the Zoning Administrator shall mail notice provide notice of a Coastal Zone Permit 


Application as required by Section 333 of this Code. to residents within 100 feet of the subject 


property, and mail notice to any person or group who specifically requests notice. The notice shall 


identify the nature of the project, its location within the coastal zone, the time and date of hearing if 


any, and appeal procedures. 


 


SEC. 333. PUBLIC NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES 
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(a)  Purpose. The purpose of this section is to establish procedures for all public 


notifications required by this Code.    


(b)  Applicability. The requirements of this Section 333 shall apply to any hearing before the 


Planning Commission, Historic Preservation Commission and/or the Zoning Administrator for which 


public notice is required in this Code, and to certain Building Permit Applications under review by the 


Planning Department pursuant to Section 311 of this Code. The Zoning Administrator shall determine 


the means of delivering all forms of public notice pursuant to this Code, provided that the requirements 


of this Section 333 are satisfied. 


(c)  Notification Period. For the purposes of this section 333, the Notification Period shall 


mean no fewer than 20 calendar days prior to the date of the hearing, or in the case of a Building 


Permit Application a period of no fewer than 20 calendar days prior to any Planning Department 


approval of the application.  


(d) Content of Notice.  


(1) All notices provided pursuant to this section 333 shall have a format and content 


determined by the Zoning Administrator, and shall at a minimum include the following: 


 (A) the address and block/lot number(s) of the subject project; and 


 (B) the Planning Department case number or Building Permit Application 


number, as applicable, for the subject project; and 


 (C) the basic details of the project, including whether the project is a demolition, 


new construction, alteration, or change of use; and basic details comparing the existing and proposed 


conditions at the property including building height, number of stories, dwelling unit count, number of 


parking spaces, and the use of the building; and 


 (D) instructions on how to access the online notice and plan sets for the project, 


including how to obtain paper copies of the plan sets, and additional information as follows: 
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 (i) for Building Permit Applications subject to section 311 of this Code: 


the beginning and end dates of the notification period along with instructions on how to contact the 


project planner, and for how to file an application for Discretionary Review; and contact information 


for the appropriate City agency or resource to contact for assistance in securing tenant counseling or 


legal services, as applicable; or 


 (ii) for any public hearings required by the Planning Code and for which 


public notification is required for a development application: the date, time and location of the 


hearing; instructions for how to submit comments on the proposed project to the hearing body; and an 


explanation as to why the hearing is required. 


(2) Multiple Language Requirement. 


 (A) Definitions. The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this  


Subsection: 


  (i) Dedicated Telephone Number means a telephone number for a 


recorded message in a Language of Limited English Proficient Residents. The recorded message shall 


advise callers as to what information they should leave on the message machine so that the Department 


may return the call with information about the notice in the requested language. 


  (ii) Language of Limited English Proficient Residents means each of the 


two languages other than English spoken most commonly by San Francisco residents of limited English 


proficiency as determined by the Planning Department based on its annual review of United States 


census and other data as required by San Francisco Administrative Code Section 91.2. 


 (B) All forms of required notice established in this section 333 shall include a 


statement, provided in each Language of Limited English Proficient Residents and, to the extent 


available Department resources allow, such other languages that the Department determines desirable, 


providing a Dedicated Telephone Number at which information about the notice may be obtained in the 


language in question. The Department shall maintain a Dedicated Telephone Number for each 
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Language of Limited English Proficient Residents. The Department shall place a return telephone call 


by the end of the following business day to each person who leaves a message, and when the caller is 


reached, provide information to the caller about the notice in the language spoken by the caller. 


(e) Required Notices. Except as provided in subsection 333(f) below, all notices provided 


pursuant to this section 333 shall be provided in the following formats:    


(1)  Posted Notice. A poster or posters with minimum dimensions of 11 x 17 inches, 


including the content set forth in subsection 333(d) above, shall be placed by the project applicant at 


the subject property and for the entire duration of the Notification Period as set forth herein. This 


notice shall be in addition to any notices required by the Building Code, other City codes or State law.  


One poster shall be required for each full 25 feet of each street frontage of the subject property.  For 


example, 2 posters would be required for a 50 foot street frontage; 3 posters would be required for 


either a 75 foot frontage or a 99 foot frontage. Multiple posters shall be spread along the subject street 


frontage as regularly as possible. All required posters shall be placed as near to the street frontage of 


the property as possible, in a manner to be determined by the Zoning Administrator.  


(2)  Mailed Notice. Written notice with minimum dimensions of 4-1/4 x 6 inches, 


including the contents set forth in subsection 333(d), shall be mailed to all of the following recipients in 


a timely manner pursuant to the Notification Period established herein: 


 (A)  Neighborhood organizations that have registered with the Planning 


Department,to be included in a list that shall be maintained by the Planning Department and available 


for public review for the purpose of notifying such organizations of hearings and applications in 


specific areas; and 


 (B)  Individuals who have made a specific written request for to be notified of 


hearings and applications at a subject lot; and 


 (C)  All owners and, to the extent practicable, occupants of properties, within no 


less than 150 feet of the subject property, including the owner(s) and occupant(s) of the subject 
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property, including any occupants of unauthorized dwelling units. Names and addresses of property 


owners shall be taken from the latest Citywide Assessor's Roll. Failure to send notice by mail to any 


such property owner where the address of such owner is not shown on such assessment roll shall not 


invalidate any proceedings in connection with such action. The Zoning Administrator shall determine 


the appropriate methodology for satisfying this requirement. If applicable State law requires notice to 


be provided in a different manner, such notice will be provided consistent with applicable State 


requirements.  


(3)  Online Notice. For the entire duration of the Notification Period established 


herein, the following notification materials shall be provided on a publicly accessible website that is 


maintained by the Planning Department: 


 (A)  A digital copy formatted to print on 11 x 17 inch paper of the posted 


notice including the contents set forth in subsection 333(d) for the hearing or application; and 


 (B)  Digital copies of any architectural and/or site plans that are scaled and 


formatted to print on 11 x 17 inch paper, are consistent with Plan Submittal Guidelines maintained and 


published by the Planning Department, and that describe and compare, at a minimum, the existing and 


proposed conditions at the subject property, the existing and proposed conditions in relationship to 


adjacent properties, and that may include a site plan, floor plans, and elevations documenting 


dimensional changes required to describe the proposal. 


(f) Notice of Hearings for Legislative Actions.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, for all 


hearings required for consideration of legislation, including but not limited to a Planning Code 


Amendment, Zoning Map Amendment, General Plan Amendment, or Interim Zoning Controls, an 


online notice shall be provided for the entire duration of the Notification Period established herein on a 


publicly accessible website that is maintained by the Planning Department, and shall include the date, 


time, and location of the hearing; the case number for the subject action; a general description of the 


subject and purpose of the hearing; and instructions for how to contact the planner assigned to the case 
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and provide comment to the hearing body. For any legislative proposal to reclassify property through a 


Zoning Map Amendment, or to establish Interim Zoning Controls, if the area to be reclassified or the 


area in which the interim controls are applicable is 30 acres or less in total area, excluding the area of 


public streets and alleys, the information specified in this Subsection (f) shall be provided in a mailed 


notice consistent with the requirements of subsection 333(d) above, and the notices shall also include a 


map or general description of the area proposed for reclassification or action. For any legislative 


proposal to reclassify property through a Zoning Map Amendment, if the area to be reclassified 


comprises a single development lot or site, the required information shall also be provided in a posted 


notice consistent with the requirements of subsection 333(d) above. 


(g) Elimination of Duplicate Notice. The notice provisions of this Section may be waived by 


the Zoning Administrator for applications that have been, or prior to any approval will be, the subject 


of an otherwise duly noticed public hearing before the Planning Commission or Zoning Administrator, 


provided that the nature of work for which the application is required is both substantially included in 


the hearing notice and was the subject of the hearing. 


(h) Newspaper Notice.  If newspaper notice is required by applicable State law, the City 


shall provide such newspaper notice. 


 


SEC. 1006.3.  SCHEDULING AND NOTICE OF HEARING. 


(a)   If a public hearing before the HPC on a Certificate of Appropriateness is required, 


a timely appeal has been made of an Administrative Certificate of Appropriateness, or the 


HPC has timely requested review of an Administrative Certificate of Appropriateness, the 


Department shall set a time and place for said hearing within a reasonable period. Notice of 


the time, place and purpose of the hearing shall be given provided as required by Section 333 of 


this Code. by the Department as follows: 


(1)   By mail to the applicant not less than 20 days prior to the date of the 
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hearing; 


(2)   By mail to any interested parties who so request in writing to the 


Department; 


  (3)   For landmark sites: by mail not less than 20 days prior to the date of the hearing to 


all owners and occupants of the subject property and owners and occupants of properties within 150 


feet of the subject property; 


       (4)   For buildings located in historic districts: by mail not less than 20 days prior to the 


date of the hearing to all owners and occupants of the subject property, all owners of properties within 


300 feet of the subject property, and all occupants of properties within 150 feet of the subject property. 


(5)   By posting notice on the site not less than 20 days prior to the date of the  


hearing; and 


(6)   Such other notice as the Department deems appropriate. 


(b)   For the purposes of mailed notice, the latest citywide assessment roll tor names and 


addresses of owners shall be used, and all efforts shall be made to the extent practical, to notify 


occupants of properties in the notification area. Failure to send notice by mail to any such property 


owner where the address of such owner is not shown on such assessment roll shall not invalidate any 


proceedings in connection with such action. 


 


SEC. 1111.4.  SCHEDULING AND NOTICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 


HEARINGS. 


(a)   If a public hearing before the HPC is required under this Section 1111, the 


Department shall set a time and place for the hearing within a reasonable period. Notice of the 


time, place, and purpose of the hearing shall be given by the Department provided as required in 


Section 333 of this Code. not less than 20 days prior to the date of the hearing as follows: 


        (1)   By mail to the owner of the subject property; 
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        (2)   By mail to the applicant; 


        (3)   By mail to any interested parties who make a request in writing to the Department; 


        (4)   For applications for a building located in a Conservation District, by mail to the 


owners of all real property within 300 feet of the subject property; 


        (5)   For applications for a building not located in a Conservation District, by mail to 


the owners of all real property within 150 feet of the subject property; 


        (6)   By posting notice on the site; and 


        (7)   By any other means as the Department deems appropriate. 


(b)   Notice for HPC review of Minor Permits to Alter. A hearing for the HPC to exercise its 


review powers over a Minor Permit to Alter shall be noticed: 


        (1)   By mail not less than 10 days prior to the date of the hearing to the applicant, all 


owners within 150 feet of the subject property, as well as to any other interested parties who so request 


in writing to the Department; and  


        (2)   By posted notice on the site not less than 10 days prior to the date of the hearing. 


 


Section 5.  The Planning Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 1005, 1111.1, 


and 1111.2 to read as follows:   


 


SEC. 1005. CONFORMITY AND PERMITS 


*   *   *   * 


(e)   After receiving a permit application from the Central Permit Bureau in accordance 


with the preceding subsection, the Department shall ascertain whether a Certificate of 


Appropriateness is required or has been approved for the work proposed in such permit 


application. If a Certificate of Appropriateness is required and has been issued, and if the 


permit application conforms to the work approved in the Certificate of Appropriateness, the 
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permit application shall be processed without further reference to this Article 10. If a 


Certificate of Appropriateness is required and has not been issued, of or if the permit 


application does not conform to what was approved, the permit application shall be 


disapproved or held by the Department until such time as conformity does exist either through 


modifications to the proposed work or through the issuance of an amended or new Certificate 


of Appropriateness. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the following cases the Department 


shall process the permit application without further reference to this Article 10: 


(1)   When the application is for a permit to construct on a landmark site where 


the landmark has been lawfully demolished and the site is not within a designated historic 


district;  


(2)   When the application is for a permit to make interior alterations only on a 


privately-owned structure or on a publicly-owned structure, unless the designating ordinance 


requires review of such alterations to the privately- or publicly-owned structure pursuant to 


Section 1004(c) hereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if any proposed interior alteration 


requiring a permit would result in any significant visual or material impact to the exterior of the 


subject building, a Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required to address such exterior 


effects; 


 (3)   When the application is for a permit to do ordinary maintenance and repairs 


only. For the purpose of this Article 10, "ordinary maintenance and repairs" shall mean any 


work, the sole purpose and effect of which is to correct deterioration, decay or damage of 


existing materials, including repair of damage caused by fire or other disaster; 


(4)   When the application is for a permit to maintain, repair, rehabilitate, or 


improve streets and sidewalks, including sidewalk widening, accessibility, and bulb-outs, 


unless such streets and sidewalks have been explicitly called out in a landmark's or district's 


designating ordinance as character defining features of the landmark or district.; 
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(5)  When the application is for a permit to alter a landing or install a power-assist 


operator to provide an accessible entrance to a landmark or district, provided that the improvements 


conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1006.6; 


(6)  When the application is for a permit to install business signs or awnings as defined 


in Section 602 of this Code to a landmark or district, provided that signage, awnings, and transparency 


conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1006.6; 


(7)  When the application is for a permit to install non-visible rooftop appurtenances to 


a landmark or district, provided that the improvements conform to the requirements outlined in Section 


1006.6; or 


(8)  When the application is for a permit to install non-visible, low-profile skylights, 


provided that the improvements conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1006.6; or 


(9)  When the application is for a permit to install a City-sponsored Landmark plaque to 


a landmark or district, provided that the improvements conform to the requirements outlined in Section 


1006.6 of this Code. 


 *   *   *   * 


 


SEC. 1111.1. DETERMINATION OF MINOR AND MAJOR ALTERATIONS.  


 *   *   *   * 


(c)  All applications for a Permit to Alter that are not Minor Alterations delegated to 


Department staff shall be scheduled for a hearing by the HPC pursuant to the procedures in 


Section 1111.4 and 1111.5 below.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the following cases the 


Department shall process the permit application without further reference to the Permit to Alter 


procedures outlined herein:  
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(1)  When the application is for a permit to make improvements to provide an accessible 


entrance to a Significant or Contributory building or any building within a Conservation District 


provided that the improvements conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1111.6 of this Code; 


(2)  When the application is for a permit to install business signs to a Significant or 


Contributory building or any building within a Conservation District provided that signage and 


transparency conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1111.6 of this Code; or 


(3)  When the application is for a permit to install non-visible rooftop appurtenances to 


a Significant or Contributory building or any building within a Conservation District provided that the 


improvements conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1111.6 of this Code. 


 


SEC. 1111.2.  SIGN PERMITS. 


    (a)   New general advertising signs are prohibited in any Conservation District or on 


any historic property regulated by this Article 11. 


    (b)   If a permit for a sign is required pursuant to Article 6 of this Code, the 


requirements of this Section shall apply to such permit in addition to those of Article 6. 


    (c)   In addition to the requirements of Article 6, an application for a business sign, 


general advertising sign, identifying sign, or nameplate to be located on a Significant or 


Contributory Building or any building in a Conservation District shall be subject to review by the 


HPC pursuant to the provisions of this Article. The HPC, or the Planning Department pursuant to 


Section 1111.1 of this Code, shall disapprove the application or approve it with modifications to 


conform to the requirements outlined in Section 1111.6 of this Code, including if the proposed 


location, materials, typeset, size of lettering, means of illumination, method of replacement, or 


the attachment would adversely affect so that the special architectural, historical or aesthetic 


significance of the subject building or the Conservation District are preserved. No application 


shall be denied on the basis of the content of the sign. 
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Section 6.  Effective Date.  This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after 


enactment.  Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the 


ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 


of Supervisors overrides the Mayor’s veto of the ordinance.   


 


Section 7.  Operative Dates.   


(a)  The Amendments contained in Sections 3 and 5 of this ordinance, including 


revisions to Planning Code Sections 206.4, 309, 315, 1005, 1111.1, and 1111.2; the addition 


of new Planning Code Section 315.1; and deletion of Planning Code Section 328, shall 


become operative on the Effective Date. 


(b)  The Amendments contained in Section 4 of this ordinance, including amendments 


to Planning Code Sections 202.5, 302, 303, 303.1, 305.1, 306.3, 306.7, 306.8, 306.9, 311, 


317, 329, 330.7, 1006.3, and 1111.4, deletions of Planning Code Sections 306.10 and 312, 


and addition of new Planning Code Section 333, shall become operative on January 1, 2019. 


 


Section 8.  Scope of Ordinance.  In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors 


intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, 


numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal 


Code that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment 


additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the “Note” that appears under  


// 


// 


// 


// 


// 
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the official title of the ordinance.   


 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 
 
 
By:   
 KATE H. STACY 
 Deputy City Attorney 
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From: Secretary, Commissions (CPC)
To: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: May 16, 2018 - 3333 California Street - Revisions Requested by Staff
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 10:05:28 AM
Attachments: 20180515165142.pdf

20180515165310.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Kathy Devincenzi [mailto:krdevincenzi@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Andrew Wolfram; Aaron Hyland; Black, Kate (CPC); ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com; rsejohns;
dianematsuda@hotmail.com; Jonathan Pearlman
Cc: Secretary, Commissions (CPC); Smith, Desiree (CPC); Moore, Julie (CPC); John Rothmann
(johnrothmann2@yahoo.com)
Subject: May 16, 2018 - 3333 California Street - Revisions Requested by Staff
 
Re:  3333 California Street
        May 16, 2018 San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission
 
Dear President Wolfram and Commissioners:
 
Please see attached letter and attachments thereto regarding revisions requested by Planning
staff and letter from developer to Commission.
 
We appreciate your consideration of these matters.
 
Laurel Heights Improvement Association of SF, Inc.
By:  Kathy Devincenzi, Vice-President
       (415) 221-4700
 
 

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/












































































































































































From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS REJECTION OF POLICE

COMMISSION REAPPOINTMENTS
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 10:24:21 AM
Attachments: 5.15.18 Police Commission Reappointments.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 5:17 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS REJECTION
OF POLICE COMMISSION REAPPOINTMENTS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE BOARD OF

SUPERVISORS REJECTION OF POLICE COMMISSION
REAPPOINTMENTS

 
“I am extremely disappointed that the Board of Supervisors decided to politicize the
appointment process of the Police Commission at such a crucial time in our city. Rejecting the
reappointments of Joe Marshall, an African American leader and longtime anti-violence
pioneer, and Sonia Melara, a Latina woman and chief advocate of police reform, is
outrageous.
 
Without these appointments, the Police Commission lacks quorum and cannot meet. Citizen
oversight of the Police Department is not occurring. We will not have a full commission until
September, due to the politicization of these nominees.
 
Most importantly, in rejecting Commissioners Melara and Marshall, the Board has halted the
critical work of overseeing implementation of police reforms. This includes institutionalizing
our new use-of-force policies, training for Tasers, partnerships with the California Department
of Justice and officer discipline cases.”
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:dennis.richards@sfgov.org
mailto:Milicent.Johnson@sfgov.org
mailto:Joel.Koppel@sfgov.org
mailto:kathrin.moore@sfgov.org
mailto:Myrna.Melgar@sfgov.org
mailto:Myrna.Melgar@sfgov.org
mailto:planning@rodneyfong.com
mailto:richhillissf@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:andrew@tefarch.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/



OFFICE OF THE MAYOR   MARK E.  FARRELL  
 SAN FRANCISCO                                                                    MAYOR  
     
 


 


1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, May 15, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR MARK FARRELL ON THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 


REJECTION OF POLICE COMMISSION REAPPOINTMENTS 


 


“I am extremely disappointed that the Board of Supervisors decided to politicize the appointment 


process of the Police Commission at such a crucial time in our city. Rejecting the reappointments 


of Joe Marshall, an African American leader and longtime anti-violence pioneer, and Sonia 


Melara, a Latina woman and chief advocate of police reform, is outrageous.  


 


Without these appointments, the Police Commission lacks quorum and cannot meet. Citizen 


oversight of the Police Department is not occurring. We will not have a full commission until 


September, due to the politicization of these nominees.  


 


Most importantly, in rejecting Commissioners Melara and Marshall, the Board has halted the 


critical work of overseeing implementation of police reforms. This includes institutionalizing our 


new use-of-force policies, training for Tasers, partnerships with the California Department of 


Justice and officer discipline cases.” 
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e ° R T Public Meeting, Notice of Availability, and Notice of Intent to Adopt a Draft Initial StudylMitigated
Negative Declaration for the BART Market Street Canopies and Escalators Modernization Project

What: The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) has prepared a Draft Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (Draft IS/MND) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the
BART Market Street Canopies and Escalators Modernization Project (Proposed Project). The Proposed
Project would include the installation of canopy covers over 22 of the Downtown San Francisco BART/MUNI
station entrances/exits along Market Street leading to the underground Embarcadero, Montgomery Street,
Powell Street, and Civic Center/UN Plaza station concourses, as well as replacement and refurbishment of
existing street-level escalators. Each protective canopy would be equipped with a motorized security grille
that would lock at the sidewalk level of the station entrance/exit when the stations are closed. These
improvements would be constructed in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) A17.1-2007 Section 6.1.8, which requires that outdoor escalators be covered to protect them from
weather related damage and for the safety of passengers.

The Draft IS/MND provides an environmental evaluation of potential impacts and mitigation measures. The
study concludes that the projects mitigation measures would ensure that all impacts remain at a less-than-
significant level. This notice is to advise the public and agencies that the Draft IS/MND is available for
review and that a public meeting will be held.

Where: San Francisco Main Library
LatinolHispanic Community Room, Lower Level
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, 94102
This public meeting is not sponsored by the San Francisco Public Library.

When: Wednesday May 16th from 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

Comments: The 30-day review period will begin on Monday, April 30, 2018 and will end on Wednesday, May 30, 2018.
Comments must be received by 5:00 PM on May 30, 2018. Comments on the Draft IS/MND must be - -.':
at the public meeting or submitted in writing by regular mail or email. Comments submitted by email should
be sent to: jlayton@bart.gov. Written comments may be mailed tc the following address:

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
BART Market Street Canopies and Escalators Modernization Project
Attention: Janie Layton, Environmental Administrator
P.O. Box 12688 (Mail Stop LKS — 22) Oakland, CA 94604-2688

Verbal comments will be accepted at the public meeting through a court reporter/transcriber. If you require
special accommodation needs or if you need language assistance services, please call (510) 464-6752 at
least 72 hours prior to the date of the event.

The Draft IS/MND is available for review on the BART website at:
https://www.bart.gov/about/planning/sfentrances and at the following locations:

BART District Office San Francisco Main Library
300 Lakeside Drive, 2~d Floor 100 Larkin Street
Oakland, CA 94612 San Francisco, CA 94102

Contact: All questions regarding the BART Market Street Canopies and Escalators Modernization Projector how to

comment on the Draft IS/MND can be directed to the project information telephone line at (510) 287-4745.

Verbal comments will not be accepted by telephone.



B A R T Reunion Publics, Aviso de Disponibilidad y Notificaci6n de Intencion de adoptar un Borrador de
Estudio IniciallDeclaracion Negativa Atenuante pars el Proyecto de Modernizacion de Doseles y
Escaleras Electricas de la estacion Market Street de BART

Que: EI San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) ha preparado un Borrador de Estudio
Inicial/Declaracion Negativa Atenuante (Borrador de IS/MND) de conformidad con la Ley sobre la Calidad
Ambiental de California (CEQA) pars el Proyecto de Modernizacion de Doseles y Escaleras Electricas de la
estacion Market Street de BART (Proyecto Propuesto). EI Proyecto Propuesto incluiria la instalacibn de
doseles protectores sobre 22 de las entradas/salidas de las estaciones de BART/MUNI del Centro tle San
Francisco a to largo tle Market Street que conducen a las explanadas de las estaciones subterraneas
Embarcadero, Montgomery Street, Powell Street y Civic Center/UN Plaza, asi como el reemplazo y la
renovacion tle las escaleras electricas existentes a nivel de la calle. Cads dosel protector estaria equipado
con una reja tle seguridad motorizada que se cerraria a nivel de la acera tle la entrada/salida de la estacion
cuando esta esta cerrada. Estas mejoras se construirian de conformitlatl con la norms A17.1-2007, Seccion
6.1.8 de la Sociedad Americana de Ingenieros Mecanicos (ASME), la cual establece que las escaleras
electricas en exteriores deben estar cubiertas pars protegerlas de los Banos causados por inclemencias
climaticas y pars la seguridad de los pasajeros.

EI Borrador de IS/MND establece una evaluacion ambiental de los potenciales impactos y medidas de
mitigacion. EI estudio Ilega a la conclusion de que las medidas de mitigacion del proyecto garantizarian que
todos los impactos se mantengan en un nivel no significativo. Este aviso tiene como fin informar al publico y
a las agencias que el Borrador de IS/MND esta tlisponible pars su revision y que tendra lugar una reunion
publics.

Donde: San Francisco Main Library
LatinolHispanic Community Room, Nivel Inferior
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, 94102

- Esta reunion publics no esta patrocinada por la Biblioteca Publics de San Francisco.

Cuando: Miercoles, 16 de mayo, de 5:30 p.m. a 7:30 p.m.

Comentarios: EI periodo de revision de 30 Bias comenzara el tunes, 30 de abril tle 2018 y finalizara el miercoles, 30 de
mayo de 2018. Los comentarios deben recibirse a mss tartlar a las 5:00 p.m. del 30 de mayo de 2018. Los
comentarios sobre el Borrador de IS/MND deben hacerse en la reunion pGblica o bien presentarse por
escrito por correo regular o correo electronico. Si se presentan por correo electronico, los comentarios
tleben enviarse a: jlayton@bart.gov. Los comentarios por escrito pueden enviarse por correo a la siguiente
direccion:

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
BART Market Street Canopies and Escalators Modernization Project
A la atencion de: Janie Layton, Environmental Administrator
P.O. Box 12688 (Mail Stop LKS — 22) Oakland, CA 94604-2688

En la reunion publics se aceptaran comentarios verbales a traves de un taquigrafo/transcriptor judicial. Si
usted tiene necesidatles de adaptaciones especiales o necesita servicios de asistencia pars comunicarse
en otro idioms, por favor Ilame al (510) 464-6752 al menos 72 horas antes de la fecha del evento.

EI Borrador de IS/MND esta disponible pars su revision en el sitio web tle BART:
https://www.bart.gov/aboutlplanning/sfentrances y en los siguientes lugares:

BART District Office San Francisco Main Library
300 Lakeside Drive, 2nd Floor 100 Larkin Street
Oakland, CA 94612 San Francisco, CA 94102

Contactor Todas las preguntas relativas al Proyecto de Modernizacion de Doseles y Escaleras Electricas de la
estacion Market Street de BART o sobre como realizar comentarios sobre el Borrador de IS/MND pueden
dirigirse a la lines telefonica de informacion del proyecto, (510) 287-4745. No se aceptaran comentarios
verbales por telefono.
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Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development

City and County of San Francisco

Mark Farrell
Mayor

Kate Hartley
Director

May 8, 2018

Please join the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development in
continued conversation regarding an interim use for 730 Stanyan, the former
McDonald's site.

730 STANYAN COMMUNITY MEETING
Thursday, May 17, 2018, 6pm — 7:30pm

John Adams Center —1860 Hayes Street, auditorium
For those who cannot attend in person, the meeting will be live streamed:

http://sf ova tv.or~;lmohcd-meeting

We will discuss the results of community input gathered at the meeting held April
26t'' and summarize 3 proposals we've received to date. If you have a proposed use
you'd like to share with the community and the use serves or employs low to
moderate income persons, benefits the community as a whole, and is financially self-
sufficient, please contact Joan.McNamara@sf~ov.org to submit your proposal for
staff review. If your proposal meets all the requirements listed above, we will
summarize your proposal at an upcoming meeting.

We will hold an additional community meeting on Saturday, June 16, 2018, loam —
12 noon. Location information will be announced prior to the meeting.

We value the input of all community members and look forward to seeing you on
May 17, or to hearing from you via htt~s://sfmohcd.arg/730-stanyan.

One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: 415.701.5500 Fax: 415.701.5501 TDD:415.701.5503 www.sfmohcd.org
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